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ABSTRACT 

Because Hawaii is expected to experience mpid growth in its population segment 

of people aged 65 and older, their trovel needs and understanding their trovel behavior is 

of increasing importance. A literature review of studies that focused on the trovel 

behavior of older people suggested that the following factors affect trovel behavior: age, 

gender, medical condition, ability to drive, cost of a trip, residentia1location (suburb vs. 

city), trip purpose, day of the week, time of day, income, and availability of a private 

vehicle. This thesis estimated two multinomia1logit models of mode choice using data 

from the 1995 Household Interview Survey (HIS) which was conducted by the Oahu 

Metropolitan Planning Organization (OMPO). These models suggest being elderly has a 

negative effect toward drive, passenger and walk as compared with tmnsit In addition, 

being retired has a negative effect toward drive, passenger, walk and bike as compared 

with tmnsit. 
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1.1 Background 

CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Throughout this thesis, "elderly" or "seniors" will be defined as people aged 65 

and older unless otherwise specified. In 1999, the elderly population of the United States 

was approximately 34.5 million, 12.7% of the total population. According to Kim and 

Ulfarsson (2004), the United States Census Bureau projects that by 2030, the elderly 

population of the United States will reach approximately 70 million, 20% of the total 

population. 

Like the rest of the United States, Hawaii is expected to experience rapid growth 

in its elderly population according to the Hawaii State Department of Business, 

Economic Development and Tourism (DBEDT). Figure 1.1 shows the resident 

population of Hawaii as projected by the Hawaii State DBEDT in the State of Hawaii 

Data Book, 2004 Edition. These projections indicate the number of elderly Hawaii 

residents is expected to more than double, increasing from 160,211 (13.2% of the total 

population) in 2000 to 323,700 (19.9% of the total population) in 2030. Because the 

number of elderly Hawaii residents is expected to significantly increase in total number 

and become a larger proportion of the total population, their travel needs should be 

considered. 
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Figure 1.1. State of Hawaii Projected Resident Population by Age 
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The Oahu Metropolitan Planning Organization (OMPO) and the City and County 

of Honolulu, Department of Transportation Services (DTS) conducted a study dated June 

1980. This study was policy-oriented and national data were used to estimate 

transportation demands due to the lack ofloca1 data in 1980. Nevertheless, a brief 

description of the scope, conclusions and reco=endations of this study is provided 

below since this was the only study found on the travel behavior of the elderly on Oahu 

(Elderly 1980). 
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The scope of this study included the following: 

• identification of the transportation needs and demands of the elderly and 
handicapped, 

• identification and description of existing transportation services for the elderly 
and handicapped, 

• assessment of the gaps in the elderly and handicapped transportation services 
when compared to the needs, 

• formulation of alternatives to achieving public transit system accessibility during 
the transition period from 1980 to 1988, and 

• assessment of coordination needs for the elderly and handicapped transportation 
services. 

The conclusions of this study were as follows. 

• Information dissemination about the available modes of transportation for the 
elderly and handicapped should be undertaken in conjunction with the 
implementation of a coordinating body. 

• The institutionalization of new organizational mechanisms for coordination 
should be considered only after additional feasibility studies are conducted. 

The recommendations of this study were as follows. 

• Improve information dissemination efforts for available modes of transportation 
for the elderly and handicapped. 

• Establish an AdHoc Committee on elderly and handicapped transportation service 
coordination sponsored jointly by DTS, OMPO and Commission on the 
Handicapped and with the Service Providers Task Force as initial members. 

• Support implementing actions relating to the operational aspects of elderly and 
handicapped transportation service. 
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The lack of previous studies on the travel behavior of the elderly on Oahu and in 

Hawaii, coupled with the projected increases of the proportion of this population 

segment, indicates there is a need to learn more about the travel needs and behavior of the 

elderly. 

1.2 Objective 

The objective of this thesis is to gain an understanding of the travel behavior of 

the elderly on the Island of Oahu, and compare the travel behavior of the elderly with the 

travel behavior of younger people. 

1.3 Scope 

This study includes: 

• A review of literature related to the travel needs of older drivers and pedestrians, 
and the travel behavior of older people, 

• an examination of the characteristics of the elderly on Oahu and a comparison of 
these results with conclusions of past studies, 

• an estimated mode choice model for the general population of Oahu that considers 
age among other variables, and a comparison with the conclusions of past studies. 

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: 

• Chapter 2 reviews past studies on the needs of older drivers and the travel 
behavior of older people. 

• Chapter 3 describes how the data used in this thesis were obtained and 
manipulated. 

• Chapter 4 provides descriptive statistics on the sample data using weighted data. 
Some of these results are compared to the past studies in Chapter 2. 

• Chapter 5 presents two estimated mode choice models using data for both elderly 
and non-elderly. 

• Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions and recommendations of this study. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

A review of literature about the transportation needs of older people revealed that 

there are two major issues that warrant attention. The first iasue is related to the needs of 

older drivers. Age-related changes that can make driving difficult for older people are 

visual impairment, slowing of mental processes and diminished physical capabilities 

(Practitioner 1999). Burkhardt and McGavock (1999) state "current trends suggest that 

the percentages of older people who are drivers will significantly increase in the near 

future and that future old drivers will be driving more miles and taking more trips than 

today's older drivers". Because of age-related changes and the expected increase in older 

drivers, their needs are discussed in Section 2.1. The second issue and the focus of this 

study is the travel behavior of older people, which is discussed in Section 2.2. 

2.1 Needs of Older Drivers 

2.1.1 Difficulties for Older Drivers 

Brainin (1980) observed drivers of various ages and found drivers aged 60 and 

older had problems making turns at intersections and at traffic signals while drivers aged 

25 to 44 did not. Difficulty making left-turns was a result of insufficient caution and 

poor positioning on the road, and difficulty making right-turns was a result of failing to 

signal. Branin also observed other errors committed by drivers which were failing to 

make a complete stop, poor vehicle positioning, abrupt stops at stop signs, abrupt stops at 

other locations, failure to stop when required, and lack of caution at traffic signals. 
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Furthennore, Benekohal (1992) conducted a survey of 664 senior drivers in 

illinois. The respondents of this survey reported the following activities to become 

problematic as they got older: 

• reading street signs in town, 

• driving across an intersection, 

• finding the beginning of a left-turn lane at an intersection, 

• making a left-turn at an intersection, 

• following pavement markings, and 

• responding to traffic signals. 

In addition, participants of a focus group consisting of 81 elderly drivers reported 

the following to be difficult due to age-related changes (Staplin, et al. 1997): 

• turning head at skewed angles to view intersecting traffic, 

• performing smooth turning movements at tight comers, 

• avoiding raised concrete barriers such as channelizing islands in the rain 
and at night because of poor visibility, 

• being in the correct lane such as a "tum only" lane of an intersection, 
approach due to poor maintenance of pavement markings or obstruction of 
roadside signs that inform drivers of intersection traffic patterns, 

• seeing potential conflicts well and quickly enough to smoothly merge with 
traffic at the end of an auxiliary right-turn lane, and 

• merging with traffic after crossing an intersection when a lane drop occurs 
near the intersection. 

2.1.2 Accidents Involving Older Drivers 

The Older Driver Design Handbook: Recommendations and Guidelines (1998) 

states that more than half of all fatal accidents involving drivers 80 years and older occur 
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at intersections compared to 24 percent or less for drivers 50 years and under. This 

indicates that older drivers have difficulty in situations involving complex speed and 

distance judgments under time constraints, the typical situation at intersections (Older 

Driver Design 1998). 

Burkhardt and McGavock (1999) projected the number of annual traffic fatalities 

in the United States involving elderly drivers as shown in Figure 2.1. These estimates 

were calculated based on the ratio of current annual fatalities involving elderly drivers, 

which was obtained from the 1996 Motor Vehicle Crash Data from the National Highway 

Traffic Safety Administration's (NHTSA) Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) 

and General Estimates System (GES), to vehicle miles driven by the elderly, which was 

obtained from the 1995 NPTS. This ratio was then applied to total annual mileage 

projections for elderly drivers, which were estimated by the authors of this study based 

on expected changes to lifestyles, patterns of residential development and driving 

behavior. According to Burkhardt and McGavock (1999), the number of projected 

annual elderly traffic fatalities shown in Figure 2.1 are considered conservative because 

they are based on the conservative estimate that the proportion of elderly drivers will 

grow by 5% in the next 35 years. Even these "conservative" figures indicate fatal 

accidents involving elderly drivers are expected to more than triple, from 7,078 for Year 

1996 to 24,069 for Year 2030. 
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Figure 2.1. Annual Traffic Fatalities in the United States Involving Elderly Drivers, 
Actual and Projected 
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2.1.3 Measures to Accommodate Older Drivers 
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The Older Driver Highway Design Handbook (1998) was created to supplement 

existing design manuals and standards. The following recommendations, included in the 

handbook, accommodate older driver visual, mental and physical declines. Possible 

measures to accommodate visual declines are: bigger and brighter traffic signs, brighter 

pavement markings and delineation of curbs and medians, overhead placement of signs 

and sigoals, positive offset ofleft-turn lanes, advance warnings oflocations with 

decreased sight distance, and increased use of highway lighting. Measures that can be 

taken to accommodate mental declines are: redundant signing, advanced preview distance 

of roadway curvature and intersection layout, positive guidance using signing oflane 

assignment and on or off ramp design, protected operations, limitation of the amount of 

information to be processed, increased perception-reaction time in design and operations, 
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and positive offset ofleft-turn lanes. Measures that can be taken to accommodate for 

physical declines are: eliminating skewed junctions, maintaining a 12-foot lane width, 

increasing perception-reaction time when calculating sight distance, enlarging turning 

radii at intersections, using parallel entrance ramp geometry, and lengthening acceleration 

lanes and merging or weaving areas (Older Driver Highway 1998). 

2.2. Travel Behavior of Older People 

The most common way of describing travel behavior is using the traditional four

step travel demand forecasting modeling process which consist of trip generation, trip 

distribution, mode choice and network assignment. Papacostas and Prevedouros (2001) 

identify the major components of travel behavior as: "the decision to travel for a given 

purpose (trip generation), the choice of destination (trip distribution), the choice of travel 

mode (mode choice), and the choice of route or path (network assignment}." Figure 2.2 

illustrates the inputs and outputs of the travel-demand models for the major components 

of travel behavior. 
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Figure 2.2. Travel Demand Forecasting Process 
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Most studies of the travel behavior of older people were found to be of a 

descriptive nature. The following sections describe some of the conclusions of these 

descriptive studies with respect to the major components of travel behavior as previously 

discussed. 

2.2.1 Trip Generation 

2.2.1.1 Travel Frequency 

Results from the 2001 National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) indicate 

elderly, especially females, make less trips per day than younger adults (Collia, et al. 

2003). The same study found that people with a medical condition had a lower mean 

number of trips than people without a medical condition for both elderly and younger 

adults. As descn"bed by the anthors, the 2001 NHTS is a household survey conducted 

from March 2001 to May 2001 that included approximately 9,000 elderly. Respondents 

were asked to complete a travel diary documenting their daily trips, which were 

considered to be a trip as long as the respondent went from one address to another 

regardless of distance traveled. Conclusions of the study by Collia, et al. (2003) that are 

cited in this thesis reflect data from the NHTS that has been weighted to produce national 

estimates. In addition, Meyer (1981) found that the older elderly living in Willimantic, 

Connecticut (age not specified) took fewer trips than the younger elderly. 

Burkhardt (1999) reached the following conclusions based on 12 focus groups 

held in 1996 in Florida, Maine and Maryland with participants aged 70 and older. When 

older people reduce or cease driving, they take fewer trips or no trips. However. most 

people find a way to make necessary trips, even at higher costs. Family and friends are 
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often faced with providing transportation for a former driver, usually traveling according 

to the schedules of others. On the other hand, the WilIimantic study found that whether 

or not the elderly drove did not have a significant impact on frequency of travel (Meyer 

1981), which contradicts the previously described conclusion of Burkhardt (1999). 

Rosenbloom (2001) studied 42 elderly people in Tucson, Arizona who stopped 

driving within one year after an initial interview. This study found that those who 

stopped driving had initiaIly traveled substantially less than those who continued to drive. 

In a study of seniors in the Baltimore region, three levels of travel need were 

determined. About 79% of seniors who live in suburban districts and 65% who live in 

the city are in the "Low Travel Need" group. People in the "Low Travel Need" group 

travel as they desire, do not rely on outside transportation assistance, do not have 

significant physical disabilities, support enhanced public transportation and would be 

interested in older driver programs. About 13% of seniors who live in suburban districts 

and 26% who live in the city are in the "Moderate Travel Need" group. People in the 

"Moderate Travel Need" group have trips that are moderate in frequency, rely on others 

for long distance travel, have mild physical disabilities, and have no license or have 

reduced driving. About 7% to 8% of the subjects in all districts are in the "High Travel 

Need" group. People in the "High Travel Need" group leave their homes infrequently, 

have a moderate to severe physical disability, and rely on others for short and long 

distance travel (Long, et al. 2001). In addition, Meyer (1981) concluded that elderly 

living in the smaIl city ofWiIlimantic, Connecticut leave their homes at approximately 

the same frequency as elderly living in metropolitan areas. 
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A study of elderly living in rural Vennont concluded that increased distance from 

a primary health care provider reduces utilization of medical care (Nemet and Bailey 

2000). 

2.2.1.2 Trip Purpose 

Results from the CoIlia, et al. (2003) study indicate that elderly make a smaller 

percentage of trips for work, work-related purposes and for school than younger adults. 

This study also found that for all other trip purposes (shopping, family/personal business, 

religious, medical/dental, social/recreational and other), elderly make a greater 

percentage of trips than their younger counterparts. 

Seventeen different trip purposes were identified in travel diaries kept by seniors 

in the Baltimore region. These trip purposes were separated into 5 groups as follows. 

Socialization comprised approximately 30% of trips, which included visiting friends and 

family (8%), dining out (7%), religious activities (7%), other social recreation (4%), 

school (2%), and senior center (2%). Shopping comprised approximately 27%, which 

included shopping (25%), and convenience store (2%). Miscellaneous trips comprised 

approximately 20%, which included other (18%), vacation (1 %), and picking up and 

dropping off passengers (1 %). Life-maintenance trips comprised approximately 16%, 

which included personal business (9%), and medical (7%). Employment trips comprised 

approximately 7%, which included work (5%), and work-related (2%) (Long, et al. 

2001). 
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2.2.2 Day of the Week and Time of Day 

2.2.2.1 Day of the Week 

Travel frequency of seniors in the Baltimore region increased from Monday 

through Wednesday and then declined through Sunday with the maximum number of 

trips for seniors occurring on Wednesday and the minimum number of trips occurring on 

Sunday (Long, et al. 2001). 

2.2.2.2 Time of Day 

Results from the Collia, et al. (2003) study indicate travel for elderly peaks during 

the roid-day between 9:00 AM and 4:00 PM, while travel for younger adults show three 

distinct peaks: morning, lunch and after work. Time of day for recreational trips made by 

people aged 50 and older is discussed in Section 2.3.5. 

2.2.3 Trip Length 

Results from the Collia, et al. (2003) study indicate elderly males have shorter 

travel times and travel shorter distances than younger adult males. Similarly, elderly 

females have shorter travel times and travel shorter distances than younger adult females 

(Collia, et al. 2003). Furthermore, in his study using subjects in Florida, Maine and 

Maryland, Burkhardt (1999) concluded that when people aged 70 and older reduce or 

cease driving, they will travel shorter distances. 

In the Baltimore study, approximately 93% of trips were beyond walking 

distance. 7% of trips had a distance of3 blocks or less, 1% of trips were within the same 

building, and 2% on the same block (Long, et al. 2001). 
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2.2.4 Mode Choice 

2.2.4.1 Older Drivers 

Results from the Collia, et aI. (2003) study indicate that elderly are less likely to 

consider themselves to be drivers than yOlDlger adults. The same study fOlDld that for 

both age groups, a lower percentage of females considered themselves to be drivers as 

compared to males. The Arizona study fOlDld that elderly driving cessation was greater 

among women, those with lower incomes, and people of color (Rosenbloom 2001). With 

respect to location, Meyer (1981) fOlDld that there is a higher proportion of elderly living 

in the small city of Willimantic, Connecticut who drive as compared to elderly living in 

metropolitan areas. However, this may be related to the higher availability of transit in 

metropolitan areas. 

Genera11y speaking, these studies show that older people are less likely to drive 

than YOlDlger adults and females are less likely to drive than males. Whether a person 

lives in a suburb or metropolitan city mayor may not affect their likelihood of driving. 

2.2.4.2 Personal Vehicle vs. Other Modes 

In his study, Burkhardt (1999) fOlDld that when people aged 70 and older reduce 

or cease driving, they may choose to use modes of travel besides a personal vehicle. 

Nevertheless, results from the Collia, et aI. (2003) study indicate personal vehicle is the 

dominant mode of travel. Nearly 90 percent of trips for both YOlDlger adults and elderly 

were made using a personal vehicle. This same study found that use of alternative 

transportation by elderly who have to give up driving because of age-related difficulties 

is relatively low. Likewise, the Arizona study fOlDld three-quarters of the elderly who 
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stopped driving relied on car rides from others to meet their travel needs (Rosenbloom 

2001). 

In the Baltimore study, most seniors travel by automobile either as passengers or 

drivers. aud use public transit to a limited degree (Long, et al. 2001). Approximately 

92% of all trips taken by seniors were in automobiles, of which approximately 58% were 

comprised of driving alone, and approximately 34% of trips used ridesharing. About 5% 

of trips were made by way of non-motorized vehicles such as walking, wheeling or 

biking, and about 1 % of trips were made by way of transit. Many seniors in this study 

regarded paratransit service as time cousuming and unreliable, and safety when using 

public trausportation was of concern. Seniors in Baltimore who travel out of their homes 

frequently were more likely to utilize a variety of modes to get around. Seniors in 

Baltimore who travel infrequently were almost exclusively dependent on family or 

friends for trausportation. Also, the Baltimore study found age, county of residence, 

family composition, and employment characteristics had no significant influence on 

which travel modes were utilized (Long, et al. 2001). 

The Willimantic study found elderly living in that small city are more dependent 

on private automobiles than elderly living in metropolitan areas even though there is a 

well established paratransit system. Use of this paratransit system in Wmimantic by the 

elderly is minimal (Meyer 1981). 

Chen, et al. (2004) conducted a stated preference survey that included elderly 

respondents in Sacramento, California. The results of this study indicated that it would 

be difficult to attract the elderly to a proposed ITS-enhanced paratransit service. 
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2.2.5 Other Issues 

2.2.5.1 Medical Condition 

Results from the CoIIia, et aI. (2003) study indicate elderly were more likely than 

younger adults to have a medical condition that makes travel difficult. In both age 

groups, females had a slightly higher rate than males of reporting such a condition. 

2.2.5.2 In-Place Retirement 

The Baltimore study verified geographic mobility studies performed by the U.S. 

Census Bureau that found less than 10% of the elderly move after retirement. Instead, 

they tend to continue to reside in the place that they retire. According to the U.S. Census, 

in 1980 more elderly were living in suburban regions than in central cities for the first 

time in history. The 1990 Census indicated the continuation of this trend. This is 

important because it is a measure of the long-term spatial distribution of the elderly 

population, and travel related difficulties that may be a result of residential location 

(Long, et aI. 2001). 

2.3 Existing Models Used to Predict Travel Behavior of Older People 

Review of the literature showed several kinds of models of various aspects of 

travel behavior that were dependent on attributes of the individual. household, 

neighborhood and available modes. Following are descriptions of these models and their 

findings. 

2.3.1 A Mode Choice Example in the Puget Sound Region 

Kim and U1farsson (2004) developed a multinomia11ogit (MNL) model with the 

coefficients shown in Table 2.1 to model the mode choice of the retired elderly in the 
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Puget Sound region of Washington State. Only home-based trips were considered for 

this study, and walking was used as the base case for this model. 
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Table 2.1. Estimation Results for a MNL Model of the Mode Choice of the Retired 

Private Car or Carl Bus! 
Truck v, nl 

4.005(1.221)** 1.060 2.633, 
.1 

Age of the person in years I 4t0331D-Oll)*· I I 
I O?MrnOM)** I -1.494(0 ~?R)** 

In I size is one person ,~)** .1 ~21)** 

,2 I size is two person _0 AA.d '0 1 RI1** 

, I ,~~~~ nnn O.RI 0.81 I·· -1.1' [) 

I if 4+ years at 0.576 o.ill 1--
home ~ ::::::: fewer blocks from -1.463(0.318)** -1.463(0.318)** 

: ,,::,,';.'/ in block group, -1,6',,, _, 

vwue in block group ..4~~·tn· (9ii3'~f (9.26' iO~i).* 'IU }" 

Percent that moved to block -3.177(1 ~IO"'* 
group in last five years 

I_~,~!~kgroup 3. ',. -, ;) .. 
in. 

Trip 
~~OI~)-- O~ To1al I durin!! the day 0.019(0.010) 

M;ntIte$ of , for this trip n* n* 
, I if trip is 1 1 trip chain O~R~rn \19 )** 

8:00. : !.~~ = in AM peak: 
.42RII -, 

10:00 'l:~qS:::' -, -IJ.9IIIl(0.319)*· .0 qlll)((Il19) •• 

I nemmn 116) .1 IRRlO~17). 
-1.536/0.541)·· 

O~ .1 7).* .30311 
O~ '1). 

y·o I for constants only :;~ lat, 
p' 0.1 i7 

lp' 0.153 
r u,' 1,825 

errors nt, Levels or: • all,y"""" IWI11 90%; .: >95%; •• : >99%. 
Coefficients that weren't significant at the 90"~ level were restricted to zero and omitted from the table. The 
walk alternative is the base case with coefficients restricted at zero. AdjUS1ed p2 accounts for number of 
coefficients. 

Source: Kim and Ulfarsson (2004). 
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The remainder of this section describes the conclusions of the Washington State 

model (Kim and U1farsson 2004). 

Retired elderly individuals are less likely to use a private vehicle as compared to 

other available modes. Single-person households are more likely to use private vehicles 

and less likely to use cmpools and vanpools as compared with transit and walking. 

Similarly, two-person households are less likely to use cmpooIs and vanpools as 

compared with the other three modes. In addition, retired elderly who have higher 

incomes are more likely to use private vehicles, cmpool or van pool and are less likely to 

use transit as compared with walking. Retired elderly are more likely to use transit if 

they live within five blocks from a bus stop. Population density has a negative effect on 

the likelihood of elderly retired people to drive. 

Retired elderly who live in areas with high median housing values are less likely 

to use a private vehicle, cmpool or vanpool. This is due to the housing values in the 

Puget Sound region, which are greatest in denser areas, and have greater access to transit 

and highest non-motorized accessibility. 

In areas with a large turnover of residents, retired elderly are less likely to use 

transit. In addition, retired elderly and older are more likely to select private vehicle, 

cmpool or vanpool in areas with a high percentage of workers who commute in a private 

vehicle. These findings may indicate that lifestyle in a neighborhood influences the 

travel behavior of the elderly in that neighborhood 

Retired elderly are more likely to use a private vehicle, cmpool or vanpool, or 

transit relative to walking for longer trips. In addition, retired elderly are more likely to 

choose a motorized vehicle rather than walking for long activities. 
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Trips that are part of a trip chain are most likely to use carpools and vanpools. 

This indicates that retired elderly try to share rides with someone else who needs to go to 

another activity. 

Retired elderly are more likely to use transit than other available modes for trips 

that start during the AM peak, and transit or walk for trips that start during the midday. 

This may indicate that these people try to avoid congestion during the AM peak and 

midday. In addition, retired elderly are less likely to use transit as compared to other 

available modes when going shopping or doing errands. These people are more likely to 

share a ride with others when chaining trips, doing errands, or going to a medical 

appointment, and prefer walking for recreational and personal trips. 

2.3.2 Another Mode Choice Example - Transit vs. Paratransit in Sacramento, 
California 

Franklin and Niemeier (1998) developed a binary logit model with the 

coefficients shown in Table 2.2 to model the decision to choose paratransit over transit by 

people in Sacramento, California who appeared to be aged 50 and older and/or have a 

visible physical disability. Transit was designated as the base case for this model 

(Franklin and Niemeier 1998). 
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Table 2.2. Coefficients and Elasticities for a Model of Transit vs. Paratransit in 
Sacramento California , 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic E1asticity 
Constant (adjusted for choice baaed sample) 7.890 0.395 19.976" 
Indicator": Monthly Income=S7SO-999 -1.181 0.294 4.015· -0.079 
Indicator": Monthly Income=SI,000-2,OOO -1.848 0.265 -6.963· -0.151 
Indicator": Monthlv Income>$2,OOO 4.110 0.758 -5.421· -0.109 
Sex (O=maIe l=female) 0.890 0.194 4.594· 0.402 
A~e (in 1995, bv yean;) -0.033 0.006 -5.750- -1.612 
Fare Difference ($) -0.587 0.098 -6.005· -0.161 
N=1016 
p2=O.466 
p2=O.4S8 
PCC=80.43% 
ll(0)=-7S0.68 
ll(Pr 535.5 
·PI(!t-stati>t)<O.05 
'Indicator variables used "Monthly Income=SO-749" as a base. 

Source: Franklin and Niemeier (1998). 

The remainder oftbis section describes the conclusions of the Sacramento model 

(Franklin and Niemeier 1998). 

Travel time was eliminated as an insignificant variable, which suggests that older 

and disabled travelers do not attach great importance to trip length when deciding 

between transit and paratransit. Also, the coefficients for income were determined to be 

negative for each income category. One possible explanation is that respondents who are 

disabled are likely to have lower incomes and may require the services provided by 

paratransit. Another possible explanation is that higher income respondents have more 

choice of where they want to live and are able to choose locations closer to transit routes 

and therefore prefer to use transit over paratransit. 

The coefficient for sex was determined to be positive, indicating that female 

respondents were more likely to choose paratransit over transit than male respondents. 

This may be because females are more concerned about the dangers associated with 

waiting at or walking to and from transit stops. 
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The coefficients for age and fare difference were detennined to be negative. This 

indicates that older travelers would be less likely to choose paratransit over transit and all 

subjects would be more likely to choose paratransit over transit if the fare difference 

between the two modes was low. 

2.3.3 Another Mode Choice Example in Rural Virginia 

Stern (1993) developed a MNL model with the coefficients shown in Table 2.3 to 

model the mode choice of the elderly (age not specified) and disabled in rura1 Virginia. 

Following is a description of each available mode considered in this study, which used 

driving as the base case. 

1. Flexible JAUNT: A door-to-door paratransit system providing service to 
Charlottesville and Albemarle County residents but not to the residents of 
outlying counties, 

2. Fixed JAUNT: A fixed route system providing service between outlying 
counties and Charlottesville, 

3. CTS: A bus system serving Charlottesville and a very few locations in 
Albemarle County near Charlottesville, 

4. Accessible CTS: The CTS routes that are accessible to people in 
wheelchairs; two of the nine CTS routes are accessible, 

5. Greene Transit: A system of vans providing Greene County residents with 
transportation service within the county and between the county and 
Charlottesville, 

6. Taxi (available to everyone), 

7. Driving (driving an antomobile oneself), 

8. Driven (driven by someone else in an automobile), 

9. Walking (or using a wheelchair), and 

10. Agency van (a number ofloca1 agencies that provide services to elderly 
and disabled people provide free transportation to agency activities). 
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Table 2.3. Extended Multinomial Logit Equations for a Mode Choice Example in Rural 
V· .. Jrguna 

Variables .... hic Variables 

Modea Constant Female Black Married 
JAUNT -1.682· 1.012- 1.050- -0.253 

(0.666) (0.487) (0.477) (0.412) 
Bus· -2.837· 0.136 1.034 -0.989 

(0.877) (0.464) (0.571) (0.542) 
Greene -2.149 0.076 0.214 -0.732 

(1.277) (0.859) (1.942) (0.909) 
Taxi -6.021· !.I85- -0.104 -1.560* 

(0.653) (0.454) (0.497) (0.410) 
Driven -2.013· 0.893- 0.887 -0.291 

(0.630) (0.443) (0.502) (0.397) 
Walk -2.995· 0.637 0.224 -0.545 

. (0.651) (0.446) (0.513) (0.401) 
Agency -3.882· 1.490- 1.026- -1.335-

(0.629) (0.446) (0.515) (0.399) 
Model Cbaracteristics 

Fixed Route Price 
Distance Downtown 
-0.134· -0.034-
(0.005) (0.000) 

'Modes are descnbed above. 
"Bus includes fixed JAUNT, ers and Accessible crs. 
'Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. 
"starred items are significant at the 5% level. 
Source: Stern (1993). 

Walk 
Education Problem 
-0.183- 0.324 
(0.073) (0.179) 
-0.005 -1.431-
(0.081) (0.256) 
-0.061 -1.314· 
(0.122) (0.244) 
-0.051 2.096· 
(0.070) (0.181) 
-0.081 -0.462· 
(0.068) (0.179) 
-0.133 -0.737 
(0.069) (0.180) 
-0.202- 0.070 
(0.069) (0.175) 

Price 
Closest Town 

0.0011 
(0.000) 

The remainder of this section describes the conclusions of the Virginia model 

(Stern 1998). 

Among the elderly and disabled, women, blacks, single people, less educated 

people and people with waIking problems are more likely to use the Flexible JAUNT 

paratransit system rather than drive. Moreover, gender has the greatest effect on the use 

of taxi and agency vans. Elderly and disabled females are more likely to use taxis and 

agency vans rather than drive. Also, education has the greatest negative effect on the use 

of JAUNT and agency vans. Less educated elderly and disabled people are more likely 

to use the Flexible JAUNT paratransit system and agency vans rather than drive. 
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Walking problems have the greatest negative effect on the use of buses and 

Greene County vans. Elderly and disabled people with walking problems are more likely 

to drive rather than use buses and the Greene County vans. Also, elderly and disabled 

people with walking problems are more likely to use taxis and the Flexible JAUNT 

paratransit system rather than drive. These results indicate elderly and disabled people 

with walking problems are more likely to use modes that provide door-to-door service 

rather than buses, which are not used frequently by elderly and disabled people with 

walking problems even though they are handicapped accessible. 

2.3.4 Analysis of Elderly Mobility by Structural Equation Modeling 

Kim (2003) developed the structural equation model with the parameters shown 

in Table 2.4 to model the mobility of retired elderly in the Puget Sound region of 

Washington State (Kim 2003). 
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Goodness of Fit 
Statistics 

Table 2.4. Structural 

Age 

are not significant at the .05 level; 

Source: Kim (2003). 

Model for 

The remainder of this section describes the conclusious of the Washington State 

structural equation model (Kim 2003). 

Age, education level, possession of a driver's license and the number of vehicles 

per driver were determined to be significantly associated with the urban form factor, 

which is the likelihood of living in an urban area. The urban form factor is not 

significantly associated with mobility. This implies that personal and household 

characteristics affect the mobility levels of the elderly. 
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Age was found to be negatively associated with the mobility factor, meaning the 

older a person is the more likely they are to stay at home. Also, elderly men were found 

to have higher levels of mobility than elderly women. Education level and possession of 

a driver's license is positively associated with mobility level. Transportation disability 

was found to be negatively associated with mobility level. 

None of the variables shown in Table 2.4 were found to have a significant indirect 

effect on mobility level. 

2.3.5 A Departure Time Choice Example 

Okola (2003) used data from the 1995 Nationwide Personal Transportation 

SUIVey (NPTS) to create a discrete choice departure time choice model for recreational 

trips made by people aged 50 and older. A multinomiallogit model was estimatOO for six 

departure time choices, which were early morning (12:00 am-6:59 am), morning peak 

(7:00 am-8:59 am), morning off-peak (9:00 am-I 1:59am), afternoon off-peak (12:00 pm-

3:59 pm), afternoon peak (4:00 pm-5:59 pm) and evening (6:00 pm-II :59 pm). This 

study concluded people aged 50 and older prefer departure times in the earlier part of the 

day, especially on weekdays for recreational trips. 

2.3.6 A Lifestyle Cluster Analysis 

Hildebrand (2003) developed and validated an activity-based travel model for the 

elderly (age not specified) using data from the Portland, Oregon Household Activity and 

Stated Preference SUIVey, conducted in 1994 and 1995. The final cluster solution 

identified the following six distinct lifestyle groups: Workers, Mobile Widows, Granny 

Flats, Mobility Impaired, Affluent Males and Disabled Drivers. These clusters were 

determined to have statistically significant differences in travel behavior and activity 
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patterns. The socio-demographic variables used to identify the clusters were age, 

household vehicles, household income, household size, gender, possession of a driver's 

license, disabilities, head of household, parent of household head, and employment 

(Hildebrand 2003). 
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2.4. Summary of Literature Review 

Descriptive statistics are useful in learning about the travel behavior of older 

people but they are only able to show the effects of variables on travel behavior within a 

limited context. Models are necessary to account for numerous factors and interactions 

that affect travel behavior. Age alone does not give a complete picture of the variables 

that influence travel behavior. Previous studies, both studies of the descriptive nature and 

studies that estimated models, have indicated the following major factors affect travel 

behavior. 

• Age, 

• gender, 

• medical condition, 

• ability to drive, 

• cost of a trip, 

• residential location (suburb vs. city), 

• trip purpose, 

• day of the week, 

• time of day, 

• income, and 

• availability of a private vehicle. 

In summary, previous studies indicated that elderly, especially females, travel less 

and are less likely to consider themselves to be drivers. In addition, elderly make less 

work and work-related trips than younger adults. Some elderly will take fewer trips or no 
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trips under certain circumstances after they reduce or cease driving due to visual, mental 

and physical declines. A medical condition is likely to result in less travel for both the 

elderly and younger adults. However, personal vehicle is the dominant mode of travel for 

adults aged 6S and older. 
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CHAPTER 3 
DATA SOURCES 

3.1 Overview or Study Location 

Oahu is the most populated island in the State of Hawaii and Honolulu, the capital 

of Hawaii, is located on Oahu. Figure 3.1 shows a map of Hawaii, on which the star 

indicates where the central business district of Honolulu is situated. 

Figure 3.1. Ma of the State of Hawaii 

Source: United States Census Bureau, Tiger Maps. 

3.2 OMPO Travel Forecasting Model Development Project 

The data used for this thesis include data for both elderly and non-elderly, and 

was collected by OMPO as part oftheir Travel Forecasting Model Development Project 

(TFMDP). The objective of this project was to produce "a state-of-the-art set of models 

suitable for forecasting travel patterns on the island of Oahu" (OMPO 2002). The 1995 
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Household Interview Survey (HIS), which entailed collecting household information and 

detailed travel infonnation via one-day travel diaries for 4,060 households, was 

conducted as part of the TFMDP. As previously discussed, this was a stratified random 

sample as areas with transit use by large households that have vehicles were oversampled 

(OMPO 2002). The 1995 IDS data used for this thesis are used with permission from 

OMPO. A copy of the travel diary used for the 1995 IDS is included as Appendix A. 

3.2.1 Data Collection Methodology 

The procedures that were used for the 1995 Household Interview Survey are 

summarized below (OMPO 2002). 

• Households on Oahu were selected to participate in the survey using random 
digit dialing. Initial telephone calls were made to ask basic questions about 
the household so data could be collected for households that would drop out 
of the study later. 

• Selected households were sent a household infonnation sheet and one travel 
diary for each household member to be filled out on an assigned day. 

• A reminder telephone call was made to households to check if survey 
materials were received and to answer any questions the respondents had. 

• On the day after the assigned travel day, travel information was retrieved by 
telephone using a computer-assisted telephone interviewing (CAT!) system. 

• Data were checked for consistency and accuracy. Clarification caI1s were 
made when necessary. 

3.2.2. Description of Data Files 

The 1995 IDS data received from OMPO were separated into five different files. 

The three files that were used for this thesis contained household, person and activity 

data. There were also two other files, one consisting of detailed vehicle information and 
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the other consisting of data used to geocode locations into latitude and longitude 

coordinates. 

The household data file consists of information about each household, each of 

which are uniquely identified by a household number. The attributes of the households 

that were extracted from the household data file were 1994 household annual income and 

the number of vehicles available. 

The person data file consists of information on each respondent, each of whom 

are uniquely identified by a household number and person number. The person attributes 

that were extracted from the person data file were year bom, occupation, gender, whether 

they had a driver's license and whether they had a disability. A person was considered to 

have a disability if they answered "Yes" to the question, "Do you have any disability that 

limits the type of transportation you can use?" (OMPO 1995). 

The activity data file consists of information for each activity. The TFMDP 

considered an activity to be any stop to do something outside the home, no matter how 

long it took. Along with work and school, the following were considered to be activities: 

"dropping someone off or picking someone up, eating at a restaurant, visiting a dentist or 

doctor, shopping, stopping to buy gas and running errands" (OMPO 1995). Note that an 

activity does not refer to a trip. Instead, a person makes trips to and from activities. In 

the activity file, each activity is uniquely identified by a household number. person 

number and activity number. The attributes for each activity that were used for this thesis 

were purpose, traffic analysis zone (T AZ) where the activity took place, end time and 

travel mode used to get to the activity. 
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The structure of the household, person and activity data files are included as 

AppendixB. 

In addition, networks that were used for the TFMDP for vehicles and transit were 

provided by OMPO. These networks consisted of sets oflinks and nodes. Every T AZ 

centroid was represented by a node. For the roadway network, attributes of the links 

included: facility type, distance, speed (free flow and congested), vehicle/mode 

restrictions, capacity and volume. Different volume delay functions were used depending 

on facility type to account for the effect of the volume to capacity ratio for each link. For 

the transit network, travel times were calculated based on headways between buses, 

network speeds, which were calculated based on a travel time function that relates 

estimated bus travel times on a link to highway speeds, estimated stops per mile, 

estimated proportion of buses stopping at each stop, and bus acceleration and 

deceleration characteristics. Transit link time factors were used to relate transit travel 

times to congested highway speeds. The roadway network links related to roadway 

segments whenever possible while the transit network was developed based on bus routes 

and connectivity to the underlying zone system. Unlike the roadway network, the transit 

network is more of an abstraction of the transit system than of the roadways on which the 

system operates. 

3.3 Data Manipulation 

Before the TFMDP data could be used for this thesis, calculations had to be made 

and data had to be rearranged. This section describes this process. 

For the person data file, year born was used to calculate the age of each 

respondent in 1995. Occupation data were obtained by the 1995 IllS with the question, 
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"Which of the following best describes you? (check up to two options)" with one option 

being "Retired" (OMPO 1995). Therefore, the 1995 HIS data represented occupation 

with two variables. For this thesis, the data were manipulated so that only one variable 

was used to designate if a person was retired or not. If either of the two 1995 HIS data 

variables indicated the person was retired, they were considered to be retired. In all other 

cases, the person was considered to be not retired. 

The data in the activity data file were rearranged so each line reflected 

information for each trip instead of each activity. The attributes for each trip were trip 

purpose, origin and destination T AZ, start time of travel, and travel mode used for the 

trip. 

3.4 Household Weights 

To expand the 1995 HIS data to reflect the travel behavior of the entire Island of 

Oahu, weights for each household were calculated by OMPO using the data as described 

below (OMPO 1995). 

Data were weighted using an expansion factor so that survey data would 

reasonably match characteristics of Oahu's population as a whole. The expansion factor 

for a household is equal to the inverse of the probability of being selected. The following 

equation was used to obtain a 1990 Expansion Factor for each household. 

1990 Expansion Factor = Line Factor'" Geographic Factor'" Demographic Factor 
'" Transit Factor 

The Line Factor is dependent on how many voice phone lines are available to a 

household. The Geographic Factor was used to correct for geographic response biases 

and strategic oversampling in areas with transit use by large, car-owning households. 
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The Demographic Factor reflects the island-wide joint distribution of households by 

demographic information as reported in the 1990 Census. An iterative method was used 

to estimate a Transit Factor using data from the 1991 On-Board Survey to ensure that the 

sample reflects known levels of transit use on Oahu. 

Since known data from 1990 and 1991 were used to obtain the 1990 Expansion 

Factor, an update factor was used to ensure that the sample matches the known 1995 

geographic distribution of households as the following equation shows. 

1995 Expansion Factor = 1990 Expansion Factor" Update Factor 
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CHAPTER 4 
DESCRlPTNE DATA ANALYSIS 

4.1. Validation of Household Weights 

The analyses in this chapter apply household weights, which were obtained as 

described in Chapter 3, to the 1995 HIS data to reflect statistics for the entire population 

of the Island of Oahu. Table 4.1 shows a comparison of the population data for Honolulu 

County (Island of Oahu) using Census 2000 data and the weighted 1995 HIS data. For 

the weighted 1995 HIS data, the proportion of people in most of the age groups is 

relatively close to the Census 2000 data. The biggest differences are in the 25 to 44, 45 

to 64, and 65 and over age groups. Possible reasons for these differences are due to the 

different years the data are for, Year 2000 for the census data and Year 1995 for the 

OMPO data. The aging of baby boomers may be reflected by the share of the age 25 to 

44 group decreasing and the share of the age 45 to 64 group increasing from Year 1995 to 

Year 2000. In addition, the 1995 HIS data include a small percentage of people who 

refused to answer what year they were born and therefore the ages of these people could 

not be determined. Based on the United States Census Bureau's Employment Status: 

2000, Census 2000 Brie/(2003), it appears that the Census 2000 data include military 

personnel who live in Hawaii but are not Hawaii residents, as does the OMPO data. 
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Table 4.1. Population Data for Honolulu County from Census 2000 
Data and Number of People by Age from 1995 OMPO Data 

(Weighted) 
Census 2000 Data OMPOData 

Age % of Total No. of People % ofTotal No. of People 
lunder 18 23.8% 208525 23.7% 193937 
18 to 24 10.1% 88492 10.6% 86355 
25 to 44 30.6% 268104 34.0% 277955 
45 to 64 22.0% 192754 20.0% 162967 
65 andover 13.4% 117405 10.1% 82229 
Refused N/A N/A 1.6% 13279 
Other N/A N/A 0.0"10 142 
Total 99.9% 875280 100.0"10 816863 

Source: US Census Bureau, Census 2000 
S File I, Matrices PCT12 and P13. 

4.2 Trip Generation 

Table 4.2 shows the number of trips and average daily trips by age and gender. 

Males and females have approximately equal shares of the total trips and approximately 

the same average daily trips for the 18 to 64 age group. For the elderly, males make up a 

greater percentage of the total trips and have a greater number of average daily trips than 

females. In addition, males age 18 to 64 have a higher number of average daily trips than 

elderly males. Similarly, females age 18 to 64 have a higher number of average daily 

trips than elderly females. These findings are consistent with results from the 2001 

National Household Travel Survey (NHTS), which indicate elderly, especially females, 

make less trips per day than younger adults (Collia, et al. 2003). Figure 4.1 shows a 

graph of the number of daily trips taken by age and gender. 
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Tabl 4 2 N b fT . e . . um ero npsan dA verage D'IT' bA dGend er allY nps lY ~ge an 

Nmnberof %of 
Nmnber 

%of 
Average 

Age Gender 
People Subtotal 

of Trips on 
Subtotal 

DailyTrlps 
Diary Day Per Person 

18 to 64 Male 2615H 49.6'* 853038 49.7% 3.2t 
Female 265764 50.4% 865047 50.3% 3.25 

Subtotal 527280 100.0"/0 1718085 100.0"10 

65 and Older lMaie 38370 46.7% 108183 55.1% 2.8~ 

Female 43859 53.3'* 88089 44.9'* 2.01 
Subtotal 82229 100.0"10 196272 100.0'* 
Total 609509 191435~ 3.1~ 

Figure 4.1. Number of Trips on Diary Day by Age and Gender 
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Table 4.3 shows the number of trips and average daily trips by age and disability. 

The number of disabled people is 1.9% of the younger age group and these people make 

1.3% of the total trips. The number of disabled people is 11.2% of the elderly age group 

and these people make only 5.6% of the total trips. For both age groups, disabled people 
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have less average daily trips than people who are not disabled. Tllis makes sense since it 

is more difficult for people with disabilities to travel and take part in activities. In 

addition, disabled people aged 18 to 64 have a higher number of average daily trips than 

elderly. Similarly, younger adults who are not disabled have a higher number of average 

daily trips than elderly who are not disabled. These [mdings are consistent with results 

fTom the 2001 National Household Travel Survey (NHTS), which indicate respondents 

with a medical condition had a lower mean number of trips than respondents without a 

medical condition for both elderly adults and younger adults (Collia, et al. 2003). 

of and and 

Number of % of Number 
% of 

Average 
Age Disability' of Trips on Daily Trips 

People Subtotal Subtotal 
Diary Day Per Person 

231 1. 

18 to 64 

91 8 

and Older 

• A person was designated as disabled if they responded "yes" and not disabled if they responded 
"no" to the question, "Do you bave any disability that limits the type oflransportation you can 
use?" 

Table 4.4 shows the number of trips and average daily trips by possession of a 

driver's license for people aged 65 and older. The number of people aged 65 and older 

who do not have a license is 30.3% of this cohort and these people make 16.4% of the 

total trips. People aged 65 and older without a license have less average daily trips than 

people who have a license. This is reasonable since it would be more difficult for a 
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person without a driver's license to travel because they would need to find alternative 

modes of transportation. These findings are consistent with those of Burkhardt (1999), 

who concluded that people aged 70 and older will take fewer trips or no trips under 

certain circumstances after they reduce or cease driving. 

Table 4.4. Number of Trips and Average Daily Trips by Possession of a Driver's 
L· fi P I A ed 65 d Old lcense or ~eopl e \gl an er 

Nwnberof 
Nwnber Average 

People 
% of Total of Trips on % of Total Daily Trips 

Diary Day Per Person 

Have a driver's license 57306 69.7% 164102 83.6% 2.86 

Do not have a driver's license 24924 30.3% 32181 16.4% 1.29 
Total 82230 100.0% 196283 100.0% 2.39 

Table 4.5 shows the frequency of trip purposes by age. For the 18 to 64 age 

group, 36.0% of trips were work or work-related. For the 65 and older age group, 10.2% 

of trips taken were work or work-related. This is reasonable since older people are more 

likely to be retired and therefore have no need to make work or work-related trips, and 

consistent with results from the 2001 NHTS, which indicate that adults aged 65 and older 

make a lower percentage of trips for work, work-related purposes and for school than 

adults aged 19 to 64. Among all other trip purposes besides work or work-related trips, 

the largest share of trips for the 18 to 64 age group were trips made to pick up or drop off 

other people, and the largest share of trips for the 65 and older age group were trips made 

for shopping. This is reasonable since people aged 65 and older are less likely to have 

children and others in their household that need to be dropped off and picked up. Also, 

older people are more likely to be retired and have more leisure time for activities such as 

shopping. 
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Table 4.5. Number of Trips by Age and Trip Purpose" 

[frip Purpose 

Iw'ork or Wolk-Related: 
Work 
Work-related 

Subtotal 

Pther: 
Pickinl!. uP or dr013PinI!. of other J)eOJ)le 
School 
Childcare 
B1JYinI!. !!.lIS 

Ea!ingout 
Shopping 

Socia1 activities or recreation 
Volunteer work 

,medical or business 
Off-island activities 
Other 

Subtotal 
rrotal 

Refusedb 

Don'tkoowh 

"Trips returning to home were excluded. 

~ot included in Total. 

4.3 Time of Day 

Number 
ofTrips 

359895 
53615 

413510 

189043 
42344 

1478 
13995 
73885 

145059 
90786 
6449 

80083 
17592 
74218 

734932 
114844? 

188 

593 

Ae 
18 to 64 65 and Older 

%of %of Number %of 
Subtotal Total ofTrips Subtotal 

87.0% 10976 86.2% 
13.00/, 36.0"10 1754 13.8% 

100.00/, 12730 l00.O"Ic 

25.7"1c 13214 11.80/, 
5.80/, 505 0.40/, 
0.20/, 25' 0.20/, 
1.9% 1719 1.50/, 

10.1% 11583 10.30/, 
19.7% 

64.0% 
33547 29.8% 

12.40/, 14150 12.60/, 
0.90/, 3500 3.10/, 

10.90/, 18862 16.80/, 
2.40/, 1542 1.40/, 

10.10/, 1352' 12.00/, 
100.0"/0 112401 100.00/, 

100.00/, 125131 

0 

101 

%of 
Total 

10.20/, 

89.80/, 

100.00/, 

Figure 4.2 shows the frequency of departure time choice for each age group. The 

shape of the graph is consistent with results from the 2001 NHTS, which indicate travel 

for adults aged 65 and older peaks during the mid-day and adults aged 19 to 64 show 

three distinct peaks: morning. lunch and after work (Collia, et at. 2003). 
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4.4 Mode Choice 

Table 4.6 shows possession of a driver's license by age and gender. A higher 

proportion of males than females have a driver's license for the 18 to 64 age group. 

Similarly, a higher proportion of males than females have a driver's license for the 65 and 

older age group but this difference is more pronounced than for the younger age group. 

For both males and females, those aged 18 to 64 are more likely to have a license than 

those 65 and older. This is reasonable due to age-related changes that may cause driving 

to be difficult or not possible. These findings are consistent with results from the 2001 

National Household Travel Survey (NHTS), which indicate adults aged 65 and older, 

especially females, are less likely to consider themselves to be drivers than adults aged 19 

to 64. (CoIlia, et aI. 2003). In addition, the results support a longitudina1 study by 

Rosenbloom (2001) which found driving cessation was greater among women in Tucson, 

Arizona. 

e . . Tabl 46 P ossesSlon 0 a v s lcense f Dri er' L' ~2ean er b A dGend 

Have Do not 
have 

Age Gender 
a %of %of Don't %of 

Missing 
%of Total driver's Total a Total know Total Total 

license driver's 
license 

18 to 64 
Male 239321 91.5% 2175' 8.3% 23' 0.1% 198 0.1% 261513 
Fentale 221731 83.4% 43655 16.4% 237 0.1% 140 0.1% 265763 

65 and Older 
Male 31442 81.9% 6928 18.1% V 0.0% 0 0.0% 3837C 
Fentale 25865 59.0% 17994 41.0% V 0.001. 0 0.0% 43859 

Table 4.7 shows mode choice by age. For both the 18 to 64 age group and 65 and 

older age group, most trips are made by private vehicle as either a driver or passenger. A 

higher proportion of trips were made by driving for the 18 to 64 age group than for the 65 

and older age group. These findings are consistent with results from the 2001 National 
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Household Travel Survey (NHTS), which indicate that the personal vehicle is the 

dominant mode of travel for adults aged 65 and older. In addition, the personal vehicle 

serving as the dominant mode of travel for the older age group is consistent with 

approximately 92% of trips taken by people aged 65 and older in the Baltimore region 

being by automobile either as passengers or drivers (Long, et al. 2001). 

e .. e Olce oy_ 1ge Tabl 47 Mod Ch· b A 
Ae 

181064 65 and Older 
Number of % of Total 

Number of % of Total 
Mode Choice Trips Trips 

Walk or Wheelchair 140332 8.2o/c 18927 9.6o/c 
The Bus 106445 6.2o/c 15815 8.lo/c 

er 209076 12.2O/C 34700 17.7O/C 
Driver 1202985 70.0% 122332 62.3o/c 
Bicycle 16505 1.0O/C 61~ 0.3o/c 

Other" 42720 2.5o/c 3882 2.O"A 
lTotal 1718063 100.0'Yc 19627( 100.O"A 

'Includes school bus, subscription bus, handi van, motorcycle, moped, taxi, other, 
refused, don't know and missing. 

Table 4.8 shows the distribution of the travel modes used by people aged 65 and 

older who do not have a driver's license. Traveling as a passenger had the greatest share 

(40.9%), followed by The Bus (27.6%) and walk or wheelchair (19.3%). The finding that 

many trips were taken as passengers is consistent with the findings of Rosenbloom 

(2001), which were that three-quarters of people aged 65 and older in Tucson, Arizona 

who stopped driving relied on car rides from others. 
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Table 4.8. Mode Choice for People Aged 65 and Older by Possession 
of a Driver's License 
With a License Without a License 

Number of Number of 
Trips % of Total Trips %ofTo1al 

Walk or Wheelchair 12725 7.8'* 620; 19.3'* 
The Bus 6921 4.2'* 8881 27.6'* 
Passenlter 21555 13.1'* 1314( 40.9"1< 
Driver 12049E 73.4,* 183( 5.7"1< 
Bicycle 614 0.4,* ( 0.0"1< 

Other" 1785 1.1'* 209~ 6.5,* 
Total 16410' 100.0'* 32161 100.0'* 
'Includes school bus, subscription bus, handi van, motorcycle, moped, taxi, other, 
refused, don't know and missing. 
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CHAPTERS 
ESTIMATION OF A MULTINOMIAL LOGIT MODEL FOR MODE CHOICE 

5.1 Introduction 

Chapter 5 includes a description oflogit models, assumptions that were made, and 

calculations that were performed using the data collected from OMPO's 1995 Household 

Interview Survey (HIS) and travel diaries. In addition, descriptive statistics of variables 

that were thought to have a possible significant effect on mode choice are included. 

Finally, the results of two estimated mode choice logit models are discussed. The first 

model uses elderly and retired as separate variables while the second model uses elderly 

and retired as one variable (Le. non-elderly, elderly and retired, and elderly and not 

retired). These models are intended to gain an understanding of travel behavior rather 

than predict future travel behavior. The purpose of estimating these models is to attempt 

to understand the mode choice of the elderly on Oahu, make comparisons with the results 

of Kim and Warsson (2004), and serve as a possible basis for the development of more 

sophisticated models. 

5.2 General Overview ofLogit Models 

The logit model is one of the most used qualitative choice models. and was 

chosen for this study because of its simplicity. The following description of the logit 

model is adapted from Train (1993). The utility obtained by decision maker n choosing 

alternative i from a set of J. alternatives is expressed as: 

where ~. is the part of the utility that is known by the researcher. and eln is the part of the 

utility that is unknown by the researcher and is assumed to be a random variable. V/n is 
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dependent on the observed data and known or estimated parameters. The following 

equation shows how V in depends on the following explanatory variables: the 

characteristics of the alternative (Zin), the observed characteristics of the decisionmaker 

(so), and a vector of parameters that are known or estimated (J3). 

Vin=V(ZIrbS",P} 

The probability of choosing alternative i is expressed as: 

PIn=~ v 
£..-,s1. e '" 

for all i in Jo• A sketch of the logit curve is shown in Figure 5.1 below. 

Figure 5.1. Graph of the Logit Curve 

Pin 

1 ----------------------------------------------

o~==~~------------------------
v'" 

Source: Adapted from Train (1993). 

Mode choice models were selected as the focus for this thesis and two 

multinomiallogit models for mode choice were estimated. Other aspects of the travel 

behavior of the elderly such as trip generation, travel distance and departure time choice 

are possibilities for future research. Multinomial means that decision makers have more 
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than two choices, as opposed to a binomiallogit model in which there are only two 

alternatives to choose from. 

One property of the logit model is the independence from irrelevant alternatives 

property. The following equation shows the ratio of the choice probabilities between 

alternatives i and k. 

This ratio is dependent only on alternatives i and k and remains constant no matter what 

other alternatives there are available. The independence from irrelevant alternatives 

property could be inapptopciate in certain situations. For example, if another alternative 

m is introduced that is similar to alternative i. the ratio of the choice probabilities between 

alternatives i and k would remain the same according to the logit model. In actuality. we 

would expect a greater reduction in the proportion of people choosing alternative i than in 

the proportion of people choosing alternative k. 

5.3 Assumptions and Calculations 

Section 3.2.2 describes the data files used for estimation, which include person, 

household, vehicle, and activity data. Section 3.3 describes how the data were 

manipulated. In addition, the following assumptions were made and calculations were 

performed in order to estimate the models in this chapter. 

5.3.1 Excluded Observations 

The original activity data file contained a total of 32,816 trips. Trips that could 

not be geocoded and therefore could not be assigned origin and destination traffic 
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analysis zones (T AZ) were excluded. In addition, trips for which there was only one 

available mode were excluded since these types of trips should not be used for model 

estimation. Off-island activities were excluded since they would not provide much 

information about mode choice since the primary mode for leaving and returning to the 

Island of Oahu is by airplane. Trips made by people younger than age 18 were also 

excluded to confine this study to adult lifestyles which probably differ from those 

younger than age 18. People younger than age 18 probably attend school and have a 

much lower probability of having a driver's license than adults. Some other trips were 

not used to estimate models becanse they had invalid or missing information. A total of 

17,737 trips were used to estimate the models in this thesis. 

5.3.2 Availability of Modes 

The models were estimated with the following five modes as choices: driver of a 

personal vehicle (referred to as drive), passenger in a personal vehicle (referred to as 

passenger), walk or wheelchair (referred to as walk), bicycle (referred to as bike) and The 

Bus (referred to as transit). Other modes, including school bus, subscription bus, 

Handivan, motorcycle, moped and taxi, were not considered for modeling because there 

were found to be not a significant number of trips for which these modes were used. 

Drive was assumed to be an available choice only to those who have a driver's 

license and at least one vehicle in their household. Passenger was assumed to be 

available to everyone. As explained in subsequent text, both the highway and transit 

networks used for OMPO's Travel Forecasting Model Development Project (TFMDP) 

and previously described in Section 3.2.2 were used to obtain the travel distance and 

travel time for each trip. The highway network assumed walk was available for trips of 
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1.5 miles or less, and bike was available for trips of3.5 miles or less. (OMPO 2002) The 

transit network classified each TAZ as either within or not within the walk access market 

to transit (OMPO 2002). These same assumptions for the availability of walk, bike and 

transit were used for this thesis. One exception was that a mode was designated as 

available ifit was used to make a given trip even if the mode was initially thought to be 

unavailable. For example, if walk was used for a trip greater than 1.5 miles then walk 

was considered to be an available mode for that particular trip. 

5.3.3 Trip Purpose 

Out of the 16 trip purposes in the 1995 Household Interview Survey (IllS), 

shopping; banking, medical or personal business (referred to as personal); work, work

related, picking up or dropping someone off, school and childcare (referred to as work); 

and eating out were used for this thesis. Picking up or dropping someone off, school and 

childcare were grouped together with work and work-related trips because these trip 

purposes were thought to be similar in that they tend to need to be done by a specific 

person at a specific time of day. All other trip purposes were consolidated into a category 

called other. A complete list of the 16 trip purposes in the 1995 Household Interview 

Survey (IllS) is available in Appendix B. 

5.3.4 Travel Distances and Travel Times 

The loaded OMPO highway and transit networks, along with the origin and 

destination T AZ of each trip, were used to calculate the travel distance, in-vehicle travel 

time and auto terminal time for trips made by personal vehicle. For transit trips, the 

loaded highway and transit networks, and the origin and destination T AZ of each trip 

were used to calculate travel distance, in-vehicle travel time and out-of-vehicle travel 
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time. A loaded network means that users are being assigned to routes based on traffic 

conditions. The traffic assignment algorithm used by OMPO was based on minimum 

impedance measures. Travel distances and travel times for trips made by waIking or 

biking were extracted from the loaded highway network. The TFMDP assumed a walk 

speed of3 miles per hour and a bike speed of7 miles per hour (OMPO 2002). This thesis 

uses these same assumptions for walk and bike speeds. 

5.3.5 Time of Day 

The reported start and end times of travel were used to determine whether a trip 

was made during the peak period of traffic, the off-peak period of traffic or in a transition 

between them. Whether a trip was made during the peak period of traffic or the off-peak 

period of traffic affected congestion, delay and traffic assignment, and therefore affected 

travel times. The TFMDP considered the peak period of traffic to be from 5:00 AM to 

9:00 AM and from 2:00 PM to 6:00 PM, and the off-peak period of traffic to consist of 

all remaining time periods (OMPO 2002). This thesis uses these same assumptions for 

the peak and off-peak periods of traffic. For the purposes of this thesis, the average of 

peak and off-peak travel times were assigned to trips that were partially within the peak 

period of traffic and partiaIlywithin the off-peak period of traffic. Taking an average 

travel time for these trips is reasonable since both peak and off-peak travel times are 

obtained from the OMPO highway and transit networks and are therefore approximate 

travel times. 

5.3.6. Number of Transfers 

The origin-destination transit paths generated by the OMPO transit network 

provided information on the number of transfers. For the purposes of this thesis, the 
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number of transfers was designated as either no transfers, or possibly one or more 

transfers. 

5.3.7 Travel Cost 

Travel cost for driving a private vehicle was calculated using travel distance and 

assuming $0.12 per mile. This assumed per mile cost was obtained from and therefore is 

consistent with the TFMDP assumptions (OMPO 2002). Passenger, walk and bike was 

considered to be free. The cost for transit was not incorporated into the models since it 

appeared that the TFMDP assumed a flat fare of $0.75 for the cost to use transit on Oahu. 

5.3.8 Parking Cost 

Values for parking cost in each zone were extracted from OMPO's highway 

network. It was assumed that the parking cost for a given trip would be equal to the 

average of the parking cost for the origin zone and the parlcing cost for the destination 

zone. For example if a respondent went from home to work and then returned home, and 

the zone in which they live did not have a parking cost associated with it, then half of the 

parking cost for the zone in which they work would be assigned to the home to work trip 

and the other half of the parking cost would be assigned to the work to home trip. 

5.3.9. Household Weights 

The data used to estimate the models discussed in this chapter were not weighted 

using the household weights described in Section 3.4. In other words, the data used to 

estimate the multinomiallogit models for mode choice only sccount for the behavior of 

people who participated in the 1995 Household Interview Survey (HIS) travel diaries and 

were not weighted to sccount for the behavior of the entire population of the Island of 

Oahu. Although OMPO used a stratified random sample with some areas being 
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oversampled, there is no need to weight the data for the purpose of estimating the models 

since the sample was not selected based on mode choice. 

5.4 Descriptive Statistics 

Table 5.1 shows the number of trips made using each mode. The majority of trips 

were made by driving, followed by passenger, walk, transit and bike. This information is 

especially of interest since the models estimated in this thesis are mode choice models. 

Table 5.1. Number of Trips by Mode 
Choice 

F Percent 
Drive 1363~ 76.90/, 
Psssetlller 2253 12.7"A 
Walk 912 5.10/, 
Bike IDE 0.60/, 
Transit 83C 4.70/, 
Total 17737 lOO.O"A 

Table 5.2 shows other selected descriptive statistics for the sample. These 

frequencies are by the number of trips and not the number of people. The number of trips 

made by the elderly were 2,192 or 12.4% of the total number of trips, ofwbich 1,652 of 

those trips were made by the retired elderly. 

In general, the sample data consisted of slightly more trips made by females than 

trips made by males. Most trips were taken for work or other trip purposes. Most trips 

would not require any transfers ifmade by transit; and only 1.4% of the total trips were 

made by people with a disability. 
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Table 5.2. Descriptive Statistics by Number of 
T' nps 
1 F 1 Percent 

Aile: 
18-64 15545 87.6o/c 
65+ 2192 12.4O/C 

Retired: 
Retired 1 23361 13.2o/c 
Not Retired 1 154011 86.8o/c 

Age and Retired: 
Elderly and Retired 1 16521 75.4o/c 
Elderly and Not Retired 1 5401 24.6o/c 

Gender: 
Male 87071 49.lo/c 
Female 90301 50.9"1c 

Income: 
:5 $19,999 1461 8.2o/c 
520 000 - $39 999 4464 25.2O/C 
$40,000 - $59,999 4293 24.2O/C 
>$60,000 7519 42.4O/C 

Trip Purpose: 
1844 10.4O/C 

Personal 1039 5.9o/c 
Work 6149 34.7o/c 
Eating Out 811 4.6o/c 
Other 7894 44.5o/c 

Number of Transfers: 
0 9839 64.1O/C 
Possibly I or more 5518 35.9o/c 

Disability: 
Disabled 1 2421 1.4% 
Not Disabled 1 174951 98.6% 
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5.5 Model Estimation Using Elderly and Retired as Separate Variables 

The coefficients for a multinomiallogit model for mode choice were estimated 

using variables as defined in Table 5.3 and the computer program NLOGIT. 

Table 5 3 Variables Tested in Mode Choice Model . . 
Personal Information: 

Age I if aged 65 or older, 
o ifaged 18 to 64 

Retired lifretired, 
o otherwise 

Gender I ifmale, 
o otherwise 

Disability I if person bas self-reported disability that 
limits transportation they can use, 
o otherwise 

Household Information: 
Income: 

Group 2 I if annuaI household income $20,000 to 
$39,999, 
o otherwise 

Group 3 I if annuaI household income $40,000 -
$59,999 
o otherwise 

Group 4 I if annuaI household income ~ $60,000 
o otherwise 

Trip Information: 
Trip : 

Shopping 1 if trip purpose was shopping, 
o otherwise 

Personal 1 if trip purpose was banking, medical or 
persona1 business, 
o otherwise 

Work I iffIip purpose was work, work-related, 
picking up or dropping someone oft; school 
and childcare, 
o otherwise 

Eat Out 1 if trip purpose was eating out, 
o otherwise 

In-Vehicle Tmvel Time in-vehicle tmvel time in 1()" ,,,; ... rtes 
Out~f-Vehicle Tmvel Time out~f-vehicle tmvel time in 10"" minutes 
Auto Terminal Time auto terminal time in 10"" ... ; ... rtes 
Number of Transfers I if poSSIbly one or more transfers, 

o otherwise 
Tmvel Cost tmvel cost in dollars 
Parking Cost parking cost in dollars 
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The model estimation results are shown in Table 5.4. "Nt A" in Table 5.4 

indicates that the variable is not applicable to that mode. For example, travel cost for all 

modes except drive are not applicable since we did not associate a cost for trips made by 

passenger, walk. bike or transit. As previously explained, the cost for transit was not 

incorporated into the models since it appeared that the TFMDP assumed a flat fare of 

$0.75 for the cost to use transit on Oahu. A more detailed table including P-values is 

included as Appendix C. Transit was used as the base case for this model and the results 

are described below. 

5.5.1 Elderly 

Because this model was estimated using data from both elderly and non-elderly, 

an elderly variahle can be used to determine how being elderly affects mode choice. In 

contrast, Kim and Ulfarsson (2004) estimated a mode choice model with data from the 

elderly only and therefore could not make comparisons between the elderly and non

elderly. The model estimation results in Table 5.4 show being elderly, as opposed to 

being non-elderly, was found to have a statistically significant negative effect toward 

drive and walk as compared with transit. A negative effect indicates that users are less 

likely to choose a given mode if all other attributes for the decision maker and choices are 

equal. Decreased propensity toward drive and passenger is consistent with the findings 

of Kim and IDfarsson (2004) who concluded that retired elderly individuals are less 

likely to use a private vehicle as compared to other available modes. Negative 

coefficients for drive and walk may be due to age-related physical deficiencies that limit 

the use of these modes. 
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In addition, being elderly was found to have a negative effect toward passenger as 

compared with transit. This may not be intuitive since Burkhardt (1999) concluded that 

family and friends are often faced with providing transportation for a former driver. 

The elderly variable was eliminated from the bike utility function because it 

appeared that this variable would not be significant. This is probably due to a small 

number of elderly choosing to use bike. 

5.5.2 Fletired 

Similar to the elderly variable, all the estimated coefficients for the retired 

variable were found to be negative. This indicates that being retired, as opposed to not 

being retired, has a statistically significant negative effect toward drive, walk and bike as 

compared with transit. In addition, being retired was found to have a negative effect 

toward passenger as compared with transit. The elderly and retired variables may be 

strongly correlated since older people are more likely to be retired than their younger 

counterparts. For this reason, Section 5.5 estimates a model with elderly and retired as 

one variable to account for age and retirement status. 

5.5.3 ~der 

Positive coefficients indicate being male, as compared to being female, has a 

positive effect toward drive, walk and bike as compared to transit. A negative coefficient 

for passenger indicates being male has a negative effect toward passenger as compared to 

transit. 

5.5.4 Income 

For all income groups, the same coefficient for drive and passenger was used 

because when the model was estimated with separate income coefficients for drive and 
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passenger, they were found not to be significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 

These coefficients for drive and passenger were determined to be positive, indicating that 

all income groups were more likely to choose being a driver or passenger rather than use 

transit if all else is equal. Note that the value of the income coefficient for drive and 

passenger increases for higher income groups. This is reasonable since households with 

higher incomes are more likely to have a personal vehicle available. 

The walk coefficient for the highest income group ~ $60,000) and the bike 

coefficient for the lowest income group ($20,000 - $39,999) were determined to be 

positive. This indicates that having a household income;:: $60,000, as opposed to $0 -

$19,999, has a positive effect toward walk as compared to transit, and having a household 

income of$20,OOO - $39,999, as opposed to $0 - $19,999, has a positive effect toward 

bike as compared to transit. 

These results are consistent with the conclusions of Kim and Ulfarsson (2004) 

that retired elderly who have higher incomes are more likely to use private vehicles, 

carpool or van pool and are less likely to use transit as compared with walking. 

However, the income coefficients estimated using the 1995 IDS data is for the general 

population while the model estimated by Kim and Ulfarsson (2004) is for retired elderly 

only. This implies that income may affect the general population in the same way as the 

retired elderly. 

The walk coefficient for the lowest and middle ($40,000 - $59,999) income 

groups and bike coefficient for the highest and middle income groups were eliminated 

from the respective utility functions because they appeared not to be significant. 
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5.5.5 Trip Purpose 

Shopping and personal trips carry positive effects toward driving. Shopping and 

eating out carry positive effects toward being a passenger, while work has a negative 

effect on being a passenger. Eating out has a positive effect on walking. All other 

coefficients for the other trip purposes were eliminated from the respective utility 

functions because they appeared not to be significant. 

Kim and Ulfarsson (2004) concluded that retired elderly are less likely to use 

transit as compared to other available modes when going shopping or doing errands, and 

prefer walking for personal trips. This is consistent with the findings of the model 

estimated in Table 5.4, with the exception that the model for Oahu eliminated the walk 

coefficient for personal trips because it did not appear to be significant. This implies that 

trip purpose may affect the general population in a similar way as it does to the retired 

elderly since the model e!'timated by Kim and Ulfarsson (2004) is for retired elderly only. 

5.5.6 In-Vehicle Travel Time 

The in-vehicle travel time coefficient for all modes is negative, which is 

reasonable since longer travel times make each mode less desirable. For both the elderly 

and non-elderly, walk had the greatest negative coefficient and transit had the least 

negative coefficient. This makes sense since walking is less likely to be used for long 

trips. These results are consistent with the findings of Kim and Ulfarsson (2004) that 

retired elderly are more likely to use a private vehicle, carpool or vanpool, or transit 

relative to walking for longer trips. Like income and trip purpose, in-vehicle travel time 

may affect the general population in a similar way as it does to the retired elderly. 
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For the elderly, the same in-vehicle travel time coefficient for drive and passenger 

was used because when the model was estimated with separate coefficients for drive and 

passenger, they were found not to be significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 

In contrast, the in-vehicle travel time coefficients for drive and passenger were found to 

be significantly different at the 90% confidence level and therefore the model was 

estimated with separate variables for the non-elderly. 

AT-test was conducted to see if the in-vehicle travel time coefficients were 

significantly different for the elderly and non-elderly. It was determined that the 

coefficients for all modes were significantly different at the 90% confidence level except 

for transit. 

5.5.7 Out-of-Vehicle Travel Time 

The out-of-vehicle travel time coefficient for transit is negative for both the 

elderly and non-elderly, which is reasonable since longer travel times make transit less 

desirable. For both age groups out-of-vehicle travel time had a greater negative effect on 

choosing transit than in-vehicle travel time. Also, out-of-vehicle travel time had a greater 

negative effect on the elderly than for the non-elderly. 

A T-test was conducted to see if the out-of-vehicle travel time coefficients for 

transit were significantly different for the elderly and non-elderly. It was determined that 

the coefficients were significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 

5.5.8 Auto Terminal Time 

Auto Terminal Time was found to have a negative effect toward drive and 

passenger. This is as expected since additional travel time makes personal vehicle less 

attractive. The same coefficient for drive and passenger was used becanse when the 
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model was estimated with separate auto tenninal time coefficients for drive and 

passenger, they were found not to be significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 

5.5.9 Number of Transfers 

The number of transfers was found to have a negative effect toward transit This 

is as expected since transfers are not convenient and more transfers makes transit less 

attractive. 

5.5.10 Travel Cost 

Travel cost was detennined to have a negative effect toward driving for both the 

non-elderly and elderly. This is as expected since high travel cost makes driving less 

attractive. Travel cost had a greater negative effect on the elderly than for the non-

elderly. 

5.5.11 Parking Cost 

Like travel cost, parking cost was detennined to have a negative effect on driving. 

This is as expected since high cost to park a vehicle makes driving less attraetive. 

5.5.12 Economic Value of Time 

The economic value of time was obtained by using a ratio of the estimated 

coefficients for in-vehicle travel time and travel cost for driving. Below is a sample 

calculation that was used to find the economic value of time for the non-elderly. 

-0.045 '" 60 minutes 
minutes 1 hour 

(0.291) 
dollars 

$9.28 per hour 

The economic value of time was calculated as $9.28 per hour for the non-elderly 

and $9.55 per hour for the elderly in 1995 dollars. According to the Bureau of Labor 
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Statistics Inflation Calculator, this is equal to present economic values of time for the 

non-elderly and elderly 0[$12.10 per hour and $12.45 per hour, respectively. These 

results suggest that the elderly and non-elderly place similar value on their time. 
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Table 5.4. Coefficients for an Estimated Multinomial Logit Model for Mode Choice 
U' BId I dRetired S V 'abl be smg er an 

Variable Drive Passenger 

Alternative Specific 1.529 (0.131) -0.175 (0.134)4 
t 

Elderly -0.424 (0.256) -0.386 (0.262)4 

Retired -0.342 (0.161) -0.187 (0.167)' 

0.620 (0.084) -0.423 (0.090) 
Income: 

Income 2 0.854 (0.098) 
Income 3 1.232 (0.104) 
Income 4 1.670 (0.112) 

Trip Pmpose: 
Shopping 0.367 (0.109) 0.506 (0.117) 
Personal 0.359 (0.099) -
Work - -0.490 (0.061) 
Eat Out - 0.761 (0.101) 

In-Vehicle Travel Time (minutes): 
Non-Elderly -0.045 (0.010) I -0.065 (0.009) 

Elderly -0.070 (0.025) 

Out-of-Vehicle Travel Time (minutes): 
Non-Elderly N/A N/A 
Elderly N/A N/A 

Auto Tenninal Time -0.114 (0.010) 
minutes) 
Iansfers N/A I 

Travel Cost (dollars): 
Non-Elderly -0.291 (0.096) 
Elderly -0.440 (0.097) 

Parking Cost (dollars) -0.174 (0.025) 
N~ 17,737 

'Transit was considered to be the base case. 

bStandard errors in parentheses. 

N/A 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

as separate an es' 
Walk Bike Transit' 

3.098 (0.164) -2.450 (0.314) N/A 

-0.778 (0.395) - NlA 

-0.444 (0.234) -1.812 (0.516) NlA 

0.392 (0.122) 1.690 (0.241) NlA 

- 0.679 (0.209) NlA 

- - N/A 
0.496 (0.130) - N/A 

- - N/A 

- - N/A 

- - N/A 
0.435 (0.165) - N/A 

-0.157 (0.007) -0.057 (0.015) -0.008 (0.005) 

-0.160 (0.019) -0.092 (0.036) -0.014 (0.013)f 

N/A N/A -0.047 (0.005) 
NlA NlA -0.069 (0.013) 

N/A N/A NlA 

N/A N/A -0.380 (0.110) 

N/A N/A N/A 
N/A N/A N/A 
N/A N/A NlA 

'See Appendix C for T -statistic and P-vaIue. Level of significance is greater than 90% unless otherwise 
specified. 
dLeveI of significance is greater than 80%. 

'Level of significance is greater than 70%. 

fLevel of significance is greater than 60%. 
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5.6 Model Estimation Using Elderly and Retired as One Variable 

The coefficients for another multinomiallogit model for mode choice were 

estimated as shown in Table 5.5. A more detailed table including P-values is included as 

Appendix C. The difference between this model and the first model presented in Table 

5.4 is that the model in Table 5.5 uses variables for elderly and retired, and elderly and 

not retired instead of considering elderly, and retired as separate variables. Like the first 

model, this model is intended to gain an understanding of travel behavior rather than 

predict future travel behavior. As in the first model, transit was used as the base case. 

5.6.1 Elderly and Retired 

The coefficients that related to elderly were consistent with the first model in that 

age was found to have a negative effect toward drive, passenger and walk as compared 

with transit However, this model differed from the first model in that being elderly 

appeared to have a negative effect on bike. In the first model the elderly variable was 

eliminated from the bike utility function because it appeared not to be significant 

For the elderly and retired, walk was determined to be the least attractive mode all 

else being equal. For the elderly and not retired, drive was determined to be the least 

attractive mode all else being equal. This is surprising since people who are not retired 

would be expected to have a greater travel need and therefore drive more than those who 

are retired. 

5.6.2 In-Vehicle Travel Time 

Like the first model, the in-vehicle travel time coefficient for all modes is 

negative, which is reasonable. Another thing that is consistent with the first model is that 

for both the non-elderly and elderly, retired and not retired, transit had the least negative 
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coefficient. In addition, for the non-elderly, and elderly and not retired, walk had the 

greatest negative coefficient. Unlike the first model, bike has the greatest negative 

coefficient for the retired elderly. 

A T-test was conducted to see if the in-vehicle travel time coefficients were 

significantly different for the retired elderly and not retired elderly. It was determined 

that only the coefficients for passenger and walk were significantly different at the 90% 

confidence level. 

5.6.3 Out-of-Vehicle Travel Time 

Like the first model. the out-of-vehicle travel time coefficient for transit is 

negative for the non-elderly and elderly, retired and not retired, which is reasonable. 

Also consistent with the first model is that for the non-elderly and elderly, retired and not 

retired, out-of-vehicle travel time had a greater negative effect on choosing transit than 

in-vehicle travel time. Also, out-of-vehicle travel time had the greatest negative effect on 

the not retired elderly and the least negative effect on the non-elderly. 

A T-test was conducted to see if the out-of-vehicle travel time coefficients for 

transit were significantly different for the retired elderly and not retired elderly. It was 

determined that the coefficients were significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 

5.6.4 Other Variables 

The remajning variables were found to have coefficients that did not change very 

much from what was originally estimated and shown in Table 5.4. 

5.6.5 Economic Value of Time 

As previously described, the economic value of time was obtained by using a ratio 

of the estimated coefficients for in-vehicle travel time and travel cost for driving. The 
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economic value of time was calculated as $9.12 per hour for the non-elderly, $15.11 per 

hour for the retired elderly and $4.20 per hour for the not retired elderly in 1995 dollars. 

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics Inflation Calculator, this is equal to present 

economic values of time for the non-elderly, retired elderly, and not retired elderly of 

$11.89 per hour, $19.70 per hour, and $5.48 per hour, respectively. The value of time for 

the non-elderly is close to that calculated using the first model. The value of time for the 

non-elderly being greater than the value of time for the not retired elderly is reasonable 

since the non-elderly would be expected to have less free time and therefore place a 

higher value on their time. It was not expected that the value of time for the retired 

elderly would be much higher than the value of time for the non-elderly. However, the 

economic value of time for the retired elderly was calculated using a coefficient for travel 

cost that was not significant at the 90% confidence level. 

5.7 Independence From Irrelevant Alternatives Property 

Preliminary tests for the independence from irrelevant alternatives indicate that 

the models estimated in this chapter failed. Further research might attempt to estimate a 

nested multinomiallogit model for mode choice. However, this more advanced modeling 

is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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Table 5.5. Coefficients for an Estimated Multinomial Logit Model for Mode Choice 
U' Eld I d Retired On V . abl b.c SIng eTiyan 

Variable Drive Passenger 

~ternative Specific 1.501 (0.\32) -0.195 (O.I34)d 

~lderly Retired -0.493 (0.254) -0.399 (0.255)d 

~lderly Not Retired -1.595 (0.613) -1.235 (0.620) 

0.618 (0.084) -0.412 (0.090) 
: 

Income 2 0.853 (0.098) 
Income 3 1.221 (0.104) 
Income 4 1.668 (0.112) 

rrrip Purpose: 
Shopping 0.365 (0.109) 0.508 (0.117) 
Personal 0.358 (0.099) -
Work - -0.496 (0.061) 
Eat Out - 0.757 (0.101) 

~-Vehicle Travel Time (minutes): 
Non-Elderly -0.045 (0.010) -0.065 (0.009) 

Elderly Retired -0.071 (0.032) -0.058 (0.027) 

Elderly Not Retired -0.093 (0.073)" -0.168 (0.067) 

Out-of-Vehicle Travel Time (minutes): 
Non-Elderly N/A N/A 
Elderly Retired N/A N/A 
Elderly Not Retired N/A N/A 

f"\uto Terminal Time 
minutes) 

-0.114 (0.010) 

iI'ransfers N/A I 
iI'ravel Cost (dollars): 

Non-Elderly -0.296 (0.096) 

Elderly Retired -0.282 (0.302), 

Elderly Not Retired -1.329 (0.502) 
~arking Cost (dollars) -0.174 (0.025) 
N= 17,737 

"Transit was considered to be the base case. 

"standard errors in parentheses. 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

as e an e 
Walk Bike Transit" 

3.055 (0.164) -2.618 (0.326) N/A 

-1.151 (0.419) -0.242 (0.873)b N/A 

-1.085 (0.826)d -0.465 (1.168)" N/A 

0.389 (0.122) 1.646 (0.240) N/A 

- 0.641 (0.209) N/A 

- - N/A 
0.507 (0.130) - N/A 

- - NlA 

- - N/A 

- - N/A 
0.433 (0.165) - N/A 

-0.157 (0.007) -0.049 (0.015) -0.008 (0.005) 

-0.143 (0.021) -0.172 (0.079) -0.007 (0.015)" 

-0.251 (0.052) -0.149 (0.082) -0.045 (0.038)' 

N/A N/A -0.047 (0.005) 
NlA NlA -0.055 (0.013) 
NlA NlA -0.177 (0.048) 

NlA N/A N/A 

N/A N/A -0.380 (0.11 0) 

N/A N/A NlA 
N/A N/A N/A 

NlA N/A N/A 
N/A N/A NlA 

"See Appendix C for T -statistic and P-vaIue. Level of significance is grester than 90% unless otherwise 
specified. 
dLevel of significance is grester than 80%. 

'Level of significance is grester than 70%. 

fLevel of significance is grester than 60%. 

"Level of significance is grester than 30%. 
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5.8 Sensitivity Analysis 

Previous sections presented the interpretation of the estimation results for the two 

discrete choice models developed in this thesis. In general, the analysis of the signs of 

the coefficients and their relative magnitudes indicated that the results are intuitively 

correct. This section further illustrates the advantage of developing models, as opposed 

to simply relying on descriptive statistics, with the help of several figures created for 

particular individuals using the multinomiallogit equation described in Section 5.2. 

Actual use of discrete choice models for prediction requires the aggregation of 

predictions over the population of interest, which is beyond the scope of this research. 

Still, it is hoped that the visualization of the implied trade-offs between explanatory 

variables in certain situations will better illustrate the models and some of their features 

that could potentially be used in policy analysis. All the following graphs were created 

by changing one variable while keeping all the other variables constant. When observing 

these graphs one must realize that in most situations this is not possible over a wide range 

of values since a significant change, for example, in the travel time of a mode may imply 

a change in the travel times of other modes. 

The first model, which used elderly and retired as separate variables, was used to 

create all the figures in this section. Figure 5.2 shows the effect of changes in in-vehicle 

travel time (IVTI) for the drive and passenger modes on the probabilities of choosing 

drive, walk and transit. This scenario is for three male individuals (a non-elderly, a not 

retired elderly, and a retired elderly) who engage on a very short trip with an IVTI of 

about 1 minute for the transit mode. The travel time for bike and walk was assumed to be 

4 and 10 minutes, respectively. It was also assumed that the individuals belong to 
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income category 3 (annual household income between $40,000 and $59,999), the trip 

purpose is work-related, the transit out-of-vehicle travel time (OVTI) is 5 minutes and no 

transfers are required, the auto terminal time is 6 minutes, the drive out of pocket travel 

cost is about $0.25 (in 1995 dollars), and the parking costs are $2.00. This scenario was 

selected to illustrate the case of a very short trip in which walking is a viable alternative. 

In order to make the figure less cluttered, the passenger and bike modes are not shown 

(the probabilities of those modes for this particular example are within the range of 0.03 

to 0.05). 

Figure 5.2 clearly shows the decline of the probability of driving as the travel time 

increases for all three individuals. At the same time, the probability of walking increases 

with inereases in the drive IVTI whereas the probability of choosing transit increases 

only slightly. This implies little competition between the transit and drive modes for 

such short trips. 

Figure 5.2 also illustrates the effect of being elderly and retired. As will be seen 

later, in general, being elderly decreases the probability of the drive mode. However, in 

this particular case being elderly and not retired increases it while it decreases the 

probability of walking and increases the probability of choosing transit. These results are 

intuitive. The elderly may have more problems walking so the decrease in probability 

translates into increases for the two other modes. For elderly retired the decrease in the 

probability of walking with respect to the same probability for the elderly not retired is 

even higher though the difference between retired and not retired is less than the 

difference between elderly and non-elderly. Notice that for the higher drive IVTIs the 

curves for the drive mode cross each other. 
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Figure 5.2. Example 1 - Effect of Changes in In-Vehicle Travel Time for Drive and 
Passenger on Mode Choice Probabilities (very short trip) 
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Since the main focus of this thesis is on the elderly behavior, the retired effect will 

not be considered in the rest of the illustrations. 

Figure 5.3 shows the effect of changes in NTT for the drive and passenger modes 

on the probabilities of choosing drive, passenger, bike and transit. This scenario is for 

two male individuals (a non-elderly and an elderly) who engage on a trip with about 10 

minutes ofNTT for the transit mode or 25 minutes by bicycle (for such a trip, the 

probability ofwa1king is negligible). It was assumed that the individuals belong to 

income category 3 (annual household income between $40,000 and $59,999), the trip 

purpose is work-related, the transit OVTI is 10 minutes and no transfers are required, the 
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auto terminal time is 6 minutes, the drive out of pocket travel cost is $0.50 (in 1995 

dollars), and the parking costs are $2.00. 

In this case, reductions in auto travel time below about 10 minutes for the non

elderly individual produce only minor increases in the probabilities of drive and 

passenger. Increases of up to about 10 minutes do not produce significant decreases in 

the same probabilities. It takes a considerable increase in auto travel time for the 

reduction in the probabilities of drive and passenger and the corresponding increase in the 

probability of choosing transit to be noteworthy. It should be remembered though that 

such a significant increase in the auto IV'IT would probably also be associated with a 

increase in transit IV'IT, which is not really considered in the graph and so real changes 

may be even less important than the ones shown in the figure. 

Figure 5.3 shows that the effect of being elderly is really more substantial than 

that of auto IV'IT. As one would expect, the elderly have a lower probability of driving 

and a higher probability of being a passenger or using transit than younger people. The 

bike probability increases with higher auto IV'IT but the values are really low, which is 

consistent with the database from which the model was developed. 
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Figure 5.3. Example 2 - Effect of Changes in In-Vehicle Travel Time for Drive and 
Passenger on Mode Choice Probabilities (medium length trip) 
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The same trends are found on longer trips as illustrated in Figure 5.4 which shows 

the effect of changes in IVTI for the drive and passenger modes on the probabilities of 

choosing drive, passenger and transit probabilities. This scenario is for two male 

individuals (a non-elderly and an elderly) who engage on a trip with about 40 minutes of 

IVTI for the transit mode. The individuals belong to income category 3 (annual 

household income between $40,000 and $59,999), the trip purpose is work-related, the 

transit OVTT is 30 minutes and no transfers are required, the auto terminal time is 6 

minutes, the drive out of pocket travel cost is $0.50 (in 1995 dollars), and the parking 

costs are $2.00. 

The predicted probabilities or shares (if all individuals were identical and all the 

trips had the same characteristics) are affected more substantially for longer auto IVTI. 
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The predicted effect of being an elderly is also more significant and increases with the 

increases in auto IVTI. 

Figure 5.4. Example 3 - Effect of Changes in In-Vehicle Travel Time for Drive and 
Passenger on Mode Choice Probabilities (long trip) 
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The analysis with the scenarios corresponding to Figures 5.3 and 5.4 were 

repeated but by looking at the effect of the transit IVTI. Figure 5.5 shows the effect of 

changes in IVTI for the transit modes on the probabilities of choosing drive, passenger, 

bike and transit. This scenario is for two male individuals (a non-elderly and an elderly) 

who engage on a trip with about 10 minutes ofIVTI for the drive and passenger modes 

or 25 minutes by bicycle. It was assumed that the individuals belong to income category 

3 (annual household income between $40,000 and $59,999), the trip purpose is work-

related, the transit OVTT is 10 minutes and no transfers are required, the auto terminal 
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time is 6 minutes, the drive out of pocket travel cost is $0.70 (in 1995 dollars), and the 

parking costs are $2.00. 

As shown in Figure 5.5, it was found the probabilities are relatively insensitive to 

changes in the transit NIT for trips with auto NIT of about 10 minutes. The age effect 

is similar to the one discussed before. 

Figure 5.5. Example 4 - Effect of Changes in In-Vehicle Travel Time for Transit on 
Mode Choice Probabilities (medium trip) 
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Figure 5.6 shows the effect of changes in NIT for the transit modes on the 

probabilities of choosing drive, passenger and transit This scenario is for two male 

individuals (a non-elderly and an elderly) who engage on a trip with about 40 minutes of 

NIT for the drive and passenger modes. The individuals belong to income category 3 

(annual household income between $40,000 and $59,999), the trip purpose is work-
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related, the transit OVIT is 30 minutes and no transfers are required, the auto terminal 

time is 6 minutes, the drive out of pocket travel cost is $1.50 (in 1995 dollars), and the 

parking costs are $2.00. 

Again, the transit IVTI does seem to have an effect but it does not affect the 

probabilities substantially. The age effect is similar to the one discussed before but it is 

more pronounced, much more than the effect of the transit IVTI. 

Figure 5.6. Example 5 - Effect of Changes in In-Vehicle Travel Time for Transit on 
Mode Choice Probabilities (long trip) 
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Figure 5.7 shows the effect of changes in out-of-vehicle travel time (OVTr) for 

the transit mode on the probabilities of choosing drive, passenger and transit This 

scenario is for two male individuals (a non-elderly and an elderly) who engage on a trip 

with about 40 minutes ofIVTI for the auto, passenger and transit modes. The 
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individuals belong to income category 3 (annual household income between $40,000 and 

$59,999), the trip purpose is work-related, no transfers are required, the auto terminal 

time is 6 minutes, the drive out of pocket travel cost is $1.50 (in 1995 dollars), and the 

parking costs are $2.00. 

As illustrated in Figure 5.7, the estimated model indicates that the transit OVTI 

has a substantial effect on the choice between drive, passenger and transit. Naturally, 

increasing the transit OVTI increases the probabilities of choosing drive or passenger 

and decreases the probability of choosing transit. It is noteworthy to see the different 

effects that a reduction in transit OVTI has on the probabilities for the elderly and the 

non-elderly. 

Figure 5.7. Example 6 - Effect of Changes in Out-of-Vehicle Travel Time for Transit on 
Mode Choice Probabilities 
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Finally, Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the effect of changes in out of pocket cost for 

drive on the mode choice probabilities. These scenarios are for two male individuals (a 

non-elderly and an elderly who belong to income category 3 (annual household income 

between $40,000 and $59,999), the trip purpose is work-related, no transfers are required, 

the auto terminal time is 6 minutes, and the parking costs are $2.00. Figure 5.8 assumes a 

100minute IVTI for the auto, passenger modes, and transit modes or 25 minutes by 

bicycle. Figure 5.9 assumes a 4O-minute IVTI for the auto, passenger, and transit 

modes. 

As one would expect, costs seem to have a significant effect on mode choices for 

a 10-minute trip and for a 4O-minute trip respectively. As a reference to interpret the 

figures, it should be mentioned that reasonable out of pocket costs in 1995 dollars for the 

trips shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 were $0.50 and $2.00, respectively. As before, being 

an elderly reduces the probability of choosing drive and increases the probability of being 

a passenger or choosing transit. The effect of age is again substantial, about the same 

order of magnitude as the out of pocket costs and increases with the trip length (i.e., if we 

compare the two figures). Unfortunately, the effect of the transit fare cannot be 

determined from this model since the fare was fixed. 
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Figure 5.8. Example 7 - Effect of Changes in Tmvel Cost for Drive on Mode Choice 
Probabilities (medium trip) 
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Figure 5.9. Example 8 - Effect of Changes in Travel Cost for Drive on Mode Choice 
Probabilities (long trip) 
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In snmmary, the effect of the elderly variable is generally quite significant when 

compared with other variables that are usually considered in transportation planning 

studies. Thus. more attention should be paid to this subject given the trends in population 

aging. Notice that this does not necessarily imply that the aging of the population will 

produce dramatic changes in the shares of the different transportation modes. As was 

illustrated in the previous figures, the effects of most variables are significant but 

relatively mild. For reasonable values of the input variables. the predicted probabilities 

are consistent with observed mode shares. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The number of elderly Hawaii residents is expected to more than double from 

2000 to 2030. In addition, they elderly is projected to become a larger proportion of the 

total population of Hawaii during the next 25 years. Therefore, their travel needs should 

be considered. However, a literature review revealed only one previous study on the 

travel behavior of the elderly on Oahu, which is dated 1980 and was conducted by the 

Oahu Metropolitan Planning Organization (OMPO) and the City and County of 

Honolulu, Department ofTransportation Services (DTS). This 1980 study used national 

data to estimate transportation demands due to the lack oflocal data. The objective of 

this thesis is to gain an understanding of the travel behavior of the elderly on the Island of 

Oahu, and compare the travel behavior of the elderly with the travel behavior of younger 

people. 

There are two major issues about the transportation needs of the elderly of which 

the first is the needs of older drivers and the second is the travel behavior of the elderly. 

The Older Driver Highway Design Handbook (1998) was created to address the needs of 

older drivers and is intended to supplement existing design manuals and standards. A 

review ofliterature about the travel behavior of the elderly indicated that there are 

previous studies both of the descriptive nature and studies that estimated models. These 

studies indicated the following factors may influence travel behavior: age, gender, 

medical conditiou, ability to drive, cost of a trip, residential location (suburb vs. city). trip 

purpose, day of the week, time of day, income, and availability of a private vehicle. 
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In general, elderly travel less, and make less work and work-related trips than 

younger adults. Some elderly will take fewer trips or no trips under certain 

circumstances with medical conditions likely to result in less travel. However, personal 

vehicle was found to be the dominant mode of travel for adults aged 65 and older. 

Person, household and activity data files from OMPO's 1995 Household 

Interview Survey, which was conducted as part of their Travel Forecasting Model 

Development Project and included detailed travel information collected via one-day 

travel diaries for 4,060 households, was used for this thesis. First, the OMPO data had to 

be manipulated to join the person, household and activity data. In addition, travel 

distances and travel times were extracted from the loaded OMPO highway and transit 

networks. A loaded network means that users are being assigned to routes based on 

traffic conditions and minimum impedance algorithms. Data were weighted to reflect the 

entire population of Oahu and descriptive statistics indicated that for both the elderly and 

non-elderly, most trips were made by private vehicle as either a driver or passenger. 

Also, a higher proportion of trips made by the non-elderly were made by driving as 

compared to the elderly. 

Unweighted data were then formatted to input to the computer program NLOGIT 

and two multinomiallogit models for mode choice were estimated These results of the 

model estimation are described below. A negative effect indicates that users are less 

likely to choose a given mode. 

• Being elderly was found to have a negative effect toward drive, passenger and 
walk as compared with transit. 

• Being retired was found to have a negative effect toward drive, passenger, 
walk and bike as compared with transit. 
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• For trips with longer travel times, walking was found to be the least preferred 
mode and transit was found to be the most preferred mode for both the elderly 
and non-elderly. 

• Out-of-vehicle travel time had a greater negative effect on choosing transit 
than in-vehicle travel time for both the elderly and non-elderly, but had a 
greater negative effect on the elderly than for the non-elderly. 

• Using a model with retired and elderly as separate variables, the economic 
value of time was calculated as $9.28 per hour for the non-elderly and $9.55 
per hour for the elderly in 1995 dollars. This is equal to economic values of 
time for the non-elderly and elderly of$12.1 0 per hour and $12.45 per hour, 
respectively. 

• Walk was determined to be the least attractive mode for retired elderly, and for 
not retired elderly, drive was determined to be the least attractive mode with 
respect to age and retirement status. 

• Using a model with elderly and retired as one variable, the economic value of 
time was calculated as $9.12 per hour for the non-elderly, $15.11 per hour for 
the retired elderly and $4.20 per hour for the not retired elderly in 1995 dollars. 
This is equal to present economic values of time for the non-elderly, retired 
elderly, and not retired elderlyof$I1.89 per hour, $19.70 per hour, and $5.48 
per hour, respectively. 

Future research could estimate a nested multinomiallogit model to eliminate the 

problem of the independence from irrelevant alternatives property. 
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APPENDIX A 
TRAVEL DIARY USED FOR THE 1995 HOUSEHOLD INTERVIEW SURVEY 

l'I'(I)'C/C"()llllt 

Oahu Metropolitan Planning Organization 

Survey 

Your diary dale: _-===-___ -= __ 
monm day 

Your""""" _________ _ 

Your DUl!IIh and year ofblnh:_-.--____ _ 
mmuh year 

Are you (cIt<c.t ... ) : 0 male 0 !emaIe 

Your Information Counts 
No matter how much or how Utile you travel, YOU ARE IMPORT ANT. You 
are one of the few people selected to help us understand travel pauems on Oahu. 



•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~Questions? 
call 

XXX-XXX>< 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Mahalo! 
for agreeing to take part in this 

important study for the 
Oahu Metropolitan Planning Organization 

Your Information Counts! 

No matter how much or how little you travel, yOU ARE IMPORT ANTI 
You are one of the few people selected to help us understand travel 
pattems on Oahu. 

, By completing this one-day diary, you will be providing information 
that will help make improvements in transportation on the island. 
Please fill out the diary as completely as possible. Each member of 
your househOld must complete a diary on the same day. Please 
have an adult fill out diaries for small children and Infants. All 
the information you fill in on these forms will be kept completely 
confidential. Your privacy is VERY important to usl 



..-------Instructions·-------, 
• CompIeteSection 1,lndIvIduallnfo~, starting on page 4. 

e If you are B student or In day-aue, complete SectIon 2, StudentlDay-Care Information, 
which also slarts on page 4. 

81f you are employed, complete SectIon 3, Worker/Job information, SlBrtlng on pege 6. 

e During yoUr assigned 0Imy Day, you can use the MelllOlY Jogger on the next ~e to keep 
track of your activItias. Then, at the end of your Diary Dey; tum to pege 13 end flU out the 
ActivH¥ Pages, which ask: 

• The actIvlIy 
• What Ume the actIvlIy sterIed end elDpped 
• The name of the place end the eddress where the actIvlIy happened 
• Haw you traveled to the actIvlIy location 

e Every Ome you stop to do something outside your home, no maIter how long n 1Bkee, \fs a 
separate actIvlIy. The foUowIng are examples: 

• DroppIng someone off or picking someone up 
• EatIng at B restaurant 
• VIsItIng a denUst or_r 
• Shopping 
• Stopping to buy gas 
• Running errands (bank, ATM machine, dry deeneJl!, etc.) 

If you leave the Island 01 oahu, check liZ! "Off-lsland actlvItIas." Consider everything you do off 
the Island es one actIvlIy. Report the Ume you alert end finish your "off-lsland actlvItIas." Be sure 
to write In how you got off the Island, enher "airplane" or "boat" Continue flDIng out ActivH¥ Pages 
In the diary If you return to Oahu on your diary day • 

• ActMtIas you do In your horne thai are Job-relatad ah!)IIId be recorded separately from your 
other at-homa actlvItIas. 

e Workwtth other members of your household to compIate thetwo-elded "ouaahol~ehlcla 
information Form, lru:luded In the packet of survey materials. Be sura to record the odomater 
reading for each vehicle at the beginning end end of your assigned 0Imy Dey . 

• When you have completed your diary, pIa1:e ~ wtth the completed dIarlas from ottier memberS 01 
your household near the telephone. We wiD caD you to collect the 1nIormation. 
Do not maIIlhe dler1es back to us. 

Mahalo! 
Remember, If you need halp or have quesllons, caD the hoUlne at 
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Start Time Activity Location Stop Time 

Write down when you Write d~ each 
started doing each activity. thing you did In B 

Write down the name Write down when 
and eddJess (or cross you IInIshed doing 

\ 
dlfl'erenllocallon. streets) of each 

eachr See page 12 for place J"" w"" ~ 

\ Memory --;-
PI_lID mIl durl;,q!he ;~~;. / 

~ 
... 

# 
Activity Slop 

TIme """"""not __ 
Plate Name TIme 

1 I ~.~~ At: Homtt Homa I ~'~.~~or Avo. 

2 ",va 5t;hool drop·QH 
I Llna.ln 12348 Ma/n 5t. 

iMak/k/ 

3 At Work II/shop ". 11g0l ~!~~.p 5t. !1:15am 

4 I •• ,~~ Lunch metJtin6 Campus 
I D% .~;:' & 1:16pm 

Ccntar 

5 1:50pm [(un tJ"and LI/lorty .., .... III/shop 6quaro 
Iz:oopn 

6 2:10pm At Work II/shop ", 
1.'001 II/shop 51:. 13 :30pn 

7 At Meetln, Amfa. ~ .... ", 1900 Fort 5t. 14:45p" 

8 At W.rk 1I/.hDp 5qua" 
1'001 1I/.hDp 5t. 

6:30pn 

9 6:16pm il~k. 
GO I .... /u Dr. 

1 6 :25plf 

110 Pinner I h~'~;:u I ~;/u~/u Dr. 9:00pn 

11 At Home Hom" 
I III' WI/rior A"". 
I Mak/k/ 

112 
Do not include travel as all activIty 
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MEMORY JOGGER 
PleasefiU out during the DIARY DAY 

start . Activity Location Stop # Please do not record IraYeI . 
Time Please do no! reocrd IraYeI Place Name AddIess/aDss sIreeIsIcammunI Time 

1 i3,OOam 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 
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Section 1: Individual Information 
., Do yot. have any dlllabD1ty thalllmits • Which of the fonowlng bast descrJbea 

!he type of transportation you can usa? you? (Chat:k up tD TWO optIrms) 

DYes 
ONa,golDe 

e If yes, what type of disability? 

o VIsuaIcrbllnd 
o Haarlng Jmpafred or deaf 

o Caneorwallter 
o WheelchaIr nantransferabIs 
o WheeIchaIrballsfwable 
o Other(speci!yt. _____ _ 

o C31IldIinfanInoI enrolled In scIiaoIorday-caru} ::. ~ 
o C31IldIinfanI enrolled In day-care} Go '" o full.llmasludent _ 2 

o f'art.IIme sbIIent -

o Employedfull.Bme 
(30 IIOIIs or more pervreek) 

o EmpklJed part-&ne 
(Iess!han 30 hIIIDs perwoek) 

o Se!kmpIoyedful.tlme 
(30 hours or 111018 perweek) 

OIlelf.en1*lJedpart-tIme 
(less !han 30 hIIIDs perwoek) 

Go", _3 
OIIpageS 

o FulJ.llmehomemakel Go '" e ORel!red } 
o UnernpkJyed, bullookIngror-k GG 

o IhNII,opIored,noIseetdngwork page' 

Section 2: Student IDay-Care Information 

., What type of school or day-cars are 
you enrollad In? (CIIed<one. If_In 
boIh_snd~, __ only.) 

o Da)'(8I8 

o Pre-schooI 
o Klndmgarten orElementaryscliool 

(lndudesgradesK-6) 

o SeanIaiy school 
(Includes grades 7·12) 

o VocaliJiiaIorTechnk:alschool 

o CoJIage or University 

., Nama of your school or day-cars: 
(If_lnsdlool_ctay.caro, _In"""", 
of_only.) 

~or~~ ________ _ 

G Address of your school or day_re: 

E :; 
:nl! 
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.• How many daya par week do you go 
to thla achool or day-care? 

::1 

• Old you go to thla school or day-care 
on the diary day? 

DNa OYes,goIDGl 

e If no, why not? (check one) 

OSlck 

o FamlIyemergency 
o Spring break 
o I dllln'haveanycJasses scheduled 
o Schooldldn'hoId classes 
o OIh9r(specI!y): ______ _ 

• From the net of transportation 
cholcee below, ch_ ona thet you 
usa most often to get Il» school or 
day-care. Pick the ona you uae for 
the greatast amount of time during 
your trip to school or day-care. 

o WsIk or wheelcltalr 
o TheBus 
o Schaal bus 
o Subsuipllan bus (pIIme, paId"--' onl,) 
OHandlVan 
o Pa".enget In car, van. light !rUck arlnil:k 
o DrIver of car, wn, IIghllnil:k or lniI:k 
o Molorcycla 
OM.pad 
o Taxi 
o BIcycle 
o other (specIIy): ______ _ 

If you are a high school or college 
etudent, how much doee It cost you 
to park your vehicle et school? (If 
you do not drive, please esUmate how 
much R would cost.) 

1
$ g =:r 
. 0 pen_k 

o permonlh 
o perqumlBr 
o persemaster 
o persc/tool year 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
: If you are employed, continue on page 6. : 

Otherwise, go to. on page 9. • • • • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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. , 
Section 3: Worker/Job Information 

• Ie your ii'lliln employer: 

D A prlvaIe CO!IIJl8IIY D MyseJf 
D GovemmenI D Other(specI!y): 

11:1 Which activity beet describes your 
WI main job? (checkons) 

D AgriCUliureIFIshlng 
D ConslrucllOll 
D Manulat:turlng 
D TrsnsportallonfCommunlcaHonlUbllfies 
D Wholessle trade 
D Retan trade 
D FInence/lnsursnceJReal EsIa!e 
D Hole! 
D ResJaurent 
D Personal SeNicas 
D Repair and BusIness ServIces 
D HeaI!h ServIces 
D Other P,wesslOllai SeNicas 
D Ed"caHan 
D Pub11e _lra11onIPub11e Selaly 
D EntertalrunenlJRecreaHon 
D MIDtaoy 
D Oilier (spscI!y): ______ _ 

e Of the Jobs llated below, which one best 
describes your occupetlon? (check one) 
D ExsartIva, edrnInIstratIve or menagerlal 
D ProlessIonaI or technIcaJ (engInaer, taacher, ele.) 
D TedmIcIan or _ support 
DSeles 
D Production, crall & repalrlmaohlne cperalDr, 

essernbIer or InspecIDr 

• Name ~ y~ur main employer: 

Company: -------
or 

D I amself-emp1oy2d 

• Address of your main workplace: 

E:: 4;'MIi@ =;3 
or 

D My main worlcpIaca Is my home 

CD How long have you been working at 
your main job? I I 

D Less I!um one year . ,.,.. . 

G'i) Old you work at your main job 
location on your diary day? 

DNa DYes,goIDe 
If no, why not? 

DSck 
D Regulardayoll 
D Compressed wmkweekdayoll 
D Vm:aI!on orHollday 
D FamllylllTl8lglll'1!: 
D WorlIed second Job 
D Wenl ID different location for buslness reasons 
D WenUDschooi 
D Other(specIfy): ______ _ 

D Priwte IIouseIooId, protecIlve seNica or oilier - eOn average, how many days per week 
D Farming, forestry or IIshIng do you work at your main Job? 
D ~ sIlpport or cIerIcaJ 
D Trsnsportallon or mater1a1 mo.mg (vehicle openrtor, I days I 

c:onslrucliOll or laborer) per 
D Other (spscI!y): -
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If your mall1 workplace IS your home, go to ~ on page 8. 

~ On average, how many dayB par WBBk 
W do you work at home for your main 

Job InatBBd of going to your workplace? 
Somatimas this Is caDBd 
telecommuting. 

::1 
From the list of transportation cholCBB 
balow, chooaa the ana that you usa 
moat often to gat to your main Job. 
Pick tha ana you usa for the greatest 
amount of time during your trip to this 
Job. 

o Walk or wlteelchalr 
OTheeua 
o Schaal bus 
o SUIIscrIptIon bus (prIvaIa. pall! subscripIIIJns ani,) 
o Haru1IVan 
o Passenger In car, van, Ught bud< or bud< 
o DrlYer of car, van, Ughl bud< or bud< 
o MDtorcyde 
o Moped 
OT8ld 
o BJeycIe o 0Iher (spedIy)' _____ _ 

If you travalln a private vehicle, how 
many other people travel with you to 
work? 

peopIel 

• Do you usually nead a vehlcls at work 
for busIness purposes? 0 Yes 0 No 

e How much doas It coat you 
to park your yshlcle at work? 
(If you do not cIrlve, please 
astImate Itow much RlIIOUId cost) o par hour 

operday 

I Oparweek 
$ opermonlh 

oparquarter 
Oparsemesler 

e Whera do you or would you park 
your vehlcla at work? 

o In a parking Iotorgmaga a1WCJ1< 
o In a parking Iotorgmaga off. 
o Onthesln!el 
o I wauld I18'1111'drIve Ia WCJI< (Go to .. ) 

& How long In minutes do you or would 
W you walk from this parking area to 

work? 

~I 
• Doss your employer offer to pay for 

all or part of tha coat of bus paaaes? 

o Yes.aDorpart 

o No,golae 

• What doas It coat you to buy a bus 
paaa? 

~I 
o DonUnow 
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<I!:\ At your lrialn job do you work a 
W schedule or shift that changes on 

a regular beals? 

DYes 0 No, myschedulels~ 
, abouttha same (Go ID UJ ) 

How often does the shift change? (check 
one and skip toG) 

o EveJyweek o EveJyquarter 

o Evetymonlh o 0!her1nleJval (specI!y): 

~ What time do you typically START work 
at your main jab? 

r
r-----, emllfpm) 

'--__ : _--.JIB :.:: 
• What time do you typically END work 

at your main job? 
rdm< 

r---'----, emorpm) 

'---'-_: _--.JIB :.:: 
~ Are your lltart and stop times at your 
W main job about the esrne every day? 

o y~,goto. 
DNa 

, • How much can your main job's start 
time vary from the usual atart time? 
(check one) 

o UplD 15 minutes or less 
o Up ID 30 minutes or less 
o Up 10 60 minutes orless 

o Up ID 2houJs orless 
o O!her(specI!y): _____ _ 

e How much can your main job's end 
time very from the usual end time? 
(check one) 

o Upto 15 minutes orless 
o Upto30 mInuIes orless 
o UplD60mlnulesorless 
o Up to 2 houJs or less 
OO!her(specI!y): _____ _ 

Do you have more than one Job? 
(check one) 

DYes 0 No, goloe 

G Name of your second employer: 
c=~ _______ __ 

or 
o MysecondJoblsseifemployment 

Is your second employer: 

o A private company 
OGovemmenl 

o Myself 
o O!her(specI!y): 

8; Address ofyouraecond workplace: 

or 

o My second workplace Is my home 
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• Which activity best describes your 
second job? (check OIUI) 

o AgrfcuJlureJFIsg 
o ConslnIcI!Dn 
o ManufacIwing 
oT~ 
o WhaIesaIa trade 
o ReIa!I bade 
o I'IrIanceIlnsun Es!a!s 
o Holel 
o Restauranl 
o PBISOnai SerllCIIS 
o RepaIr ami BusIness SerIICII8 o HaaJIh_ 
000 .. __ 

o EdlIcaIIon 
o PIIbIlc AI1mInfslraIIon Safely 
o EnIer!alnmanIlRecreallon 
o MlllIaJy o other (specIIJ): ______ _ 

• Of tho jobs listed below, whlch one best 
describes your second job? (_ .... ) 

o Executive, admInIstrativeormanagerfal 
o ",.resslulial ortechnIcaJ (engineer, teacher. aIc.) 
o TechnIl:Ian orrelaled support 
osaas 
o Production, CIIIft & mpaIrImachJna opemtDr, assembler 

- orinspedDr 
o PrivaIB househuJd, pmIBcIIveseJ\'lceurulherseM:e 
o FIIIIIIiJJJ, !UJestryartl!!lq 
o AdmInIsIraIlve supportorclerlcal 
o T,8JlSjXlIlalioli or malBllallIII'IIng (wehIcIe aparatar, 

cans1nJI:Ilon or IabmaJI o OIher(specI!y): _______ _ 

eOn average, how many days per waek 
do you work at your second job? 

I !I 
If your second workplJcc IS YOllr home. go to ~ 

• On average, how many days per waek 
do you work at home for your second 
job lnataad of going fa your 
workplace? Ik.mellllilis thla Is called 

telecommuting, I !I 
• What lime do you lyplcaUy START 

work at your second job? 

,--__ --, .J.-=.) 
'-_:_----ll § ::: 0 Itvariesalol 

• Whet time do you typically END work 
at your 88CDnd job? 

,--__ ----. .J.~J 
'-_':": _---II B ::: 0 ftV&J!asalol 

• What was the name of your orevJous 
meln employer? 

~~r.~--------
o No provIaus ernpIojer 

Was your pravlDIIS main employer: 

o Apriva1Bcampany 0 Myself 
oGavemment oOlher(specIfy): 

48 What was the zip code and)or 
. community of your pravlous main 

Job? 00000 
andIor 

c~ __________ __ 

o PmvIous malnjobnatln theslalaofHawaD 

• In what year did you leave your 
pravlous main job? 

[1] I!] DO 
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Example 
Below Is an example to show you how to record your activltfes during your Diary Day. 
This page hils been completed for AcIMty 4 from the example Memory Jogger 
on page 2. 

if)WlIatIlm.dldY~ 
. ___ ". n;55 

---.~
~ e II you were at a Shopping mall 

or canter. 

, ·~~:-I'r~ .... 1 , ,. 
I .=u1.e.maI«~ ora ONo 

",,",you? 
0_ ....... _(00 ... , 0...,_ 
0.."""'10 01.1 fl1J 1CIII:I):iI 
[]N mr IdIXII 

ri'A! ... tm'aI~III:dd_' .:;, ~~~.r.tItJ 
a,£a.=f8n~ 

, Unlwr9lty lind t?oItJ 

Haw ~ oa.r ~ traft!ed wIth 

==.:v"~ I 1 I (tbI! carmr JOf1I$fI1IJ . E!I!ICd!. 

How ~ ofttteN ..... membeta of 

=~ loOJ 
H_ did you ,et to this 
new loc8tIon CbooROI:te GofD 

r:=.~~:::=::;:a&!:-1flI1I\?J en 
=~ i: 
Sl:b:Dba 0 • 
~tm[pllllll._~CIIIJ'IC •• _ 0 

~IIIC11'._Wd_«1IId: C 0 
~cfc.. -.1"Uld«1ad 0 0 _ 00 
_ 00 

"" 00 _ De 
0Iter {tpdJ}: 0 ., 

o The person went to a lunch mealing, so the activity Is work-related. e The person waa at the meellng from 11:55a.rn. until 1:15 p.rn. e The activity was not at a shopping maD or Shopping center, so the person skipped this queaJJon. 
• The activity waa at a new location, so the person flIIed out the address. e One other person wenl to the meeJJng. this other person was not e member of the same household. 
Cit Both peopla look TheB .. to the meallng. 
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Bus or HaneliVan Prlvale Vehicle 

=~oIf'l ~No cYatoo"GlI 
__ e._porIcId? Q--t1=~ 

D'ttI DNCI 

Wal!\{Wlleelclwlr/Blcycle 

STOpl Was tillS tile last activity of your day? 

o They fltst rode \he #1 bus and \han lransfened to \he f6 bus III get to \he meeUng. 
They got an \he #1 bus at \he comer of Halal and BJshap SIrael&. 
They waIked to that bus stop. 
The person paid \he bus fare wI\h a monthly pass. 
Both people gal off the f6 bus at the comer of University and Sea\IIew. 
They walked from \he bus stop III \he meeUng al Campus Center. 
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HINTS 
on How to Fill Out Your One-Day Diary 

_ Do not include travel as an activity. 

When recording ACTMTIES, do not Include travel to and from the places you go to as 
an activity. 

Walking and jogging are at-home activities. 
Walking for exercise, logging In your neighborhood, and walking the dog are AT HOME 
ACTMTIES. . 

- Do you drive for a living? 
If your work Involves constant trevel- truck driver, traveling sales person, man deUvery
record all stops for work as one on1l0lng "work" activity. If you stop for lunch or 
personal errands during your work day, record these es separate actlvltles. 

- Buying gas, banking, etc. are activities. 

If you stop to buy gas, man letters, do some banking at an A TM, or make any other brief 
stop In your day, please ffll out an Activity Page about It 

Record how you get to each activity. 

If you take public trenslt (TheBu~HandlVan, a school bus, or a subscription bus) for any 
part of your trip, :choose that In W on the Activity Page. If you take only other types of 

. trensportat1o~ choose the type you used for the longest time on that trip. Then complete 
Section G, W' ., or I) on the ActIvIty Page as directed. 

Check your travel time. 

If you trevel to a new location between actlvltles, the time between one activity's stop 
time end the next activity's start time should equal your trevel time. If you don't trevel 
between activities, one ectlvlty's stop time and the next activity's start time should be the 
same. 
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Activity 1 
o What were you doing at 3 a.m.? 

(check ONE only) 

Athome adIvIIIes 
o Workalhome(forrnalnorsecondjob) 
o All otheralhome (including sleep) 

Picking up or dropping 011 other people 
o AtlheJrworkplace 
o AtlheJrscltool 
o Atlll1lllhsrlocallcn(specIIy): ___ _ 

o Off-Island aetJvllles 

OIharac\lvlllesaway from home 
o Work 
o Work-relaled 
o School (including CoUege or UnIveJsiJy) 
o ChDdoere (daycareoraflBrschool cara) 
OBuylnggas 
o EaJlngout 

O~ 
o SocfaJ ac!IvII!es or RecleaI!on 
o VoIunIeerwork 
o 1!anIdn!J. MedIcal or pemanaJ BusInass 
o OJher(specIIy): ______ _ 

• Where were you? 

OAt my home 
OAt mymalnjob 
o At mysecondJob 
o At myschool 

o another Ioc:aIIon 

e What time did you stop this 
activity? 

_tm~ 

: I: 

STOP! Was this the last activity of your day? 

If yes. go to 
page 40. 

If no, check that the time you finished this activity and tha time you start 
the next activity are correct. The tima between activities should be your -+ 
traval tlma. Please tum the page and tell us about your next activity. 
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AcUvity 2 
o Whatwasth 

did? (check 
e next thing you 

ONEonly) 

AI home acIIYltlea o Work at hame (fer main or second jobJ o All oIher at home (lndudIng sleepJ 
Plcldng up or dro o Atll\e!r workpIm:8 

pplng oil oIIt.r p8Opl. 

o Atllle!r school 
DAtanolher1ocaIIon (spacI!y): 

IUea o OII·lsIand actlv 

Other acIIYltlea away from ham. o Work o Work ... eialed o School (1ncIudln o ChIIdcanI (day care 
9 CoIIega or Univenllly) 

or efter schaal cere) 

BBuying gas 
EaIin1I oul o Shopping 

DSocIeI_ 
o Volunteer work 

or Reorea1Ion 

o BankIntI, -o OIlIer (spadfy): 
or Personal BusInaS1I 

8Whattlme did you: 
... --I I=:: • 

start thla ac:tIv Ity? • 

stop this ac:tlv 
rln--

I • Ipm Ily? • 

., If you were 
or center: 

at a shopping mall 

• How many s!Dres did 
In !he mall or shoppIn 

you go Into 
9 cenle!? 

• Old yotI eat atllte mall 
confer? 

or shopping 

I .-1 
DYes DNa 

., Where were you? 
OSame place as last acIIviIy (Go to .. ) 
OAt my ~oma 
OAt my main lob 
OAt my seamd lob 
OAt my school 

OAi __ (CcmpIeIs - araaJ'" 

I III 
ftj 

Ii! 
'~inI£~ e How many other people traveled with 

you an the way to this I I 
new loc:atIon? ....,. 
(donT =t yourself) 

How many of these were members of 
your household? I I 
(don! count yourself) ....,. 

o How did you ¥et to this 
new location Chooee One GolD 

Pfycuusedbusor_, _thai. unot. 
_tho OlIO ycu used far tho Itlngest /ImIJ an tho flip.) "-v-I 
WsIk or WItaaIdIaIr 0 G> 
TheSus 0 ., 
Schaal bus 0 ., 
SUbsalpIianbus~paI!I~anI,J 0 :: 
HandlVan 0 
Passenger In car, van, 1Ig~1 lrucl< or Irw:k 0 Ci) 
CrIver 0/ oar, van. IIghllruck or Irw:k 0 Ci) 
Maton:ycIe 0 Ci) 
Moped 0 Ci) 
Taxi 0 e 
BIqcIe 0 G> 
Oilier (speclfyJ: 0 0 
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Bus or HandiVan 
What bus route(s) did you uss to make' 
this trip? 

I om~' I I _~ I I ~~ I 
Where did you board the first bus? 

t;; §@ •• !#Mi1@;;;;;;J 
How did you get to the first bus stop? 

o Taxi 
o Wall< 
o Vehltlo_ 
o Vehltlo_ 
o BIcycIo 

How did you pay your fare? 

OPus-WhalIdnd of_wasll?
OCasb 
ONo fare paI!I (_ busI!roo &hulllo) 
OOther (sped!yt, 

OMonlhly 
Dstudmd 0 __ 

handItapped 
001l!0r(spedly~ 

Where did you get off ths last bus? 

How did you get from thslast bus to 
yourfinaldesUnaUon? 

o Taxi 
o Wall< 
OVehlcIo_ 
o VehItI._ 
o BIcycI. 

., Private Vehicle 
Old you use one of the vehicles listed 
on the Vehlcls Form for this trip? 

DNo DV ..... --=;:---U::;c:;--
Make Modal 

::r;p~~UOff? ~ No DVas(Go to 41» 

Where was the vehicle parksd? 

§On-street P8IkIn!I §Perldng structure 
Home driYaway/Carportfgersg. Valet perked 
Sfreal.IaveJ p.g lot Other (sped!y): 

If this place was not your main Job or 
your school, how much did parking 
cost you? (check os many as apply) 

OF,.. 
Ovandalad 
ORalmbursad by employer 
OPallf $ ____ _ 

.1i§'M 
How much was the fare, Including tip? 

1$ I 
Will you be reimbursed? 0 Vas 0 No 

• Walk/Wheelchair/Bicycle 

How far did you trevelln '""t-
blocks or miles? r----~ 

=1 
STOP! Was this the last activity of your day? 

If yes, go 10 
page 40. 

If no, check that the time you finished thIs activity and the time you start 
the next activity are correct. The time between activities should be your .... 
travel time. Please tum the page and tell us about your next activity. 
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Activity 3 
o What was the next thing you e Where were you? 

did? (dleckONEonIy) OSamepiacoaslaslaclMly(Goto.) 
N. home activItIes OAt my home 
o Work at home (for main or second Job) OAt my main job 
DAD other at home (lncIudIng &Ieep) OAt my seoond job 
Plcldng ~p or dropping 011 other peeple OAt my sd1ccl 
D AI. lI\e!r workplat8 ) I D Al.lhelr scIH>ol OAt __ (Complala _ mea • 
DAlenolherlocallon (specify)::-----'--It:: 'f'" = r"h~.'tt.' """"~(: 

~=:~-:'~rom home ,,' .. ' ; =:::~":'~"i""'.if,,~,:,: 
D~ . ,_~ . 
D Work·relaIed " 
D Sohccl (InclLtdlng canogo or UnlYonIlty) ~~~:3", .;: 
D CItlllfCaro (day care or _ scttccI care) 
D Buying gas 
D Eating 0IlI 
D Shopping 
D SocIal acIIvltlas or RecraaIlcn 
D Vahmleer work 
D BartkinD, Modlcel or Personal Buslnoas 
D Olher (specify): _______ .1 

e What time did you: ,_"'" 

start this activity? Ir--c::--,,=: 
stop this activity? 

.--::-. J:'*"'" 
L--_:~-"pm 

., If you wer~ at a shopping mall 
or center: 

eHaw many alaree dld you go Inltl I 
In lhe man or shbpplng center? ~ 

e Old yntI eal allho man or shopping oy", 0 No 
center? 

A How many other people traveled with 
- you aUth8 way to this I I 

new location? , ' , 
(dont count yoUlSelf} 

How many of these were members of 
your household? I I 
(dont count yourself) , ..."". 

o How did you get to this 
new location? ChooseOne GolD 

(I/}!JUUSBdflusor_, cIioosslhet. Und, SecIJon 
cIioossll!8 QI18 }!JU USBd for II!8IDngos1 flmeOllIl!8 tdp,) '-.,J 

Walk or WhaeldIalr D G 
TheBus 0 • 
School bus 0 • =-bus (prIvaIo, paid suIJsclIpbs only) B : 
Poasel1981 In car, Y81I, light truck Dr truck D e 
Drlm 0/ em; Y81I, light truck or lruck 0 0 
MoIorcjd8 D e 
Moped D 0 
T81d 0 0 
BltycIe 0 G 
Olher (specify): _______ 0 0 
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• Bus or HandiVan 

What bus routs(s) did you use to make 
this trip? 

Ets/ bus II_bus ,I I fhfnIbus 

Where did yo,u board the first bus? 

I ) u ii@t@uiQtM@*MW' '" 
How did you get to the first bus stop? 

o Taxi 
o Walk 
oVehIds_ 
oVehIds_ 
o BIqcIe 

How did you pay your fare? 

Cl~What klnd of pass was It? ..... 

oCssh 
ON. fma paIlI (sr:l!ooI _ sIwIIla) 
oOlller (specify): 

Where did you get off the last bus? 

How did you gst from the last bus to 
yourfinaldesUnation? 

o Taxi 
o Walk 
oVehIds_ OV __ 

o BIqcIe 

Private Vehicle 
Old you U88 ona of ths vehlclse listed 
on ths Vehicle Fonn for this trip? 

ON. DYes", -----u;.;---u=---
Make Model 

:':~~~UOff? ~No DYes(GoIoC»} 

Where was the vehicle parked? 

~~;:em~caruortIgamae ~=:fa,,,="r. 
t:l S1reet.favel paikInu lot . t:l Other (spedly): 

If this place was not your main Job or 
your school, how much did parking 
cost you? (checIr .. many .. eppIy) 

OFre. 
DVaIIdaled 
ORelmbursed by employer 
OPaldS ___ _ 

much was the fare, Including tip? 

1$ I 
you be ralmbursad? 0 Yes 0 No 

Walk/Wheelchair/Bicycle 

far did you travel In ...,,-
Ibloclcs or mllse? r-----~ 

;;j 
STOP! Was this the last activity of your day? 

If yes, go to 
page 40. 

If no, check that the time you finlshed this activity and the time you start 
the next activity are correct. The time between actlvHles should be your .... 
trevel time, Please tum the page end lell us about your next activity. 
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Act~vity 4 

eWhattime did you: ,--
I • 1= start this BctI vJty? • 

I In-rns 
• Ipm stop this sctlv Jty? • 

., If you were at a shopping mall 
or center: 

• How many s!Dres dill you go InID 
In 1118 mall or shojJpInjJ cenlm? 

• Old YO!I eat at the mall or shopping DYes 0 No 
center? 

e Where were you? 

18 

o Same place as las! acIMIy IGo to .., , 
OAt my homs 
OAt my meIn job 
OAt my seoond job 
OAt my scImoI 

OAt snaIlIer _ICompIete shaded ares" 
~-



• Bus or HandiVan 
What bus route(s) did you use to make' 
this trip? 

UtsIbus I I second bus I I thInI bus 

Where did you board the first bus? 

L. .!!Ci!!Mffiji.@liiiI!Ii .... §..... 4 J 
How did you get to the first bus stop? 

o Taxi 
o I'Ialk 
OVeltlds_ 
OVeltlds_ 
o BIqda 

How did you pay your fare? 

OP...-Whatldnd of __ II7-

OC8sh 
DNa fare paid (sdlooI -.. shuIIIs) 
OOlher (spedly): 

Where did you get off the last bus ? 
,.,- •. ,..;,,'... . .. ~ .... ,,;;~\:<t,~.:.,. ~...... . •.•.. 'Z", ~.), .. " ~:'I 

~"~~""''''''''''''MIJMI!llmll!1ll-ilii!it:''~'"i <,+i a~,"Aiw.roJ:EC2U ___ ",t.;.~1,,· .• ~ 

How did you get from the last bus to 
yourflnaldestination? 

o Taxi 
o Walk 
OVeltIds_ OV __ 

o BIqda 

Private Vehicle 
Old you use one of the vehicles lIated 
on the Vehicle Fonn for this trip? 

DNa OYes ..... -=----.,0:=--_ Modal 

Were you DNa DYes(Oo'to$1 
droppild off? "-

Where was the vehicle parked? 
1=1 P"!kfng slructure 

tj~~,: 

If this place was not your main Job or 
your school, how much did parking 
cost you? (check as many as apply) 

OF, •• 
OYaJhja\ed 
o ReImburssd by employ., o PaId $ ___ _ 

Including tip? 

you be reimbursed? Dyes DNa 

Walk/Wheelchair/Bicycle 

far did you travel In '*1 .... 
Iblloc~:sormlles? ,.----~ 

~ 
STOP! Was this the last activity of your day? 

If yes, go to 
page 40, 

If no, check that the time you finished this activity and the time you start 
the next activity are correct. The time between actMlles should be your ~ 
travel time, Please tum the page and teli us about your next activity, 
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\ Activity 5 
o What ViaS'the-rieXt thing you e Where were you? 

did? (ch8~ONEonIY) o Same p111D1 aslaslac6'lily (Go 10 GI) 
AI home acllvlDas OAt my 110mB 
o Work atltome ~ormaln or -Job) OAt my main job 
DAD other.t 110mB (b>:Iudlng steep) OAt my IIeOCII11I job 
Picking up or dropping off other people 0 AI my school 
o Allhelr WOJIcpIacB , 

OAlthe~ school ( E~g=;';;,!!;;';-;;;;;;;';-;;;;;;;;':(:;;;CcmpIa!e;;;;;;;;;;'-;;;;'=;;';;'::'''l';'''==']j, 
OAlanoll1erloc:atlon speclry):----~_1 - = ~, 
~~~:~~-:;:rom home ~=:::a!~=~~ 
o Work·related ._~lyl ~ . =£'l}j;'r.".r' ..... '":~! o School (including College or Un .. ",~ ~ .'''"'''''~,'' ."",:, ,. "~,,. 
o ChIIdcate (day care or after school care) 
o Buying ges o EalIngoul 
o Shopping o Sadat adMIIes or RecteaUcn 
D~teer""'" o BankIng, Medloal or Personal BusIness 

A How mllny other people traveled with 
.:I you ell the way to this I I 

new lacatlon? people 
(don' count yourself) 

. o Other (specIfy): ________ 1 How many of these were members of 
your household? I I 

f) What time did you: Jaid>CJIO 
'-1 --=-·--'Iampm start this activity? L._..:._~. 

j"aid>CJIO 
stop this actt<,lty? "'--::--'1 pm 

elf you were at a shopping mall 
or center: . 

• How many atoras dill you go Into I 
In Iha mall or shoppInjJ C8lllI!r'I _ 

• Did you •• 1 at lI1e mall or shopping DYes 0 No 
center? 
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(don? count younwtf) ~ people. 

0) How did you get to this 
new location? Choose One Goto 

(If you used bus or /IBndIVan, choosellnll. U I7DI. SecIIon 
-. f1lo.". you usedlorf1lo tongsst lime on the fJfp.) '-v-I 
Walk or WheelohM 0 e 
TheBus 0 • 
School bus 0 • 
SUbscrlpllan bus (pIfYala. paI<I subscdpI!ons oniJ)O 0 ! 
HandlVan _ 

Passenger In car, van, Dghllruelt or IrueIt 0 e 
Driver 01 car, van, Dghllruelt or IrueIt 0 e 
MoIDrcycle 0 e 
Moped 0 e 
Tex! 0 e 
Bicycle 0 e 
Other (specify): _______ 0 e 



Bus or HandiVan 
What bus route(s) did you use to make' 
this trip? 

. I 6tsIbIm I I ,erDtd bIm I I WtrI bIm 

Where did you board the first bus? 

LI,!;@lHIbMati!@§iIjl!ffi1ii1l@'jjl!!ll ; J 
How did you get to the first bus stop? 

a Taxi 
a WBik 
a Vehldepassenger 
a Vehlde_ 
a BIcycle 

How did you pay your fare? 

DPus-Whallllnd of_wasll?
Dcash 
ONe fare paI!I (school _ shu!!Ie) 

DOlller (specIIy): 

Where did you get off the last bus? 

How did you get from the last bus to 
your final destination? 

a Taxi 
aWallc av __ 
a v __ 
a BIoycIe 

Private Vehicle 
Did you use one of the vehicles listed 
on the Vehicle Form for this trip? 

DNa DYes'" ---;;c;;;;:----;;c=---Make _ 

~:~p~uOff? ~Na DYes(Gota ell 

Where was the vehicle parked? 

§On._ parking § Parking sl!utlure 
Hom. drlvswaylc:arpertlgamge Yalel pmted 
SlreeI-1evel parking 101 Other (speclly): 

If this place was not your main lob or 
your school, how much did parking 
cost you? (check es many .. apply) 

OFre. 
OVaildalad 
OReimbursad by employer 
OPaIlI $ ___ _ 

IHow' mlJ~~wa~s!..th~e~fa~re, Including tip? 

1$ I 
you be reimbursed? 0 yes 0 Ne 

Walk/Wheelchair/Bicycle 

far did you travel In .., .... 
Iblocltsormlles? ,..-------', 

=1 
STOP! Was this the last activity of your day? 

If yes, go to 
page 40. 

If no, check that the time you finished this actMty and the time you start 
the next actMty are correct. The time between actJvllIes should be your ... 
travel time. Please tum the page and tell us about your next activity. 
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Activity 6 
o What was the next thing you e Where were you? 

did? (checkONEonly) OSamepl ..... slastadMly(Goto.) 
AI home adIvIU.. OAt my horne o Work eI horne (for main or _lob) OM my meIn job 
DAD oihar eI home (Indu<IIng sleep) OM my second job 
Plcklnup or dropping off other people 0 M my school 

8M wcrkplac8 DAiBIIOIhar _ (Complete shaded aree)~ 
M!heIr school -------1 [= - .. ~ ... n'"~'~::J-OAt anoUter IocalIon (.pedfy): _ ,_ 

DOff-Island activities -1 :'1.'i~iJliliij or. 
Other actlvltles away from homo ~i . . };il o Work r~fRSiBijimW4£~;<':;-d4:~:':'.:::. : ~'~,!".!;.:.~~ 
DO WSch~~(lnclaled",,"" Co"-e or Un.-~ly) ~..,.,""' ........... " ___ - _ .,., •. ",~.-""J~ 

U\,I.I u ..... tt UIiItt l"'i;U~ ~kr=:mFtwW2e1g!!i,;~ .. 1!'~ r.J .. ' ... : . ·~:"':"''S''.~':'§.12.1!t it o ChllOcare (day care or after aohool care) 

8 Buying gas 
Eating out o Shopping o Soda! acIIvIII .. or Racreallon Dv __ 

o Bankfng, MedIcaJ or Personal BusIness 

A How many other people traveled with 
W you all ths way to this I I 

newlocaUon? , ~, 
(don' count yourssll) 

o OUter (speclfy): ________ 1 How many 0' these were members 0' 
your household? I I 
(don' oount yourself) , !>!!!!pIe, 

f) Whattlme did you: ~_aJEI 
r-I --=-. ----'Iampm 

start this activity? ,---,.~~, 

stop this activity? 
.---:-, J:'*,--~:_~Ipm 

., If you were at a shopping mall 
or center: 

• How many simas dill you go InIo I 
In II!e maD or shopping oenler? ... 

• Oid you eat at Ute maD or shopping DYes 0 No 
center? 

a How did you get to this 
new location? ChooseOne Goto 

(llyou usedbusor/lBndIVan, c:haos9lhBl. UIIIlI, SecIIan 
c:haos9 Il» ... you used forll» IonlJ!lS/ time an Il» Irip.) --.,.., 

W8Ik or WheeIohaIr 0 G 
Th~~ 0 • 
School bus 0 • 
SUbscripIIon b~ (prIva!e, paid subsalpIIans only) 00 ! 
HandlVan -
Passenger In car, WII, fight truck or buck 0 0 
Oliver of car, .... lluhl truck or truck 0 e 
Molorcyde 0 0 
Moped 0 e 
Taxi 0 e 
BIcycle DG 
OUter (specify): _______ 0 CD 
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8 Bus or HandiVan 
What bus route(s) did you use to make 
this trip? 

OISIbus I I _ bus I I_bus 
Where did you board the first bus? 

r;;;W@ijMl!liijijl¥iiiDjj+i" I 
How did you get to the first bus stop? 

o Taxi 
D_ 
o V-'_enger 
o Vehltlo_ 
o lIic)'cIo 

How did you pay your fare? 

OP_WhatIdnd 01 paso_ It?
OCash 
ONl>!are pahI (stI1ooI _me_l 
OO!her (specify): 

Where did you get off the last bus? 

~.,:,~ .. :~~:~,;,;J 
:~-~!,IS.~",'.;J.~~,.~~~~'lt~ 

How did you get from the last bue to 
your final destination? 

o Taxi 
o Walk 
OVehidepassenger 
OVehIde_ 
o BicJde 

Private Vehicle --Did you uee one of the vehicles listed 
on the Vehicle Form for thle trip? 

ONo DYes -+ _-;;:;::--_=:;--_ 

- Modo! 
Were you ONl> OVes(GoIoGt) 
droppOd off? "-

Where was the vehicle parked? 

§ 00_ parldnQ § ParlcJng _18 
Home drlVewayrcarpDrflgarege VaIeI parked 
Street·lave! paiklng lot O!her (specIIy): 

was not your main lob or 
1Y,~ur eclhC?tll, how much did parking 

(_'" as many as apply) 

OFr .. 
OV_ 
OReimbumad by employer 
OPalll S ___ _ 

IW'~wm",.,h was the fare, Including tip? 

1$ 1 
you be reimbursed? 0 v.. 0 No 

Walk/Wheelchair/Bicycle 

far did you travel In "*"1,alO 
Ibloclleormlles? r----~ 

::i 
STopl Was this the last activity of your day? 

If yes, go to 
page 40. 

If no, check that the time you finished this activity and the time you start 
the next activity are correct. The time between actlvltles should be your -+ 
travel time. Please tum the page and teil us about your next activity. 
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Activity 7 
o What was the next thing you 

did? (check ONE only) 

At hame atIlvltlee o Wor!< at home (far _ or _ Job) 
o AD olliet 81 home (IndudIng sIoep) 

Picking up Dr dropping oil other people o Allheir woritpIalil o Allheir schael 

e Where were you? 
o Same place as last adIvIIy (Go to ., ) 
OAi my hame 
OAi my main job 
OAi my seoond job 
OAi my schael 

OAt __ (ConI!M>_mea)~ 
o AI ert#lher IoceIIlIn (opecify): -----11 m Jl 
o OIl·lsland activities ~ilii!rLlQj/l!!l!iHliWfl!!il!vml.III!!!IIlB.-I 

&:o~;t'"ltIes away from homa ~~!i!iW;~~tii;rt.m!elMi.Mli'!!ii'· _RIa 
o Work-reJatad ~'J 
O .~, ........... g ,. ... -e or Unlvelsllu) -""";;;---·".,,·<,·,,r.r. ____ HiI ~I""""\ .............. , ~ ': :~.~' •• ~,;;:.It.:I • .it!! o ChIIdcare (day care or after school care) 

8 BuyIng gas 
EaI1nU cut o Shopping o Soda! _ or Recreal!ml ov __ 

o Banking. Medcal or Perscn81 BusineSS o OIher (opecify): ________ 1 

8 What tIme dId you: ~_""" 
"-1 --=-·----'Iampm 

start this activity? • . 

......---;:-...., In_ .... 
stop this activity? : I pm 

• If you were at a shoppIng mall 
or center: 

• How many stores did you go Into I 
In the rrmll or shoppInQ center? I/IDtDS 

• Dill )'OI! Bel 81 the rrmll or shopping 0 Ves 0 No 
center? 

A How many other people traveled with 
V you Blithe way to this I I 

new location? . ~ 
(dont count yolJfS1Jlf) 

How many of these _ra membere of 
your household? I I 
(dont count yourself) . po!!I!!! 

o How did you get to this 
new location? ChooseOne Gato 

vr)'llUusedbusorHand1V8n.choosethlll. UJJtJI, SecIkIn 
choose tIl8 ana ,.. used fortll8 /arguSI f/nle on tIl8 /1fp.J "-vJ 
WelkorWheell:halr 0 G 
TheBu. 0 • 
School bus 0 • 
Subs1:rlplion bus (prttaIe, paI!l su/JSCrIpIions onI,) 0 •• 
HendlVen 0 
P .... "get In car. van. IIghltruck or truck o. 
DrIver of car. van. light truck or truck 0 e 
Motorcycle 0 e 
Mopad 0 e 
TIIlII 0 e 
BIeycIe oe 
OIher (opecify): 0 0 
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• Bus or HandiVan 

What bus routs(s) did you use to make 
this trip? 

L-..!!!1bsI!!-"bus!!L.....J1 I seambus I I o;m bus I 

Where did yO!! board the first bus? 

[;~;!#£!;¥§#:;;I_:;.;] 
How did you get to the first bus stop? 

D Tul 
D WaIIt 
DVehIdo_ 
DVehIdo_ 
D BIoyde 

How did you pay your fare? 

OP....-WllalklmloI __ II?

DC8sh 
DNo fore paid 1 ___ ) 

DOlher (spedly): 

Where did you get off the last bus? 

.... ; .. ;:-:~> •. 
How did you get from the last bus to 
yourfinaldesUnaUon? 

DTuI 
Dwalk 
DVehIdo_ 
DVehIdodJI"" 
D BIoyde 

Private Vehicle 
Did you use one of the vehicles listed 
on ths Vehicle Form for this trip? 

ON. Dyes ~ --..::;;:;---u::;::;--
Make Model 

Were you ONo OYes(Goto.) 
droppOd off? ~ 

Where was the vehicle parked? 

§
On.street p~ §Parklng s!ruc!ure 
Homs drWeway(CarporflgaragB VsIe! parked 
Slroe!~ew1 parlC!ll1J 101 OIher (specify): 

If this was not your main Job or 
IYI~ur Bclhocll, how much did parking 

you? (cIJBck 88 many supply) 

OFreB 
OValldaled 
ORe1mbumad by employer 
OPaldS ___ _ 

much was the fare, Including Up? 

1$ 1 
you be reimbursed? 0 Yes 0 No 

Walk/Wheelchair/Bicycle 

IH,owfardld you travel In .., .... 
Iblocles or miles? r----~ 

=i 
STOP! Was this the last activity of your day? 

If yes, go to 
page 40. 

If no, check that the time you finished this activity and the time you start 
the next activity are correct. The time between activities should be your ... 
trevel time. Please tum the page and teU us about your naxt activity. 
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Activity 8 
o What was the next thing you e Where were you? 

did? (checkONEonly) o Same pIaI:8 as Jastacllvlly (00 to .,) 
At homa a_aa OAt my home o WOlle at homa (lor main or second job) 0 At my main jnb o All other al homa (Iru;hJIlJng sleep) 0 At my sec:ond jnb 
PlcldntR..,"" or dropping off o!her people OAt my school 
OAt wmkp1a1:8 OAt __ (CompIaIB shaded area), 
OAt th8lr school • '." ••••• - ... & .. ~,. • •••.. ,. • .. '1iI 
°O~:::.~~,~spadIy):;------1 ~ = 'M<iii.! .... ~' .... r ........ ,.;, ··~·,>·;·"~i ~.Ii!!7JewJ"","""" '""""'" ., ..... , .." . '" \. j 
Other activItIes away from home l ~. o Work ;:~~~:::": . ," o Work·related t.j - - - - 1 ! 
o School (including conoga or Unlvenllly) ~~'2~:r '. . .... '. " ,-,. o Chlldcara (day care or efIar school care) 

8 Buying gas A How many other people traveled with 
EsUng oul • you all the way to this I I o Shopping new location? . ......... o SocIal aclhrlllas or RecreatImI (don' count yourself) o Volunteer wmk 

o BanIdng. MadIcaI or Personal BusIness How many of these were members of 
o Other (spacily): your household? I I 

(donT count yourself) . ........ 

8 What time did you: ,_..,. A How did you get to this 
rl ---'.-=--'1:::: W new location? Choose One Goto 

start this activity? L----'·<---' (lfyoulJOlldlJusorHamllVan. choosethal.llnot. Section 
'--"'7--' .1__ choose Ihs ... you IJOIId forlhsltmgssl lime an /he tnp.) '-.,J 

stop this ectlvlty? • lain WalkorU~~~ 0 G> 
L _ .... -----' pm ... n"""'~ • 

., If you were at a shopping mall 
or center: 

• Hew many s_ did you go Into I 
In /he mall or shopping canter? S/Dllls 

• Did you aslal the mall or shopping DYes 0 No 
canler? 

TheBus 0 
School bus 0 • 
SUbscrIption bus (prIvaIe. paid subsaIpIicns only) 00 •• 
HendlVan 
Passengsr In car, van, IIghl truck or truck 0 Ci) 
IltIm of car, van, IIghl truck or truck 0 Ci) 
Motorcytla 0 Ci) 
Moped 0 e 
Taxi 0 e 
Bicycle 0 G 
Other (spadIy): 0 C 
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• Bus or HandiVan 
What bus route(s) did you use to make' 
this trip? 

fInlI ,.,. I I """"'" ,.,. I I I1rInI """ 

Where did you board the first bus? 

L 7; W'§@#@I;;hijeiMH J 
How did you get to the first bus etop? 

o Taxi 
o Walk 
o Vehicle pa5S1III11" 
o VehlcledliYer 
o BIcycI8 

How did you pay your fare? 

OP~Whatklnd ofpasswastt? .... 

DCssh 
DND fare paid (school busIfree_J 
DOIher (speclly): 

0_, 
DSludenI 
DSenIor_ 

handIcappeiI 
DOIher (spedIy): 

How did you get from the lut bus to 
your final destination? 

o Taxi 
o Walk 
DVehl:la_ 
o VehlcledliYer 
o Blc7da 

Private Vehicle 
DId you use one of the v;hicles Dsted 
on the Vehicle Form for this trip? 

oNo Dyes ... _--..=-_--..=-__ _ Model 

Were you ONo oYes(GotoGl) 
droppGd off? ~ 

Where was the vehicle parked? 

§On._ parking §Parlclng slrudure 
Home dJi>iewaylCarDOrllgarBgll Vslat jlerked 
Slreel·1evel parking lot· Olher (speclly): 

If this place was not your main Job or 
your school, how much did parking 
cost you? (check lIS many lIS apply) 

DFrea 
o ValltlBled 
ORelmhursed by employer 
OPald$ ___ _ 

IHow mIJ::!~wa~s~th!!!!!e~fa~re, Including tip? 

1$ 1 
you be reimbursed? 0 Vas 0 No 

Walk/Wheelchair/Bicycle 

far did you travel In ~""" 
Iblocll9ormlles? r----~ 

=1 
STOP! Was this the last activity of your day? 

If yes, go to 
page 40. 

If no, check that the time you finished this actMty and the time you start 
the next activity are correct. The time between activities should be your ... 
travel time. Please tum the page and tell us about your next activity. 
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Activity 9 
O~~t=!th e next thing you 

ONE only) 

AI IuIme adlvHIee 
o Wmk BI home (lcr meIr or second job) 

(including sleep) 

pplns off other people 
o All aliter BI home 
Picking up or dro 
OAt llielr woritplacil 
OAt !heir 6CItooI 
OAt anoIher _ on (specify): 

es OOlf~eland actlvltl 

Other actIvIlIee away from home o Work o Wark-relelad o School (including o CI!IIdl:are (day 
CoUaga or UnIYarslIy) 

care or afler 6CItooI care) 

BBuying gas 
EeIIng aul 

DShoppln9 
o Soda! acI!vI!Jes Ov __ or Recreation 

DBankIng,_ 
o Other (specify): 

or Personal IIuB!ness 

gWhattlme did you: .a.c:irDocm 
I Irnl • start this activity? • 

stop this activity 
Jnc:irDo .... 

I • ipm ? • 

, e If you were 
or center: 

at a shoppIng mall 

• How many slares dId 
III IIie mall or shepp 

you 9011110 
Ins center? 

• Dill you eat BIllie m 
center? 

aD or shopping 

1 _I 
DYes DNa 
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e Where were you? 
o Same pJaoe as last aoIMIy (Go 10 .) 
OAt my home 
OAt my main Job 
o At my seoond Job 
o At my school 

OAianclhar_ (CompIaiBsIIaIad areaJ.a. 
I['~ Jl 
I[ -
ILaM@E? 

e How many other peo~e traveled 
with ~ou all the way this 
n_ ocatlon? I I 
(dont count YOUTSflIf) !!!!!!pI! 

How many oftheae were members 
of your household? 1 1 
(dont count youTSfllf) !!!!!!pI! 

e How did you ¥et to this 
new location Choose One GolD 

Vfyou _bus orHllntiMJn, _fI1ot Uno/, _ _lhe""" you_forlhe/Qnpstllm> 0II1he tJip.} • 
Walk or Wheelchair 0 • 
TheBus 0 • 

an 

School bus 0 • 
SUbsalption bus (prIwIa, paid subscrIpIIons only) 0 : 
HandlVan 0 
Passanger III car, van, light trw:k or trw:k O. 
Il!Iver of car, van, IIghI trw:k or trw:k 0 • 
MolDtcycle 0 • 
Moped 0 • 
Taxi 0 • 
IIIoycIe De 
Oth.r (spaolfy): 0 e 



Bus or HandiVan 

What bus routels, did you use to make this 
trip? 

Whsre did you board the first bus? 
fS' .==-'"'UIOT..sn..'O!:lo.'¥~ 

f~rtt:#~;h§.i@.M@" ~":;~;.'~ 
How did you get to the first bus stop? 

o Taxi 
o Walil 
OVehIds_ o V_e_ 
O Blcyde 

How did you pay your fare? 

DPBss~ What klnd of pass was It? ..... 

OCssh 
ON. !are paid (school busIIme sIwIIIe) 
o 0tI\9r (specify): 

Where did you get off the last bus? 
0" ..... ' ,.,,~. I " ,I '.', .' ~'." 

How did you get from ths last bus to your 
final destination? 

o Taxi 
o WaIil 
OVehIds_ 
o VehJdac!rl'll!r 
o Blcyde 

Private Vehicle 
Old you use one of the vehicles listed 
on the Vehicle Form for this trip? 

ON. 0 Yea -+ --;;:;;::---0:::0;:;--
Make Modal 

Were you ON O~ -dropped off? .... .ea(Go 10 ... , 

Where was the vehicle parked? 

§ Psrklng slruclure 
Valet parked 
OIher (specify): 

If this place was not your main Job or 
school, how much did parking 
you? (check as numy as apply) 

DFrae 
DV_ 
DRe1mllursed by employer 
DPa1d$ ___ _ 

IHow' ml~::J!.:wa!,!!:s!..!!th~e!.!fa~re. Including tip? 

1$ . 1 
you be reimbursed? 0 Vea 0 N. 

Walk/Wheelchair/Bicycle 

far did you travel In ..,."'" 
Ibloclcsormlles? r----~ 

;j 
STOP! Was this the last activity of your day? 

If yes. go to 
page 40. 

If no, check that the time you finished this actMty and the time you start 
the next actMty are correct. The time between actlvitles should be your -+ 
traveltime. Please tum the page and ten us about your next actMty. 
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Activity 10 
o What was the next thing you e Where were you? 

did? (check ONE only) OSame place .. last d1iIy (Go ID fB) 
At home _ OAt my home 
OWorf< at hema (far- or_Job) OAt my malnjub 
DAD olllet at bema (IncIudIn!I sIfep) OAt my S1!COlI4 job 
Plckl'lll up or dropping oR other people OAt my school 

El~ u: =oca OM __ (Ccmp!aIB_ area)", 

~~:"m::==pedIy)::------1 ~~@$4;;;;;;;&!i ,:::=:J 
Other actfvitfes away from homs Iiaa'll.'==::] B :~:.relaled r M"1!_Y'~'"""w"'''''''''' "'" """",.~ 
o School (lncIUlilng Collage or UnJvarslJy) (~H!t!!!f:f'''''''1ilibllD\!!1r",,;r~;t:1\I'\{:-''<:i!1 o ChII<Icere (day core or aftor school core) 
o Buying gas A How many other people traveled o EalIng out _ wtth you aU the way to thIs 
o Shopping new rocatlon? I I o SodBI ac!M1les or RecrealIon (dont COiJnt yourseJf) peopro o Volunteer work 
o BunkIng, MadIcaI or Personal Business How many of these were members 
o OIher (specify): of your household? I I 

(dont count yourself) , people 

fJ What time did you: ... _.... e How did you get to this 

I,---c':--'Ip~ new location? Choose One Golo 
start this activity? • - (lfyouusedbusorHandlVan. choossfba1. llnot. SectIon 

r--=--,J;._.... - 1I180n0 you 1ll1Bdr.rIl18/QngoSt IIm9 on 1I18/Jfp.1 fl) 
stop this acllvlty? L ---':'--...JI pm WsIk or WheoIchaIr 0 

TheBus 0 0 

• elf you were at a shopping mall 
or center: 

• How many ""'"'" dld you 9D Into I In lhe meJJ or shopping center? _ 

• Did )'Dll eat atlhe meJJ or shopping 0 Yes 0 No 
center? 

30 

School bus 0 0 
Subacrlptlon bu. (p!vaIe, paid aubscIIpIlmI8 only) 0 00 
HandlVan 0 
Passenger In car, van, IIuhllnll:k or InIl:k D. 
Driwr of car, van, UghIInIl:k or InIl:k 0 • 
Moton:ycJe 0 • 
Moped 0 • 
Taxi 0 • 
Bicycle 0 @ 
Olber (specify): 0 0 



Bus or HandiVan 
What bus route(s) did you USB to make this' 
trip? 

&>J '"" I I ._ bus I I omd '"" I 
Where did you .board the first bus? 

How did you get to the first bus stop? 
o Taxi 
o Walk 
o VehIcIe_ 
o Vehicle_ 
o BIqde 

How did you pay your fare? 

OJlass-+WhalIdnd of pass was it? ..... 
OCasll 
ONo lara paid <school busIfJee shuI!Ie) 
OOther (spedly): 

Where did you get off the last bus? 
" ·~,~fr .... s •... ~' ... ;!a.....:."',.~,::,.,<., "U"; "; ..r.. ...... ll(l'lP."· .... · _I 

k:U~fjS'ft]¥i9QM@IilWpltji.++~\~ 
How did you get from the last bus to your 
flnaldestlnallon? 

o Taxi 
o Walk 
o VehIcIe_ 
OV_dJMIr 
o BIqde 

Private Vehicle 
Old you use one of the vehicles listed 
on the VehIcle Form for thIs trip? 

ON. Dyes ~ _=::--_""';:,-_ 
MUD l!oc!eI 

:~':pt~~ff? ~N. DYes(GoIo CD} 

Where was the vehIcle parked? 

§ On-sireel parIcIng § Perking SUUClUra 
Home drlWwayfcarporfigerage Valet pm!ced 
S!reeI.JeveI parktnJllol Other (specify): 

If this place was not your maIn job or 
your school, how much dId parking 
cost you? (chet:k as many as apply) 

OF ... 
OVelidaled 
ORelmbursed by employer o PaId $ ___ _ 

IHow' rmu~~wa~s!..!!th,!!e!.!f~are, Including tip? 

1$ 1 
you be relmbureed? 0 Yes 0 No 

Walk/Wheelchair/Bicycle 

far dId you travel In 
I bllocllal or miles? 

STOP! Was this the last activit of our da ? 

Jfyes, go to 
page 40. 

If no, check that the lime you finished this activity and the time you start 
the next activity are correct. The time between actlviHes should be your ..... 
travel time. Please tum the page and tell us about your next activity. 
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Activity 11 
O Whatwasth 

did? (check 
e next thing you 

ONEon/y) 

AI home acIIYlllee o WcrlI aI home (for 
DAD o!her aI home 
PI.kIm! up or lira 
OAt tlielr warkplacO 

_ m second toll) 
(lndudln!J sleep) 

pplng aff oIIher people 

o At !heir school o At ano!her IocaIIon (spedly): 

itlas OOlf.lsland actlv 

OIher acIIYlllee away o Work 
from hom. 

o WcrlI·related o School (IncIudin g Conege or UnIvorsIly) o Ch!IlIcere (day cere 
OSuylng gas 
DEalIng out 

or after school cere) 

o Shopping o SocIal aclMlies OVol __ or_ 

o BankIng, MedIcal o 0Ihar (speciIy): 
or Personal Suslness 

did you: eWhattime 

start this activity I 
-I-aiao-

l:~ • 
? • 

stop this activity 
.,t-a'" I • /pm ? • 

. o If you were 
or center: 

at a shopping mall 

• How many s1Dras did 
In !he mall or shopp1n9 

you go Into 
cenlel? 

• Old you 881 allhe mall 
conler? 

or shopping 

I -I 
DYe. ONo 

e Where were you? 
OSame place aslasl adIvIty (Go ID CD) 
OAt my home 
OAt my main jnb 
OAt my 68COI1lf jnb 
OAt my school 

OAianolher_(CompIeIeshadederaa)-I-
111:'0'" 1:18 

II 

~, .. 
m. 

~ii!~~H tim" ; 

o How many other people traveled with 
you all the way to this I I 
new location? PIII1IIIo 
(don' count youn;e1I) 

How many of these were members of 
your household? I I 
(donT count yoursslf) """"'" 

e How did you ¥et to this 
new location Choose One GolD 

(lfyouUSllllbua,,-. _thai. Until, Section 
_Il10 ... youUSllll fllrtbelangasl /Imo an tbel1fp.) • 

Walk or _cIIaIr B 0 
rheSus 0 
School bus 0 
5ubscrIpIIon bus (prIvaIB. paid subsaIpIIons only) 0 :: 
HandlVan 0 
Passengar In car, 'IlIl1, IIghI tM:II or buck 0 Cl) 
DJiver o! car, 'IlIl1,11ght tM:II or tM:II 0 : 
Motorcycle 0 
Moped 0 e 
Tmd 0 e 
BIcycle 00 
0Ihar (speciIy): 0 G 
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• Bus or HandiVan 

What bus route(s) did you use to make this 
trip? 

t1ni1bUs I I _bus I I lhinlbus 

Where did you boerd the first bue? 

[ 
"Pdii'@""'MM!i 

How did you gat to the first bue stop? 
o Taxi 
D_ 
O Vehide passenger 
o VehIcI._ 
o IIIcycIa 

How did you pay your fare? 

OPass"'What kind Gfpass was it? ....... 

DCaslI 
DNa IBro paI1f (_bUSIfree shultis) 
o Other (spedIy): 

DManlhly 
0_ 0 __ 

IlO"dltapped 
DO!her(apecIIy): 

Where did you get off the last bus? 

How did you gat from the last bus to your 
final destination? 

o Taxi 
o Walk 
o Vehicle passenger 
o VehIcIe_ 
o IIIcycIa 

Private Vehicle 
Old you use one of tllli vehlclee listed 
on the Vehicle Form for this trip? 

ONo DYes ~ _-=,--_--=~--
!lake """'" 

:,,:,:p~uOff? ~N. OYes(GoIo fD) 

Where was the vehicle parked? 

§ On-slreet perking § Perking struclu", 
Home drlVewayrc:aroortfgerage valel parked 
SlreeI·laveI perking lot . Other (speclly): 

If this place was not your main Job or 
your school, how much did parking 
cost you? (check as many as apply) 

OF",. 
OYalldaied 
ORelmbursed by employer 
OPaill S ___ _ 

much was tha fars, Including tip? 

1$ 1 
you be rslmbursed? 0 Yes 0 No 

Walk/Wheelchair/Bicycle 

far did you travel In '**J, .... 
Iblloclm ormllee? r----~ 

=1 
STOP! Was this the last activity of your day? 

Ifyee, go to 
page 40. 

If no, check that the time you finished this activity and the time you start 
the next activity are correct The time between aclMties ahould ba your -+ 
travel time. Please tum the page and tell us about your next activity. 
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Activity 12 
• What was the next thing you 

did? (check ONE only) 

At home actIvlllas o Work at home (lor main or.-.l job) o All olh8r at heme (IndudInjj s12ep) 

Picking up or dropping off other peopl. 
OAt Iftolr WOIkpJ0c8 o At their sd!ooI 

., Where were you? 
o Same plaCe .. las! acIIvIl)' (Go 10 CD) 
oAtmyhame 
OAt my main fob 
OAt my secomI fob 
OAt my sd!ooI 

o At another JocaIJml (spodfy): -----1 III 
oOff~md.dWmu ~mm~~~mi~;m~IIRG~~ 

OAlSlllllher_(COmpIeIeshodod .... )' 
= 

Other actIvm .. away from hom. '.. , ~ 

80 ~;Iatat(lncledudlng Co'- or UnJverslly) I ~'! _~. ~i"_ .. rrr'lIl tl~~:I, 
~I\N~... ~~\.~~tfi';""Io.W.u&lol:tl,.,\;."", o ChIItfl:are (day care or alter sd!ooI care) 

BBuyJn9 g .. 
EalIng oul o Shoppbtg o SodaIIII:IIvitI89 or RecreaIIlm o Volunteer work 

A How many other people traveled with 
., you all the way to this I I 

new location? , ...... 
(doni count )IOU1S8/f) 

o BankIng. ModlcaI or P8IliOItoi BusIness o OIhor (spedly): ________ 1 How many of these ware mambo,. of 
your household? I I 

eWhattlmedldyou: ,_ .... 
.-\ ---=-. --'\ampm 

stort this activity? '----'.'--~. 

stop this activity? 
r--:-.J;,_ .... 
L-...::,,---,I pm 

, o If you were at a shopping mall 
or center: 

• How many stores did you 90 btlo I 
bt lite mall or shopping celIter'I simas 

• Dill "'" eat at lite mall or shcppbtg DYes 0 No 
center? 

(dont count youlS8/f) , ..... 

e How did you get to this 
new location? ChooseOne Goto 
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(II you rmllIIIs or Ha!IdlIIirJ. _ fIlaI. U nat SectIon _tII8 ... yourml (Qrtll8/tmges111ma OI1t118l1ip.) ........ 

waJk or WhBBI_ 0 C 
ThaBus 0 • 
School bus 0 • 
SUbscripIIon bus (¢IaIe. paid subsaIplIons anly) 0 • 
HandIVan 0 • 
Posseng .. bt car. wn. Ughltruck or truck 0 G 
D!Iver cI car. wn. Ughltruck or truck 0 G 
Motorcycle 0 0 
Moped 0 0 
Taxi 0 G 
BIqcIe 00 
0IhBT (sped!y): 0 G 



Bus or HandiVan 
What bus routa(s) did you usa to make this 
trip? 

/bsI~ . I I _ bIJs I I f/drdI.fJs 

Where did you board the ftrst bus? 

I. J 
How did you get to the tim bus stop? 

o Taxi 
o Walk 
o Vehlda_ 
o Vahlda_ 
o Bicycle 

How did you pay YOllr fare? 

OPass .... What Idnd ofpaaa was It? .... 

OC8sh 
ON. rare paid (sdlDOI --I 
Oother (spedIy): 

OMonlhly 
OStudenI 0 __ 

hamIIcapped 
OOther(specIfr): 

Where did you get off the last bus? 
~"MI""'''=D;>'',',',,,·~r .. 'N't.'~' ,".n ~.- - .... \ . .- .... .-,_,:11".'.. :~ 

!!Jl£i,,,,,,,-,.~::m=,"""~,,,,,",,,: .. "~:1 1ii-m.~;.~...tr=:IiIA·~~?jl'~t.1UI=I,~.;':,. 

How did you get from tha last bus to your 
tlnaldestlnatlon? 

o Taxi 
o Walk 
OVehIde_ 
OVehIde_ 
o BlcJda 

e Private Vehicle 
DId you usa one of the vehIcles listed 
on the Vehicle Form for this trip? 

ON. Dyes ..... _-..::;",-_-::--,...,. __ Malo! _ 

:r:':~~~ff? ~ N. DYea(Go to CD) 

Where was the vehicle parked? 

§On.Slroot parking §Parklng slruc!ura 
Hom8 drlVewaylCarporlfg"'"ll9 Valet perked 
SIrooI·levei pmldng 101 other (spaclly): 

If this place was not your main lob or 
your school, how much did parfdng 
cost you? (clwck as many as BPply) 

OF, .. 
OVafidaled 
o Reimbursed by employer 
OPaldS ___ _ 

How much was the fare, IncludIng tip? 

1$ 1 
Will you be reimbursed? 0 yes 0 No 

• Walk/Wheelchair/Bicycle 

How far did you travel In "" .... 
blocks or miles? r----~ 

~ 
STOP! Was this the last activity of your day? 

Ifyas, go to 
page 40. 

If no, check thallhe time you finished this activity and the lime you start 
the next activity are correct. The lime between activities should be your -. 
travel time. Plesse tum the page and lell us about your next activity. 
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For more than 12 activities 
Please use this space to keep track of aD acIIvIIIes beyond the 

12 recorded In this diary 
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For more than 12 activ~ies 
Please use this space 10 keep track of aD activities beyond the 

12 recorded in this diary 



For more than 12 activities 
Please use this space to keep track of aD activities beyond the 

12 recorded In Ihfs diary 
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For more than 12 activities 
Please use this space to keep track of aD activities beyond the 

12 recorded In this diary 
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This concludes your 
One-Day Diary 

• Please go back over your MEMORY JOGGER and 
diary to be sure you included all of your activities. 

• In the next few days, you will receive a telephone 
call to collect this information. 

• Be sure to record the ending odometer reading for 
any vehicles on the household/vehicle form. 

• Please place your survey materials near the 
telephone so they will be handy when we call. 
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Mahalo Nui Loa! 

Your Information Counts 

XXX-XXX>< 



Start using your One-Day Diary 
at3 a.m. on 

Wednesday 

Finish using your One-Day Diary 
at3 a.m. on 

Thursday 



APPENDIXB 
METADATA FOR THE HOUSEHOLD, PERSON AND ACTIVITY DATA FILES 

H~D.1NF 
-> SYSF1~E 1NFD 'V:\PRDJ\H123009A\his\delivery\hld.sav'. 

-- SYSFI~E 1NFD -

File v:\proj\hi23009a\his\delivery\hld.sav 
created: 30 Jan 97 15:04:36 - 57 variables and 4,060 cases 

File Type: SPSS Data File 

N of cases: 4060 

Total , of Defined variable Elements: 69 

Data Are Not weighted 

Data Are compressed 

File contains case Data 

variable Information: 

Name 

1D 

HHWT3H 

Household ID 
Format: F5 

Household weight (4060) 
Format: FB.4 

DAY_O_WK ASsigned day of the week for survey 
Format: F1 

Q1 

BOOKS 

Q5A 

value Label 

1 Monday 
2 Tuesday 
3 Wednesilay 
4 Thursday 
5 Friday 

completed the forms and diaries? 
Format: F1 

value 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

~abel 

Yes 
Yes, but call back later 
NO, never received package 
NO, received inco~lete package 
No, refused to fi 11 out iii ari es 
No, haven't filled out diaries yet 

Number of booklets 
Format: F2 

Had the materials by the phone 
Format: F1 

value ~abel 

Page 1 

position 

1-5 

6-13 

14 

15 

16-17 

18 



Q58 

Q19 

Q26 

Q18 

Q25 

Q6 

Q4A 

1 Yes 
2 NO 

Returned with the materials 
Format: F1 

value Label 

HLD.INF 

1 
2 

Yes or doing by memory 
canlt find the materials 

Different household member numbers 
Format: F1 

value 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 

Label 

off island during the diaty day 
NO longer living at this address 
other permanent deduction in HH size 
New household member born 
New household member moved in 
other permanent addition to HH size 
Refused 
Don't know 

Number commercial vehicles at your home 
Format: F2 

value 

98 
99 

Label 

Refused 
Don't know 

Number of household members 
Format: F2 

1994 household annual income 
Format: F2 

value 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

98 
99 

Label 

< $10 000 
$10,060 to $19,999 
$20,000 to 529,999 
$30,000 to $39,999 
540,000 to 549,000 
$50,000 to 559,999 
$60,000 to 574,999 
$75~OOO to 599,999 
$lOu,OOO or more 
Refused 
Don't know 

Number of vehicles 
Format: F2 

willing to participate 
Format: F1 

value 

1 
2 

Label 

Yes, have materials 
NO, still unwilling to participate 
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19 

20 

21-22 

23-24 

25-26 

27-28 

29 



Q4B 

Q4C 

Q4D 

Q4E 

Q4F 

Q27 

a28 

HLD.INF 

what is the main reason that you will not participate in the 
Format: Fl 

value 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Label 

Forms are to complicated or confusing 
Forms re~uest too much information 
FOrms ta~e too much time to complete 
can not get other family members to participate 
Other 
I travel too little to make a difference 
I travel too much to track my activities 
Refused to give reason for non-participation 
Do not know 

please think again about your decision not to participate 
Format: Fl 

value 

1 
2 

Label 

Yes, wi 11 do study 
No, still refuses 

Does your work involve constant travel 
Format: Fl 

value 

1 
2 

Label 

Yes 
NO 

will you participate, 2nd time 
Format: Fl 

value 

1 
2 

Label 

Yes, will do study 
No, still refuses 

will you participate, 3rd time 
Format: Fl 

value 

1 
2 

Label 

Yes, wi 11 do study 
No, still refuses 

Finished recording activities 
Format: Fl 

value 

1 
2 
8 
9 

Label 

Yes 
NO 
Refused 
Don't know 

Remembered the activities 
Format: Fl 

value Label 
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31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 



HLD.INF 
1 oK/can remember/willing to continue 
2 can't remember 
8 Refused 

Q29 Household participation 
Format: F1 

37 

value Label 

1 Yes, will do study 
2 NO, still unwilling to participate 

Q30B Household that only travel 
Format: F1 

a little 38 

value Label 

1 Yes, will do study 
2 NO, still unwilling to participate 

INTVJD Intervi ewer ID 39-42 
Format: A4 

HMCDMMUN Home community 
Format: AZO 

43-62 

Q23CNTY Last home county or country 
Format: AZO 

63-82 

DWLSTCOM Last home community 
Format: AZO 

83-102 

FRLNGOTH other l~Uage spoken 103-112 
Format: 0 

DWLT"YOTM other home dwelling type 
Format: AlO 

113-122 

OWNTYOTH other home tenure 123-132 
Format: AlO 

DWLTYLSD other last home dwelling type 
Format: AlO 

133-142 

ETliNIOTH other etni ci ty 143-155 
Format: AU 

CITYLAST Last home ci ty 
Format: Al5 

156-170 

DWLSTST Last home state 171-172 
Format: AZ 

RU18PLUS Are you 18 or older? 173 
Format: F1 

value Label 

1 Yes 
2 No 

HOMEZIP Home zipcode 
FOrmat: F5 

174-178 
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HLD.INF 

DIARYDAY Diary day 
Format: F1 

179 

value Label 

1 Monday 
2 Tuesday 
3 wednesday 
4 Thursday 
5 Friday 

WILLING Are you willing to participate? 
Format: F1 

180 

Value Label 

1 Yes 
2 NO 

NONENGL Is a language other than English spoken in your home 
Format: F1 

181 

value Label 

1 Yes 
2 NO 
8 Refused 
9 Do not know 

FRGNLANG What is this language 
Format: F1 

182 

value Label 

1 Ta~alog 
2 11 ocano 
3 Chinese ~cantonese) 
4 Chinese Mandarin) 
5 Japanese 
6 spanish 
7 Korean 
8 other 
9 Refused 

ETHNICTY Which of the following best describes your ethnicity 183-184 
Format: F2 

Value Label 

1 Hawaiian/part 
2 Japanese 
3 Chinese 
4 Filipino 
5 KOrean 
6 caucasian 
7 Mixed 
8 Hispanic 
9 other 

98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

DWELLTYP Do you live in 185-186 
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HLD.INF 
Format: F2 

value Label 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

single-family detached house or single family house attached 
Multi-family house with at least 3 units, townhouse 
Building with at least three apartments 

98 
99 

Maids quarter, converted garage 
Hotel/motel 
Group quarters 
other 
Refused 
Don't know 

EXPGUEST EXpect guest on diary day? 
Format: Fl 

value 

1 
2 
8 
9 

Label 

Yes 
No 
Refused 
Don't know 

VRMOVEIN Year that you moved in to your current dwelling 
Format: F2 

value 

98 
99 

Label 

Refused 
Don't know 

LASTOAHU Last home on oahu? 
Format: Fl 

DWLTYLST Dwelling TYPe that you last lived in 
Format: F2 

value Label 

187 

188-189 

190 

191-192 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

single-family detached house, or single-family house attache 
Multi-family house with at least 3 units, townhouse 
Building with at least three apartments 
Maids quarter, converted garage 
Hotel/Motel 

98 
99 

Group quarters 
other 
Refused 
Dont't KnOW 

TENURLST Last home tenure 
Format: F1 

value 

1 
2 
3 
8 
9 

Label 

Rent/lease 
own/buying 
other 
Refused 
Don't know 

ZIPLAST Last home zipcode 
Format: F5 
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194-198 



HLD.INF 

TENURE Home 'tenure 199 
Format: F1 

Value Label 

1 Rent,lease 
2 0Nrt/ uying 
3 other 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

WIIYMOVE1 Main reason your household moved to your current home 200-201 
Format: F2 

value Label 

1 Job-related move 
2 schooling-related move 
3 wanted to move closer to town 
4 Required lar~er living space 
5 Required sma ler living space 
6 Retirement 
7 chi 1 dcare-rel ated 
8 combined households 
9 Divorce 

10 Had been renting, wanted to buy 
U Had owned, wanted to rent 
12 other 
98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

WHYMOVE2 other reason for movi ng 202-203 
Format: F2 

Value Label 

1 Job-related move 
2 schooling-related move 
3 Wanted to move closer into town 
4 Required lar~er living space 
5 Required sma ler living space 
6 Retirement 
7 child-care related 
8 combined households 
9 Divorce 

10 Had been renting, wanted to buy 
U Had owned, wanted to rent 
12 other 
98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

NPHONES Number of phone numbers to your household 204-205 
Format: F2 

NPHDATA Number of data phone lines in your household 206-207 
Format: F2 

PHSHARE Share phone with other hld? 
Format: F1 

208 

value Label 
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HLD.INF 
1 Yes 
2 No 
B Refused 
9 Don't know 

NSHARHH Number of hld share phone with 
Format: F2 

NUNITS Number of dwelling units in your complex 
Format: F2 

value 

98 
99 

Label 

Refused 
Don't know 

HHWT5H Household weight (3709) 
Format: FB.4 

RECOVER Household retrieval status 
Format: Fl 

TAZ761 

value 

o 
1 

Label 

Regular 
soft conversion 

Household's TAZ 
Format: F3 
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209-210 

211-212 

213-220 

221 

222-224 



PER.INF 
-> SYSFILE INFO 'V:\PROJ\HI23009A\his\delivery\per.sav'. 

-- SYSFILE INFO -

File v:\proj\hi23009a\his\delivery\ger.sav 
created: 30 Jan 97 15:03:31 - 8 variables and 10,598 cases 

File Type: SPSS Data File 

N of cases: 10598 

Total # of Defined variable Elements: 90 

Data Are Not Weighted 

Data Are Compressed 

File contains case Data 

variable Information: 

Name 

ID 

HHWT3H 

PERNUM 

Household ID 
Format: F5 

Household weight (4060) 
Format: F8.4 

Person Number 
Format: F2 

value 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
U 
12 

Label 

Person 1 in HH 
Person 2 in HH 
Person 3 in HH 
Person 4 in HH 
Person 5 in HH 
Person 6 in HH 
Person 7 in HH 
Person 8 in HH 
person 9 in HH 
Person 10 in HH 
Person U in HH 
person 12 in HH 

HADRFLAG Home address flag 
Format: F1 

Label value 

1 
2 
5 
8 
9 

Complete address given 
cross streets given 

refused 
Don't know 

SCNMFLAG school address name flag 
Format: F1 
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position 

1-5 

6-13 

14-15 

16 

17 
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value Label 

1 Name given 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

SCCOMNTY school COmmunity 
Format: AZO 

18-37 

SADRFLAG School address flag 38 
Format: F1 

value Label 

1 complete address 
2 Cross streets 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

WlNMFLAG Main job address Name Flag 39 
Format: F1 

value Label 

1 self employed - Home 
2 self employed - Not home 
7 other ~co. name given) 
8 Refuse 
9 Don't know 

HMCOMNTY Home community 40-59 
Format: AZO 

'IilADRFLG Main job address flag 
Format: F1 

60 

value Label 

1 COmplete address 
2 cross streets 
S Refused 
9 Don't know 

W1COMNTY Main job address - community 61-80 
Format: AZO 

W1Zl:P Main job address - ZIP code 
Format: F5 

81-85 

W2NMFLAG second job address name flag 86 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 self employed - Home 
2 Self employed - Not home 
7 other ~co. name given) 
8 Refus 
9 Don't know 

W2COMN1Y Second job community 87-106 
Format: AZO 
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W2ADRFLG second job address 
Format: Fl 

flag 107 

value Label 

1 Complete address 
2 Cross streets 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

W3NMFLAG Previous main job address name flag 108 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 NO previous employer 
7 Name Given 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

W3COMNTY previous~Ob community 109-128 
Format: 0 

COV..JItNTH MOnth on front of diary 
Format: F2 

129-130 

value Label 

1 January 
2 February 
3 March 
4 April 
5 May 
6 June 
7 July 
8 August 
9 september 

10 october 
11 November 
12 December 
99 Don't know 

COV-DATE Date on diary 
Format: F2 

131-132 

PERQl Have disability limits Trans you can use 133 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 Yes 
2 No 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

PERQ2Al Visual or blind 134 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 Yes 
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PERQ2A2 Hearing impaired or deaf 

Format: Fl 
135 

value Label 

1 Yes 

PERQ2A3 cane or walker 136 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 Yes 

PERQ2A4 wheelchair nontransferable 137 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 Yes 

PERQ2A5 Wheelchair transferable 138 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 Yes 

PERQ2A6 Filler COlumn 139 
Format: Fl 

PERQ2A7 Filler column 140 
Format: Fl 

PERQ2A8 other 141 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 Yes 

PERQ2A9 Refused 142 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 Yes 

PERQ2AlO Don't know 143 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 Yes 

PERQ3Al which of the following best describes you 144-145 
Format: F2 

value Label 

1 child not in school 
2 child in day-care 
3 Full-time student 
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4 part-time student 
5 Employed Full-time (30+ Hrs) 
6 ~loyed Part-time 
7 Se f-employed full-time 
8 self-employed part-time 
9 Retired 

10 Full-time homemaker 
11 unemployed, looking for work 
12 unemployed, not seeking work 
98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

PERQ3A2 which of the fOllowing best describes you 146-147 
Format: F2 

value Label 

1 Chil d not in school 
2 Child in day-care 
3 Full-time student 
4 part-time student 
5 Employed Full-time (30+ Hrs) 
6 ~loyed Part-time 
7 se f-employed full-time 
8 Self-employed part-time 
9 Retired 

10 Full-time homemaker 
11 unemployed, looking for work 
12 Unemployed, not seeking work 
98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

PERQ4 l)'pe of school 
Format: F1 

or day-care enrolled in 148 

value Label 

1 Day-care 
2 pre-school 
3 Elementry K-6 
4 secondary 7-12 
5 vocati onal/Techni cal 
6 COllege/university 
7 Adult School 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

PERQ7 Days per week go to this 
Format: F1 

school/day-care 149 

value Label 

1 one day 
2 "010 da)'s 
3 Three Clays 
4 Four days 
5 Five days 
6 six da)'s 
7 seven Clays 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

PERQa Go to school/day-care on the diary day 150 
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Format: F1 

value Label 

1 Yes 
2 NO 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

PERQ9 Why not go to school/day-care diary day 151 
Format: F1 

value Label 

1 sick 
2 Family emer~ency 
3 spring brea 
4 NO class scheduled 
5 School didn't hold class 
7 other 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

PERQ10 MOst often used Trans MOde to school 152-153 
Format: F2 

value Label 

1 walk,Wheelchair 
2 The us 
3 school bus 
4 subscription bus 
5 Handivan 
6 passenger in vehicle 
7 Driver of vehicle 
8 MOtorcycle 
9 MOped 

10 Taxi 
11 Bicycle 
97 other 
98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

PERQllA HOW much do you pay to park (per ••• ) 154 
Format: F1 

value Label 

0 Free 
1 Per hour 
2 Per day 
3 Per week 
4 Per month 
5 per quarter 
6 Per semester 
7 Per school year 
8 other 
9 Refused/Don't know 

PERQ11B HOW much do you pay to park 
Format: F6.2 

($ figure) 155-160 

PERQ12 IS your main employer ••• 161 
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Format: F1 

value Label 

1 private company 
2 Government 
3 self-employed 
7 other 
8 Refused 
9 DOn't know 

PERQ13 Industry of main job 162-163 
Format: F2 

value Label 

1 Agriculture 
2 construction 
3 Manufacturing 
4 Trans/comm/util 
5 wholesale trade 
6 Retail trade 
7 Finance/Insurance 
8 Hotel 
9 Restaurant 

10 personal services 
11 Repair/Business services 
12 Health services 
13 other Pro servi ces 
14 Education 
15 public Admin/safety 
16 Entertainment/Recreation 
17 Military 
97 other 
98 Refused 
99 DOn't know 

PERQ14 OCcupation of main job 164-165 
Format: F2 

value Label 

1 Exec/Admin/Manager 
2 professional/Technical 
3 Technicians/related support 
4 sales 
5 production/ASSemblr 
6 private HH/protect ve 
7 Farming/Forest~/Fishing 
8 Admin support{C erical 
9 Trans/Materia moving 

97 other 
98 Refused 
99 DOn't know 

PERQ17 Length of time at main job 166-167 
Format: F2 

value Label 

0 Less than 1 year 
98 Refused 
99 DOn't know 
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PERQ1S work at main job location on diary day 168 
Format: F1 

value Label 

1 Yes 
2 NO 
S Refused 
9 Don't know 

PERQl8A why not work main job location D. 
Format: F2 

day 169-170 

value Label 

1 Sick 
2 Regular day off 
3 compressed work week day off 
4 vacation or holiday 
5 Family emergency 
6 worked second job 
7 Different location for business 
8 Went to school 

97 other 
9S Refused 
99 Don't know 

PERQ19 Average days per week work main job 171 
Format: F1 

Value Label 

1 one day 
2 TWO days 
3 Three days 
4 Four days 
5 Five days 
6 Six days 
7 Seven Clays 
S Refused 
9 Don't know 

PERQ20 In what type of building is main job 172 
Format: F1 

value Label 

1 Hotel 
2 office buildin~ 
3 Retail/commerc al building 
4 Facto~/warehouse 
5 Commun t¥ building 
6 other bu lding t~e 
7 NO building, wor in field 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

PERQ21 Avg days ~er week telecomm to main job 173-174 
Format: F 

value Label 
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0 None/Never 
1 one day 
2 TWo days 
3 Three days 
4 Four days 
5 Five days 
6 six days 
7 Seven (lays 

97 other 
98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

PERQ22 Most often used Trans Mode to mai n job 175-176 
Format: F2 

value Label 

1 wal~Wheelchair 
2 The us 
3 School bus 
4 subscription bus 
5 Handivan 
6 Passenger in vehicle 
7 Driver of vehicle 
8 Motorcycle 
9 Moped 

10 Taxi 
11 Bicycle 
97 other 
98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

PERQ23 Number of others that travel with you 177 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

0 None 
1 one 
2 TWo 
3 Three 
4 Four 
5 Five 
6 six 
7 seven or IIIOre 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

PERQ24 usually need vehicle at work for business 178 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 Yes 
2 NO 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

PERQ25A HOW much do you pay to park (per ••• ) 179 
Format: Fl 

value Label 
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o Free 
1 Per hour 
2 Per day 
3 Per week 
4 Per month 
5 Per quarter 
6 per semester 
7 other 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

PERQ25B HOW much do you pay to park ($ figure) 
Format: F6.2 

PERQ26 where do you park your vehicle at work 
Format: Fl 

PERQ27 

PERQ28 

value 

1 
2 
3 
4 
8 
9 

Label 

Lot/Garage at work 
Lot/Garage off site 
on the street 
Never drive to work 
Refused 
Don't know 

How long in minutes walk from car to work 
Format: F2 

value 

98 
99 

Label 

Refused 
Don't know 

Employer offer pay all/part of bus pass 
Format: Fl 

value 

1 
2 
8 
9 

Label 

ves, all or part 
No 
Refused 
Don't know 

PERQ29B what does it cost to buy a bus pass 
Format: F6.2 

PERQ30A Main job shift/schedule change regularly 
Format: Fl 

value 

1 
2 
8 
9 

Label 

ves 
NO 
Refused 
Don't know 

PERQ30B HOW often does shift/schedule change 
Format: Fl 

value 

1 

Label 

Every week 
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187-188 

189 
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2 Every month 
3 Every quarter 
7 other 
8 Refused 
9 DOn't know 

PERQ31 Typical start time of main job 198-201 
Format: F4 

PERQ32 TYPical end time of main job 202-205 
Format: F4 

PERQ33 HOW much can main job start time vary 206 
Format: F1 

value Label 

0 Start time can't vary 
1 15 Min or less 
2 16 to 30 Minutes 
3 31 to 60 Minutes 
4 60 to 120 Minutes 
7 other 
8 Refused 
9 DOn't know 

PERQ34 HOW much can main job end time vary 207 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

0 End ti me can't vary 
1 15 Min or less 
2 16 to 30 Minutes 
3 31 to 60 Minutes 
4 60 to 120 Minutes 
7 other 
8 Refused 
9 DOn't know 

PERQ35 DO you have more than one job 208 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 Yes 
2 NO 
8 Refused 
9 DOn't know 

PERQ36A IS your second employer .•• 209 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 Private company 
2 Government 
3 self-employed 
7 other 
8 Refused 
9 DOn't know 

PERQ38 Industry of second job 210-2U 
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Format: F2 

value Label 

1 Agriculture 
2 construction 
3 Manufacturing 
4 Trans/Corrun/util 
5 wholesale trade 
6 Retail trade 
7 Finance/Insurance 
8 Hotel 
9 Restaurant 

10 personal services 
11 Repair/Business services 
12 Health services 
13 other Pro services 
14 Education 
15 public Admin/safety 
16 Entertainment/Recreation 
17 Military 
97 other 
98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

PERQ39 occupation of second job 212-213 
Format: F2 

Value Label 

1 EXec/Admin/Manager 
2 professional/Technical 
3 Technicians/related support 
4 sales 
5 Production/Assembll 
6 private HH/protect ve 
7 Farming/Forest~/Fishing 
8 Admin support{C erical 
9 Trans/Materia moving 

97 other 
98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

PERQ40 Average days per week work second job 214-215 
Format: F2 

Value Label 

1 one day 
2 Two days 
3 Three Clays 
4 Four days 
5 Five days 
6 Six days 
7 Seven Clays 

97 other 
98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

PERQ41 In what type of building is second job 216 
Format: F1 

Value Label 
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1 Hotel 
2 offi ce buildin? 
3 Retail/Commerc al building 
4 Facto~/warehouse 
5 commun tr building 
6 Other bu 1 di ng tre 
7 NO building, war in field 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

PERQ42 Avg days ~er week telecomm to second job 217-218 
Format: F 

Value Label 

0 None/Never 
1 one day 
2 TWO days 
3 Three ilays 
4 Four days 
5 Five days 
6 six days 
7 Seven ilays 

97 Other 
98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

PERQ43 Typical start time of second job 219-222 
Format: F4 

PERQ44 Typical end time of second job 223-226 
Format: F4 

PERQ45 was your previous main employer ••• 227 
Format: F1 

Value Label 

1 private company 
2 Government 
3 self-employed 
7 Other 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

PERQ47 In what year did you leave previous job 228-229 
Format: F2 

value Label 

98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

LICENSE Person has driver's license 230 
Format: F1 

value Label 

1 Yes 
2 NO 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 
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RELATION Person l's relationship to respondent 
Format: F1 

value Label 

Refused/Don't know 
self 
Spouse 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 

SOn/Daughter 
MOther/Father 
Brother/Sister 
Grandparent 
Live-in help 
Roommate/other non-related 
other re1ated 

YEARBDRN Bi rth year for person 
Format: F4 

SEX 

value Label 

9999 Don't know/Refused 

Gender of person 
Format: F1 

value 

1 
2 

Label 

Male 
Female 

HHWT5H Household weight (3709) 
Format: FB.4 

RECOVER Household retrieval status 
Format: F1 

value 

o 
1 

Label 

Regular 
soft conversion 

HOMEZIP person's Home ZIP code 
Format: F5 

SCHLZIP Person's school ZIP code 
Format: F5 

W2ZIP person's Secondary Job ZIP code 
Format: F5 

W3ZIP person's previous Job ZIP code 
Format: F5 

TAZHM person's Home TAZ (761) 
Format: F3 

TAZSC person's School TAZ (761) 
Format: F3 

TAZWl person's Main Job TAZ (761) 
Format: F3 
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231 

232-235 

236 

237-244 

245 

246-250 

251-255 

256-260 

261-265 

266-268 

269-271 

272-274 



TAZW2 

PER.INF 

Person's second Job TAZ (761) 
Format: F3 
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-> SYSFILE INFO 'V:\PROJ\HI23009A\his\delivery\act.sav'. 

-- SYSFILE INFO -

File v:\proj\hi23009a\his\delivery\act.sav 
created: 30 Jan 97 15:16:20 - 67 variables and 43,414 cases 

File Type: SPSS Data File 

N of cases: 43414 

Total # of Defined variable Elements: 93 

Data Are Not weighted 

Data Are compressed 

File contains case Data 

variable Information: 

Name 

ID 

HHWT3H 

PERNUM 

ACTNUM 

ACTPURP 

Household ID 
Format: F5 

Household weight (4060) 
Format: FB.4 

Person number 
Format: F2 

Activity number 
Format: F2 

Activity ~rpose 
Format: F 

value 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Label 

work at home 
other at home 
P-up/o-off work 
P-up/D-off school 
p-up/D-off other 
Off-island Acts. 
work 
work-related 
school 
Chi 1 dcare 10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
97 
98 
99 

Buying gas 
Eating out 
Shopping 
social Acts./Recreation 
volunteer work 
personal business 
other 
Refused 
Don't know 
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position 

1-5 

6-13 

14-15 

16-17 

IB-19 
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STRTTIME Activity starting time 

Format: F4 
20-23 

END_TIME Activity ending time 
Format: F4 

24-27 

LCK;,...FLAG Location name flag 
Format: Fl 

28 

Value Label 

1 private residence 
7 Business/store/place 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

ADDRFLAG Add ress fl ag 29 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 complete a ddress known/given 
2 Cross streets known/given 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

Q74 where did you do this activity 
Format: Fl 

30 

Value Label 

1 Home 
2 Main job location 
3 secona job location 
4 school {Daycare 
7 other ocati on 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

Q73A confirm location at 3A.M. 3l 
Format: Fl 

Value Label 

1 Yes 
2 NO 

Q73B Got back to oahu by the end of the day 32 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 Yes 
2 NO 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

Q79 was that the last activity? 33 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 Yes 
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2 NO 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

confirm person at the one location all day 
Format: Fl 

value 

1 
2 
8 
9 

Label 

Yes 
No 
Refused 
Don't know 

DIRYDATE confi rmed di ary date 
Format: F2 

Q8lA 

Q8lB 

Q81c 

Q82 

Q83 

Q84 

Did anything on the way to work 
Format: Fl 

value 

1 
2 
8 
9 

Label 

Yes 
NO 
Refused 
Don't know 

Did anything on the way to the new activity 
Format: Fl 

value 

1 
2 
8 
9 

Label 

Yes 
NO 
Refused 
Don't know 

HOW di d you 1 eave oahu 
Format: Fl 

value Label 

1 Air 
2 Boat 
3 Dther 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

What time did you start the activity 
Format: F4 

Took so long to get there from the last location 
Format: F4 

value Label 

1 
2 

At a shopping mall or center 
Format: Fl 

value Label 
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37 

38 

39 

40-43 

44-47 

48 
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1 Yes 
2 No 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

Q85 How many stores did you go into 49-50 
Format: F2 

value Label 

98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

Q86 Eat at the shopping mall or center 51 
Format: F1 

value Label 

1 Yes 
2 NO 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

Q87 Where did you do this new activity 52 
Format: F1 

value Label 

1 same as 1 ast Act. 
2 Home 
3 Main job location 
4 secona job location 
5 school/Daycare 
7 other 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

Q91 How many other people traveled with you 53-54 
Format: F2 

value Label 

98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

Q9lA How many household members 
Format: F2 

55-56 

value Label 

98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

Q92 Travel mode 57-58 
FOrmat: F2 

value Label 

1 Walk/Wheelchair 
2 The BUS 
3 school bus 
4 subscription bus 
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5 Handivan 
6 passenger 
7 Driver 
8 Motorcycle 
9 MOped 

10 Taxi 
11 Bicycle 
97 Other 
98 Refused 
99 Don't know 

Q93A First bus route 59-61 
Format: A3 

Q93B second bus route 62-64 
Format: A3 

Q93c Third bus route 65-67 
Format: A3 

BUS1FLAG BUS 1 fla~ 68 
Format: F 

value Label 

1 place name only given 
2 place & intersection given 
3 Intersection only given 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

B1CC1'1NTY community of the bus boarding place 69-88 
FOrmat: A20 

BlZIP ZIP code of the bus boarding place 89-93 
Format: F5 

Q95 Travel mode to the first bus stop 94 
Format: F1 

Value Label 

1 Taxi 
2 walk 
3 Vehicle ~assenger 
4 vehicle ilriver 
5 Bic;ycle 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

Q96 HOW did you pay 
Format: F1 

95 

Value Label 

1 Pass 
2 cash 
3 No fare paid 
7 Other 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

Q96A Type of pass 96 
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Format: F1 

value 

1 
2 
3 
7 
S 
9 

Label 

MOnthly 
student 
sr citizen/Handicapped 
other 
Refused 
Don't know 

Bus2FLAG BUS 2 flag 
Format: F1 

value 

1 
2 
3 
S 
9 

Label 

place name only given 
place & intersection given 
Intersection only given 
Refused 
Don't know 

B2COMNTY community of the getting off place 
Format: AlO 

B2zIP 

Q9S 

Q99 

Q99A 

Ql00 

ZIP code of the getting off place 
Format: F5 

Travel mode from the last bus to destination 
Format: F1 

value 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
8 
9 

Label 

Taxi 
walk 
vehicle ~assenger 
Vehicle ariver 
Bicycle 
RefUsed 
Don't know 

used listed vehicle 
Format: Fl 

value 

1 
2 
S 
9 

Label 

Yes 
NO 
Refused 
Don't know 

vehicle number 
Format: F2 

value 

98 
99 

Label 

Refused 
Don't know 

were you dropped off 
Format: Fl 

value Label 
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1 Yes 
2 No 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

Q10DA Where was the vehicle parked 
Format: F1 

128 

value Label 

1 On street parking 
2 Home driveway/garage 
3 Street-level parking lot 
4 parking structure 
5 valet parked 
6 vehicle idle/not parked 
7 Other 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

Q1DDB1 HOW much was the parking 129 
Format: F1 

value Label 

1 Free 
2 validated 
3 Reimbursed by employer 
4 paid something 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

Q1ODB2 cost of the parking 
Format: F7.2 

130-136 

Q1D1 Taxi fare, including the tip 137-143 
Format: F7. 2 

Q102 will it be reimbursed 144 
Format: F1 

value Label 

1 Yes 
2 NO 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

Q103A1 HOW far did you travel 
Format: F3 

145-147 

Q103A2 Blocks or miles 148 
Format: F1 

value Label 

1 Answered in blocks 
2 Answered in miles 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

Q104 Activity ending time 149-152 
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Format: F4 

Q105 Last activity 153 
Format: F1 

value Label 

1 Yes 
2 NO 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

Q105A Lasted till 3A.M. 154 
Format: F1 

value Label 

1 Yes 
2 No 
8 Refused 
9 Don't know 

OTHERACT other activity purpose, 
Format: A69 

specified 155-223 

HHWT5H Household weight (3709) 
Format: FB.4 

224-231 

RECOVER Household retrieval status 232 
Format: F1 

value Label 

0 Re~lar 
1 SO conversion 

TAZAC Activity TAl (761) 
Format: F3 

233-235 

TAlBB Bus boarding TAl (761) 236-238 
Format: F3 

TAlBA BUS alighting TAl 
Format: F3 

(761) 239-241 

HHWT5HPA Trip weight 
Format: FB.4 

242-249 
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APPENDIXC 
DETAILED TABLES FOR MODEL ESTIMATION 

Table C.1. Coefficients for an Estimated Multinomial La tit Model for Mode Choice Using Elderly and Retired as S Variables 
Drlve Walk Bike Transit' 

Standard Standani Standani Standani 
Coefficientl S~ 1 T-Statistic I P-VaIue Variable Coefficient Error T -Statistic P-VaIue Coefficient Error T -Statistic P-VaIue Coefficient Error T -Statistic P-VaIue Coefficient Error T -Statistic P-Volue 

Altomalive Scecitic Constant 1.529 0.131 11.636 0.000 -0.175 0.134 -1.308 0.191 3.098 0.164 18.913 0.000 -2.450 0.314 -7.813 0.000 NlA 
Elderly -0.424 0.256 -1.656 0.098 -0.386 0.262 -1.473 0.141 -0.778 0.395 -1.967 0.049 - NlA 
Rotinld -0.342 0.161 -2.125 0.034 -0.187 0.167 -1.121 0.262 -0.444 0.234 -1.897 0.058 -1.812 I 0.516 -3.512 I 0.000 NlA 
Oender 0.620 0.084 7.396 0.000 -0.423 0.090 -4.691 0.000 0.392 0.122 3.222 0.001 1.690 I 0.241 ~ 7.018 I 0.000 NlA 
Income: 

1ncome2b 0.854 0.098 8.685 0.000 0.854 0.098 8.685 0.000 - 0.679 I 0.209 I 3.243 I 0.001 NlA 

1ncome3b 1.232 0.104 11.867 0.000 1.232 0.104 11.867 0.000 - - NlA 
1ncome4b 1.670 0.112 14.929 0.000 1.670 0.112 14.929 0.000 0.496 I 0.130 I 3.812 I 0.000 - NlA 

TriD: 
0.367 I 0.109 I 3.365 0.001 0.506 I 0.117 I 4.336 I 0.000 - - NlA 

Personal 0.359 I 0.099 I 3.620 I 0.000 - - - NlA 
Work - -0.490 I 0.061 I -8.042 I 0.000 - - NlA 
Eat Out - 0.761 I 0.101 I 7.510 I 0.000 0.435 I 0.165 I 2.640 I 0.008 - NlA 

In-Vehicle Trawl Tune (minutes): 

Non-Elder1v -0.045 I 0.010 I -4.458 I 0.000 I -0.065 I 0.009 I -7.485 I 0.000 I -0.157 I 0.007 I -21.203 I 0.000 I -0.057 I 0.015 I -3.837 0.000 ~ -0.008 i 0.005 I -1.687 0.092 
Elderlv" -0.070 I 0.025 I -2.833 I 0.005 I -0.070 

Out..,C-Vehicle Trawl Tune minutes): 

Non-Elderly NlA 
Elderly NlA 

Auto TermlnaI TUDe 
minutes)b -0.114 0.010 -11.778 0.000 -0.114 

TnmsfenI NlA 
Trawl Cost (dollars): 

Non-Elderly -0.291 0.096 -3.016 0.003 
Elderlv -0.440 0.097 -4.518 0.000 

Cost (dollars) -0.174 0.025 -7.080 0.000 
No 17.737 

"Transit was considered to be the base case. 
"rbese variables were ccmbined for Drlve ODd Passenger. 

- - --- - - ..... Table Co2. T -Statistic for Non-Elderly vs. Eld, 
Drlve Passen ..... Walk Bike Transit 

In-Vehicle Travel Tune 2.5SS 2.569 7.745 2.302 0.997 
Out..,C-Vehicle Trawl Tune NlA NlA NlA NlA 4.907 _ 

Table C.3. Economic Value of 

0.025 I -2.833 I 0.005 I -0.160 I 0.019 -8.469 I 0.000 I -0.092 I 0.036 I -2.587 

NlA NlA NlA 
NlA NlA NlA 

0.010 -11.778 0.000 NlA NlA 
NlA NlA NlA 

NlA NlA NlA 
NlA NIA NlA 
NlA NlA NIA 

IAII IVTT except transit have 1>1.645, therefore all exoept transit are significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 
1>1.645, therefore transit OVTT is significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 

0.010 1 -0.014 J 0.013 ~ -1.007 I 0.314 

-0.047 I 0.005 I -9.427 I 0.000 
-0.069 I 0.013 I -5.478 I 0.000 

NlA 
-0.380 i 0.110 I -3.467 0.001 

NlA 
NIA 
NlA 

I 



Table C.4. Coefficients for an Estimated Multinomial Logi 
Drive 

Error P-Value . Error_ "'""'- P-Value Coe 

I~-= 
1501 0.132 11.402 0.0000 -0.195 i¥ -1.454 O. 
1.493 :;1 =- --" 19 -I. 
159~ - 15 ~ ~ 992 

~ 
f and Not 

1.618 - 12 0.090 -4. 578 

Income 2 0.853 0.098 8.665 0.0000 0.853 JM1!J! 8.665 0.0000 

Income 3 1.221 0.104 11.761 ~ 1.221 ~ _!!-761 0.0000 
,- 1Ji§t ..!!JR 14.904 ~ 1.668 ..!!JR 14.904 0.0000 .l 

ITri 
~ ~ I ~ ~ I 0.117 J 4.355 I 0.0000 0.36~ 

O~.l I 3 . .l~ -

,- tQtJt. - -0.496 I O.06I.l-1JE I ~ 
- 0.757 O.IUI I 1. I O. U 

: Travel Time 
-4.418 

~ 
-0.065 

~ 
90 .0000 --0.045 Jill: ~~ -am! -2.2 15 -0.058 UK .03~ ....: 

t- Vand~ot~ -0.093 0.073 -1.2 \6 Q.2~ -0.168 Q.067 02 Om ....: 

N/A ~ 't!.. 
~and Retired 

NlA N 'A 

[AuiO f and Tune 
N fA ~ 

-0.114 ~ -11.765 0.0000 -0.114 0.010 -11.765 0.0000 .• b r. (, NfA 1\ riA 

-~ O. -: i 1.0021 fA 
~ etired -0.282 

1~ 
.3~16 Il 

~Iyand otRetired -1.329 t.647 

~ ,Cost --O.[M 0.02 -7.048 Il 
, 17,737 

'Transit was considered to be the base case. 
'These variables were combined for Drive and Passenger. 

Table C.S. T-Statistic for Non-Elderl vs. Not Retired Elderly 
Drive Passenaer Walk Bike Transit 

In-Vebicle Travel Time 1.217 2.420 4.627 1.738 1.\66 A111VTT except drive and transH has I> 
Out-of-Vebicle Travel Tune NlA N/A N/A N/A 3.621 1>1.645, therefore transH OVTT Is slgnl 

...Table C.6. 'T' for"" f vs. Retired "lA. 
llive ~ ~ [ransit 

~Time .O~ 1.97. 1.435 IAlIIVTT except transH have 1>1.645, th 
I Tune ~/A N/A N/A NlA 1.902 >1.645, therefore transH OVTT Is slgnl 

Table C.1. T-Statistic for Not Retired Elderly vs. Retired Elderly 
Drive PlISSOIlger Walk Bike Transit 

In-Vebicle Travel Tune 1.096 2.268 4.333 1.\37 1.094 All IVTT except drive, bike and transH h Out-of-Vehicle Travel Tune NlA NlA NlA NlA 3.504 1>1.645, therefore transH OVTT Is slgnft 

Table C.8. Economic Value of 
Tim~ (per hour 

Non-Elderly $ 9.12 
Elderly and Retired $ 15.11 
ElderJr. and Not Retired $ 4.20 



:.O!ril Model for Mode Choice Usinl! • ' and D ""--\ as One' 
~;;!k Rlke Transit' 

Error P-Value Error P-Value Error P-Value 

3.055 nl~ lR/\K4 

~ 
~.618 0326 135 1.0000 

---:~ o.4f9 --2.749 - 0.873 ~78 .78J4 
"'O:i16 
~ ~ 

1.168- ,98 
~ 389 . 0.122 n I 14 0.240 17 

- 0.641 I 0.209 I 3Ji61 I 0.0022 NlA 

- - NlA 
0.S07 T 0:130 I 1-on1 -nnnot - N/A 

- - NlA 
- - N/A 

- - NlA 
o:<i33 T 0.165 -I , <,. I 17 - NlA 

I ~-[11 
. -O.ti7 1.007 _21194 

~ ~ 
.179 ~ 1.008 1.005 

---:o:J. i1 ~ ~ -!.l76 HIII7 1.015 
. -O.2:il -:o:I4l -0.082- 1.820 0.061 1.045 i038 

1iiiA N/A .oM7 -9.465 
N/A N7A 1* -4.292 
1iiiA NlA -3.691 

NIA N/A NlA 
~ 1iiiA NlA -0380 1 0.11 0 r--:3. 

~ 
N/A 

NlA 

~ 
N/A 

NlA 

UlS 1>1.645, therefore all except drive and transH are significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 
, slgnlficsnUy different at the 90% confidence level. 

45, therefore all except transH are slgnificanUy different at the 90% confidence level. 
, signlficsnUy different at the 90% confidence level. 

msH have 1>1.645, therefore all except drive, bike and transH are Significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 
, significantly different at the 90% confidence level. 

fA 
fA 
riA 
fA 

~ 
0.0002 

I~ 
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